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Adjectives

(click to view video)
There are two basic kinds of adjectives in Japanese i-adjectives and na-adjectives. Each of
them have different properties and behave differently grammatically.
i-adjectives
Form:
あまい (sweet)
amai
Example:
あまい
amai

デザート
dezaato.

(sweet dessert)

i-adjectives always end in the い or 'i' sound, hence the name i-adjectives. Not all adjectives
that end in い are i-adjectives though, some of them are na-adjectives, which we will go over
soon.
Although it might seem strange in English. It is very common to simply use an adjective by
itself without a subject or topic as long as it can be understood. For example, if you just bit
into a piece of sweet dessert, you can simply say 甘い！(This is sweet!).
Some other common expressions:
はずかしい！
hazukashii!

(I'm so shy/embarrassed.)

きんちょう！ (I'm nervous.)
kinchou
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na-adjectives
Form:
しずか (quiet)
shizuka
Example:
しずかな じんじゃ (quiet shrine)
shizukana jinja
Mnemonic:
na-adjectives GNAW on nouns, so they need the な particle when they come before a
noun.
Na-adjectives are adjectives that come to the Japanese language from Chinese. The tend to
be written with 2 kanji, and not end in い. But, there are numerous exceptions to this very
general rule. For example, here is a short list of na-adjectives that actually end with い:
便利 – benri – convenient
元気 – genki - energetic
綺麗 – kirei – pretty
嫌い – kirai – hated
好き – suki – liked
大好き – daisuki – really liked, loved
有名 – yuumei - famous
These will be a little harder to recognize on the JLPT because they won't be written in kanji,
but in hiragana. Practice using these words often in conversation to help you get a feel for
how they are used.
Also, be careful with na-adjectives at the end of sentences. They are usually followed by だ
in the casual tense:
じんじゃは
Jinjaha

きれいだ。(The shrine is pretty/well-kept.)
kireida.
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Although this is not 100% required and in casual conversation, the だ is often dropped.
Negative Casual Tense
i-adjectives:
あまい → あま + くない → あまくない
amai → ama + kunai → amakunai
Example:
あまくない
amakunai

デザート (not sweet dessert)
dezaato

If you want to talk about what something is not, you just need to take い off the end of an iadjective and add くない. This will form the present negative casual tense of the adjective.
na-adjectives:
しずか + じゃない → しずかじゃない
shizuka + janai
→ shizukajanai
Example:
しずかじゃない じんじゃ (not a quiet shrine)
shizukajanai
jinja
For na-adjectives, you just add じゃない to the end. Note that once you do this, it behaves
like an i-adjective. So, you can place it in front of a noun without using な (like in the
example above).
You can read more about だ in that section of the guide.
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Example Sentences
にぎやかな
nigiyakana

まち
machi

lively town

りっぱな ホテル
rippana hoteru

splendid hotel

きれいな 女
kireina onna

pretty woman

ゆうめいな
yuumeina

famous book

本
hon

あかるい へや
akarui
heya

bright room

新しい かばん
atarashii kaban

new bag

うるさい
urusai

noisy dog

いぬ
inu

おもい にもつ
omoi
nimotsu

heavy baggage
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Grammar Exercises
Vocabulary
きらい [kirai] (na-adj) – hated
べんり [benri] (na-adj) – convenient
いそがしい [isogashii] (i-adj) – busy
おいしい [oishii] (i-adj) – delicious
おもしろい [omoshiroi] (i-adj) – interesting
ねこ [neko] (n) – cat
ところ [tokoro] (n) – place
週 [shuu] (n) – week
たべもの [tabemono] (n) – food
えいが [eiga] (n) – movie
Can you translate these phrases?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

hated cat
convenient place
busy week
delicious food
interesting movie

Answers
1) きらいな

ねこ

2) べんりな

ところ

3) いそがしい
4) おいしい

週

5) おもしろい

たべもの
えいが
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Adjectives – casual past tense

(click to view video)
The two adjectives in Japanese, na-adjectives and i-adjectives, are conjugated differently for
the past tense.
i-adjectives – casual past
Form:
あまい → あま + かった → あまかった (It was sweet.)
amai → ama + katta → amakatta
Example:
きのうは
kinouwa

さむかった。
samukatta.

(Yesterday was cold.)

Mnemonic:
Use a KATTA and cut off the 'i'.
This is pretty easy, just take off the 'い(i)' at the end and add かった (katta). The one
irregular verb is いい (good) which becomes よい, when used to talk about the past:
よかった (That's great!)
yokatta
i-adjectives – casual past negative
Form:
1st convert to negative form:
あまい → あま

+ くない → あまくない
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amai

→ ama

+ kunai → amakunai

2nd convert the negative form to past:
あまくない → あまくな
amakunai → amakuna

+ かった → あまくなかった (It wasn't sweet.)
+ katta → amakunakatta

Example:
そのカレーは

からくなかった

(The curry was not spicy.)

This is pretty easy as well. Just convert the i-adjective to the negative form (くない) and
then take off the 'い(i)' at the end of くない and add かった (katta). Again the word for
good, いい, is irregular. It becomes よい when used in this situation:
よくなかった。(That wasn't good.)
yokunakatta.
Na-adjectives – casual past
Form:
しずか + だった → しずかだった
shizuka + datta → shizukadatta

(it was quiet)

Example:
そのレストランは りっぱだった。(The restaurant was splendid.)
sonoresutoranwa rippadatta.
Mnemonic:
In the past, na-adjectives used to be very close to their DAUTAs (daughters)
For na-adjectives you just have to add だった to the end.
Na-adjectives – casual negative past
Form:
しずか + じゃなかった → しずかじゃなかった
shizuka + janakatta
→ shizukajanakatta

(It wasn't quiet.)
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Example:
なりたは
naritawa

しずかじゃなかった。(Narita was not quiet.)
shizukajyanakatta.

For the negative past tense of na-adjectives, you actually add じゃなかった which is very
similar to i-adjectives (except for i-adjectives you need to change the い to く).

How does this look on the JLPT?
Although questions involving conjugating adjectives might appear in the grammar section, the
biggest problem you might encounter with past adjectives is in the listening section.
You have probably been studying N5 vocabulary via lists of words with an application like Anki
or Memrise. These words are generally in their base form, in other words what you would
see in the dictionary not the conjugated form. So your ears might not be trained to listen for
the past tense.
That's why it is important to get in some good listening practice with material that matches
your level. For N5, that can be Minna No Nihongo, or a good resource with a lot of material
is also JapanesePod101. Even if you just subscribe to their feed and listen to the free
episodes, it will really help train your ear.
And remember to review and re-listen to the material to. The premium subscription is good
for that because they already have everything chopped up for you and you can just add the
dialog to your playlist and review that way. Or if you are using another book to train with,
just cut it down to the short conversations you need to review with.
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Example Sentences
そのくるまは 古かった。
sonokurumawa furukatta.

The car was old.

そのくるまは 新しかった。
sonokurumawa atarashikatta.

The car was new.

あまくなかった.
amakunakatta.

(It) wasn't sweet.

大きくなかった。
ookikunakatta.

(It) wasn't big.

かれは りょうりが
karewa ryouriga
かのじょのへやは
kanojyonoheyawa

下手だった。
hetadatta.
きれいだった。
kireidatta.

His cooking was bad.
Her place was tidy.

かれは ひまじゃなかった。
karewa himajyanakatta.

He wasn't available.

かのじょは きれいじゃなかった。
kanojyowa kireijyanakatta.

She wasn't pretty.
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Grammar Exercises
Vocabulary
ホテル [hoteru] (n) – hotel
カレー [karee] (n) – curry
からい [karai] (i-adj) – spicy
What is the appropriate response?

1)

１）ええ、りっぱだ。

２）いいえ、りっぱくなかった。

３）ええ、りっぱかった。 ４）いいえ、りっぱじゃなかった。
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2)

１）ええ、うるさかっただ。 ２）いいえ、しずかだった。
３）ええ、うるさい。

４）いいえ、しずかった。

3)

１）ええ、きれかった。

２）いいえ、きれくなかった。

３）ええ、きれいだった。

４）いいえ、きれいなかった。
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4)

１）ええ、たのしくなかった。

２）いいえ、たのしくない。

３）ええ、たのしかった。

４）いいえ、たのしくじゃない。

5)

１）ええ、からくない

２）いいえ、からくなかった。

３）ええ、からいだった。

４）いいえ、からくじゃなかった。
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Answers:
1) 4 – りっぱ (splendid) is a na-adj, so we have to add だった to make it about the past.
2) 2 – しずか (quiet, peaceful) is another na-adj and is the opposite or うるさい (noisy,
annoying), so we need だった again.
3) 3 – きれい (pretty) is a na-adj, so we need だった.
4) 3 – たのしい (fun, enjoyable) is an i-adj, and so we need to change the last い to かっ
た to talk about the past.
5) 2 – からい (spicy) is another i-adj, to say 'it wasn't spicy' we need to first change it
into the negative form, からくない, than make it about the past by changing the last い
to かった, からくなかった.
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Adjectives – polite past tense

(click to view video)
The two adjectives in Japanese, na-adjectives and i-adjectives, are conjugated differently for
the past tense and to be more polite. You can use the casual form for situations with your
friends or people you know, but with people that you just met or in slightly formal, business
situations, or times when you just want to be a little more polite, it is best to use the polite
form.
i-adjectives – polite past (affirmative and negative)
Form:
Step 1:
あまい → あま+かった →あまかった (it was sweet.)
amai → ama + katta → amakatta
Step 2:
あまかった+です→あまかったです [(pol) It was sweet.]
amakatta + desu → amakattadesu
Example:
そのカレーは

高かったです。(The curry was expensive.)

sonokareeha

takakattadesu.

Mnemonic:
Gangsters end things politely with DESU (death).
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This is pretty easy to remember just add です (desu) to the end of the casual tense of the
adjective for both a positive and negative sentence. For example, if you want to say the
curry wasn't expensive politely you could use this sentence:
カレーは

高かなかったです。(The curry wasn't expensive.)

kareeha

takanakattadesu.

You could also just add です to the end of a sentence that ends with a noun to make it more
polite as well:
こちらは マックです。(This is Mac.)
kochiraha makkudesu.
If you need some more help with the casual tense, be sure to review that section.
Na-adjectives – polite past
Form:
にぎやか + でした → にぎやかでした
nigiyaka + deshita → nigiyakadeshita

(It was lively.)

Example:
ひまでした。(I was free.)
himadeshita.
Mnemonic:
In the past, the Empire used the でした (Death Star) to destroy the rebels NA-ing
(gnawing) on their territory.
For the past tense of na-adjectives you just have to add でした to the end.
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Na-adjectives – polite negative past
Form:
Spoken:
にぎやか+ではなかったです → にぎやかではなかったです。 (It wasn't lively.)
nigiyaka + dehanakattadesu → nigiyakadehanakattadesu.
Written:
にぎやか+ではありませんでした→ にぎやかではありませんでした。 (It wasn't lively.)
nigiyaka + dehaarimasendeshita → nigiyakadehaarimasendeshita

Example:
イベントは
ibentoha

にぎやかではなかったです。(The event wasn't lively.)
nigiyakadehanakattadesu.

For the polite negative tense for the na-adjective, it can get a little tricky. You might have
heard or been taught the following form:
。。。ではありませんでした。
The problem with this is that it sounds pretty stiff in real use. Especially in spoken Japanese.
That's why it is more common to use this form when you are speaking:
。。。ではなかったです。
And use the ありません form for writing.
Note that you will never use でした with positive verbs:
X

いきますでした

X

いくでした
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How does this look on the JLPT?
The key here again is to practice listening to the different forms of these conjugations and to
know the differences between them. The test will be testing you on how and where to use
these conjugations more than how to actually form the past tense for adjectives.
ありません vs. じゃない for negative na-adjectives
You probably wondering that if there are two ways to form the negative past tense for naadjectives, which form is going to pop up on the test?
Well, that is a tricky question. I scoured through the official workbook and practice test for
the N5 and couldn't actually find either form used. In the past the ありませんでした form
was listed as part of the test specifications, so it is safe to guess that it might be used on the
test. But, for life and just to cover all your bases make sure you are familiar with both.
Matching tenses
Take a quick look at this exchange in English:
A: How was Grand Front Osaka?
B: It's huge.
Notice that in English, we would use the present tense – 'It is huge.' Even though we saw
Grand Front in the past. We use the present tense because it is still huge (even though we
can't see it now, we are guessing it hasn't changed). But in Japanese it is different:
A: グランドフロントは どうでしたか？
gurandofurontoha
doudeshitaka?
おお

B: 大 きかったです。
ookikattadesu.
In a way you can see that in Japanese, it is more about the perspective of the speaker than
the current situation, at least for adjectives. This is something that could obviously pop up in
the grammar section.
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Example Sentences
その車は
高かったです。
kurumaha takakattadesu.

The car was expensive.

そのりんごは おいしかったです。
sonoringoha
oishikattadesu.

The apple(s) was/were delicious.

あつくなかったです.
Atsukunakattadesu.

(It) wasn't hot.

さむくなかったです。
samukunakattadesu.

(It) wasn't cold.

たなかさんは げんきでした。
tanakasanha genkideshita.

Mr. Tanaka was doing well.

べんり
Benri

(It) was convenient.

でした。
deshita.

そのホテルは

きれいでは

The hotel wasn't very pretty.

ありませんでした。
sonohoteruha kireideha
arimasendeshita.
しずかでは なかったです。
shizukadeha nakattadesu.

It wasn't quiet.
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Grammar Exercises - What is the appropriate response?
1)

１）にぎやかです。

２）しずかでした。

３）にぎやかでした。

４）しずかです。

2)

１）ふるいだった。

２）ふるくなかったです。

３）ふるくなかった。 ４）ふるくなかったでした
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3)

１）きれいでは

ありません。

３）きれいです。

２）きれくなかった。
４）きれいでは

ありませんでした。

4)

おお

１）大 きかったでした

２）大きかったです。

３）大きくない。

４）大きくなかったです。
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5)

１）げんきでは
３）げんき

ありませんでした ２）げんきくないでした。

じゃないでした

４）げんきくなかったです。

Answers:
1) 3 (にぎやかでした）- Your friend's mom is asking about the past and the street is
pretty busy or lively (にぎやか). にぎやか is a na-adjective so we need to just add で
した to the end of it to make it about the past.
2) 2（ふるくなかったです）- the car is new so we should say it was not old. Also,
remember that you use the past when describing something that you saw. The car is
still new, but you observed it in the past, so you should use the past tense.
3) 4 (きれいでは

ありませんでした）- the hotel was very dirty, so it was not tidy or

clean (きれい). We can use ではありませんでした here, but again, it can sometimes
sound a little stiff in conversation. However, it is what will probably appear on the N5.
4) 2 (大きかったです）- This is just a simple manner of forming the casual past tense of
大きい and adding です to make it polite. Again, we need to use the past even
though Grand Front Osaka is still probably big.
5) 1 (げんきでは ありませんでした）- the dog isn't doing so well, so he is not げんき
(in good spirits/doing well).
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～だ and ～じゃない

(click to view video)
The use of だ and じゃない share the same basic formation:
Forms:
noun or na-adjective + だ or じゃない
Examples:
with a noun:
いしゃ + だ (I'm a doctor.)
isha + da
いしゃ + じゃない (I'm not a doctor)
isha + jyanai
with a na-adjective:
きれい + だ (It's pretty.)
kirei + da
きれい + じゃない (It isn't pretty.)
kirei + jyanai

How does this look on the JLPT?
On the exam, they will most likely try to trick you by not forming the sentence correctly. For
example, they will try to use an i-adjective or verb before だ, which you can not do. For
example,
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Correct:
がくせい

学生 だ。(I'm a (university) student.)
gakusei da.
Incorrect:
べんきょう する だ。 (I study.)
benkyou suru da.
うつくしい だ。
utukushii da.

Example Sentences
ぼうし だ。
boushi da.

(It) is a hat.

たいせつ だ。
taisetsu
da.

(It) is important.

ボールペン
boorupen

(It) is not a ballpoint pen.

じゃない。
jyanai.

だいじょうぶ
daijyoubu

じゃない。
jyanai.

(It) is not all right.

りゅうがくせい だ。
ryuugakusei
da.

(I) am an overseas student.

にぎやか だ。
nigiyaka da.

(It) is bustling.

雨 じゃない。
ame jyanai.

(It) is not rain.

ひま じゃない。
hima jyanai.
(This is usually used in response to a

(I) am not available. (I don't have spare time
to do that.)

question like “ひま

ですか？”)
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Example Questions
Sentential Sentences I
1 – わたしは

＿＿＿＿＿＿。

せんせい

1) 先生

せんせい

よ

２）

先生

せんせい

だ

３）

先生

せんせい

だって

４）先生

が

まいにち

2 – 毎日

＿＿＿＿＿。

１）およぐ ２）およぐ だ

３）

およいた

４）およいで

いる

まいにち

3 – 毎日

はしる

１）ふとい

でも
だ

＿＿＿＿＿。

２）

ふとい ３）

ふとかった

４）

ふとく

Answers
1) 2 – だ can be used with a noun (せんせい) to sound more emphatic or masculine.
2) 1 – だ can't be used after a verb, the other answers are in the wrong tense.
3) 2 – だ
though.

can't be used after an i-adjective. It can be used after a na-adjective like きれい
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The は Particle

(click to view the video)
The grammar particle は or wa is a pretty simple topic marker. We use it to mark the topic of
the sentence (not the subject)
Form:
Topic (usually a noun) + wa
Examples:
田中さんは けいかんだ。
tanakasanwa keikanda.
さとうは
satouwa

あまい。
amai.

(Mr. Tanaka is a police officer.)

(Sugar is sweet.)

These sentences seem simple enough (and they are), but be careful not to confuse the topic
with the subject. The focus of the sentence is on the last part and not the topic.
The は particle marks something that is not absolutely necessary to convey the full meaning
of the sentence. It can be something easily understood (if you are pointing at it, it's a
common noun, there is only one of it, or it has been mentioned before).
What is really important to remember at this level is that は can not be used immediately
after question words. For example:
なには これ ですか？ (What is this?)
naniwa kore desuka?
You have to use が (after a question word):
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なにが
naniga

これ ですか？
kore desuka?

(What is this?)

Note that you can use it with question words like so:
その週末は
なにをしますか。
sonoshuumatsuwa naniwoshimasuka.
(lit. As for this weekend, what are you doing? or What are you doing this weekend?)
は can also be combined with other particles (except を) For example,
会社へは 電車で
行く。(As for going to work, I take the train.)
kaishahewa denshade iku.
車では
時間が かかります。 (As for going by car, it takes time.)
kurumadewa jikanga kakarimasu.
Also, note that the wa particle is actually 'spelled' with the hiragana for は(ha) that is
pronounced wa. I'll be using wa for the romaji guides throughout this guide.

How does this look on the JLPT?
On the JLPT, they will try to trick you by testing your knowledge of how to use は compared
to other particles.

は vs. が
I'll be going over が in a future cheat sheet, but basically the が particle is the subject marker.
Correct:
おとこのひとが カレーを 食べます。(The man eats curry.)
otokonohitoga kareewo tabemasu.
Incorrect:
おとこのひとは カレーを 食べます。(The man eats curry.)
otokonohitowa kareewo tabemasu.
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が needs to mark the topic in this sentence because the subject is necessary.

は can not follow a question word
I know I mentioned this at the beginning, but it is worth repeating because they will try to
test you on this either in grammar section I (choose the right grammar) or grammar section
II (scrambled sentences).

は can follow other particles except を
This is something that very commonly comes up in grammar section II scrambled sentences.
Take look at the follow example: (taken from the official practice book).
い

A 「かいしゃ

__ __ ** __ 行って

B

あるいて

「わたしは

行って

いますか？」

います。」

なに

1) で

2) へ

3) は

4) 何

At first, this question looks almost impossible to solve. But, as long as you remember that
you can combine で with は, you'll be okay.
The answer is 4, the sequence is 2 3 4 1 or
かいしゃへは 何で 行って いますか？
Kaishahewa
nanide itte
imasuka?
[lit. How do (you) go to (your) company? or How do you get to work?]
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Example Sentences
これは さかなだ。
korewa sakanada.

This is fish.

これは コーヒーだ。
korewa koohiida.

This is coffee.

それは コートだ。
sorewa kootoda.

That is a coat.

それは はがきだ。
sorewa hagakida.

That is a postcard.

あれは
arewa

しょうゆだ。
shouyuda.

That (over there) is soy sauce.

あれは
arewa

ストーブだ。
sutoobuda.

That (over there) is a heater.

あなたは おもしろい。
anatawa omoshiroi.

You are interesting.

かのじょは
kanojyowa

She is pretty.

きれいだ。
kireida.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
こんにち

1 – 今日 ＿＿
1) に

コーヒーを
2) は

3) が

がっこう

2 – この

よい

2) は

3 – マイク＿＿
1) は

4) で

せんせい

学校 ___

1) に

飲みません。

先生 が

3) が

だいどころに

2) が

3) では

はたらいて

います。

4) には
います。

4) を

Sentential Questions II
の

4 – ここ __ __ ** __ 飲めないで
1) は

2) ビール

3) で

ください。

4) を

い

5 – __ __ ** __ 行きましょう。
とうきょう

1) バス

2) 東京

へ

3)

で

4) は

Answers
1) 2 – the は particle is often used to talk about time.
2) 2 – the topic we are talking about is the school, 学校
3) 2 – For いる and ある, we need が instead of は.
4) 2 (3 1 2 4)
5) 1 (2 4 1 3) Again, be careful of the は particle being used with other particles.
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The が particle

(click to view the video)
The grammar particle が or ga is the subject marker in Japanese.
Form:
Subject (usually a noun) + ga
Examples:
田中さんが 食べています。
tanakasanga tabetteimasu.
マークが います。
maakuga imasu.

(Mr. Tanaka is eating.)

(Mark is here.)

The key here is that が marks the subject whereas は marks the topic.
The が usually marks something that is absolutely necessary to convey the whole meaning of
the sentence, like the first mention of something, or something that can not be understood
from the situation.
The が particle must be used with questions words, you can not use は. For example:
だれは わたしの ピッザを 食べました？ (Who ate my pizza?)
darewa watashino pizzawo tabemashita?
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You have to use が:
だれが わたしの ピッザを
darega watashino pizzawo

食べました？
tabemashita?

(Who ate my pizza?)

The は particle can be combined with other particles, but が can not be combined with other
particles, it is always alone. This is an important difference to remember for the sentential
questions II section (the 2nd section of the grammar section of the JLPT), so don't be tricked
into combining them.
Form:
Topic + wa + subject + ga
Examples:
わたしは 日本語が 分かる。
Watashiwa nihongoga wakaru.
(I understand Japanese. (lit. As for me, Japanese is understood))
車は
とよたが いいです。
Kurumawa toyotaga iidesu.
(Toyotas are the best cars. (lit. As for cars, Toyotas are the best.))
This structure is definitely pretty tricky because it may seem like the object particle を should
be used for the subject instead of が. This is often something that appears in the first
grammar section of the test.
Mostly this structure shows something that is uncontrollable by the topic (the thing marked
with は). It can be an ability (like 分かる or 話せる), a state, or a quality of something.

How does this look on the JLPT?
On the JLPT, they will try to trick you by testing your knowledge of how to use が compared
to other particles.

は vs. が
I went over は before, but just a little refresher of the differences, は can be understood as
the be-verb whereas が can be used for the do-verb. It is of course a lot more complicated
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than that, but for N5, this will be the key thing to remember.
Correct:
男の人が
カレーを 食べます。(The man eats curry.)
otokonohitoga kareewo tabemasu.
Incorrect:
男の人は
カレーを 食べます。(The man eats curry.)
otokonohitowa kareewo tabemasu.
が needs to mark the topic in this sentence because the subject is necessary.

Multiple が s
In some structures, there might end up being multiple が s. For example, look at the
following sentence:
男の人が
毎日
べんきょうするが、日本語は よくない。
otokonohitoga
mainichi benkyousuruga,
nihongowa yokunai.
(The man studies every day, but his Japanese is not good.)
The second が in this sentence is the conjunction が, which basically means 'but'. They
sometimes like to sneak a sentence into the 2nd sentential question section (scrambled
sentences) that might involve something like this.
Another が to look out for is one that might be used in a clause of the sentence. Take a look
at this example:
ツアーは ホテルが 安いの が いいです。
tsuaawa hoteruga yasuino ga iidesu.
That sentence may look a little strange to you. It looked strange to me, the first time I saw
it.
Maybe this will help you a little bit:
ツアーは
tsuaawa

ホテルが 安い
ツアーの（ほう）が
hoteruga yasuino tsuaano (hou)ga

いいです。
iidesu.
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This sentence has a basic meaning of 'As for tours (in general), I prefer ones with cheap
hotels.' The reason this looks so strange is because 'ホテルが
main sentence of 'このツアーは

X ほうが

安い' is a clause inside the

いいです' – As for this tour, I prefer X.

が is usually used in relative clauses (like the one above) to mark the subject. This usually
doesn't show up at the N5 level, but could.

Example Sentences
何が すきですか？
naniga sukidesuka?

What do you like?

いぬが すきです。
inuga sukidesu.

I like dogs.

だれが いますか？
darega imasuka?

Who is (here)?

マークが います。
maakuga imasu.

Mark is here.

どこが いたいですか。
dokoga itaidesuka.

Where does it hurt?

手が いたいです。
tega itaidesu.

(My) hand hurts.

わたしは スペイン語が
watashiwa supeingoga

わかりません。
wakarimasen.

わたしは 新しい iPhone が
watashiwa atarashiiaifonga

ほしい。
hoshii

I don't understand Spanish.
I want the new iPhone.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
はな

1 – たなかさん（
1) に

）ブラードと

2) は

3) が
なに

2 – このかいぎ（
1) に

4) と
はな

）何 を

2) は

話 しています。

話 したいですか？

3) が

4) で

いぬ

3 – わたしは
1) は

犬（

2) が

）

3) に

すきです。
4) を

Sentential Questions II
あし

4–足

＿*＿
1) ハイク

＿＿＿
2) は

＿＿＿
3) が

＿＿＿

おもしろかった。

4) いたいが
おお

5 – ＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

大 きいです。

あし

1) が

2) 足

3)

わたし

4) は

Answers
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

2 – the は particle is needed for proper nouns, like people's names.
4 – the particle で is needed because we are 'using' the meeting to talk about something.
2 – the particle が is usually used with すき and ほしい.
3 (3 4 1 2) the particle が is usually used to express pain and other sensations.
4 (3 4 2 1) this is the は~ が~ structure that was mentioned before.
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Present Tense Verbs

(Click to view the video)
This all about the basics of present tense verbs in Japanese. The most difficult part of the
present tense is really internalizing the conjugations of the verbs. It helps to know these well
so you can speak and recognize vocabulary words quickly.

Verb plain/dictionary form
Form:
What you see in most Japanese to English dictionaries. For example for 'to eat' it
would be 食べる(taberu)。
Example:
車が ある。
kurumaga aru.

(I have a car.)

If you look up a verb in a dictionary, you will get its plain form. This is used in casual
conversation as well as 'inside' sentences in clauses.
You will hear this probably more often with your Japanese friends. You shouldn't use it in
most business situations though. You should use polite Japanese, which we'll get to in a
moment.

Verb plain/dictionary negative form
Forms:
Type 1:
行く

→

行か

→

行かない

Type 2:
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食べる

→

食べ

→

食べない

Irregular:
する

→

し

→

しない

くる

→

こ

→

こない

Examples:
土曜日には
会社に
行かない。
douyoubiniwa
kaishani ikanai.
I don't go to the office on Saturday.
マクドナルドで
食べない。
makudonarudode tabenai.
I don't eat at McDonald's.
あまり べんきょう しない
amari
benkyou
shinai
I don't study much.
Mnemonic:
If I sEE an I or an E before る it is type 2, otherwise type 1. (There are exceptions to
this rule but in general)
The key with the negative present tense is the type 2 verbs. These are easy to mess up and
forget about when you are speaking and listening. Be sure to drill the different forms by
practicing them regularly.
One exercise you can do is whenever you see a verb in regular dictionary form try to
conjugate to the negative form quickly in your head or even say it out loud. You'll want to
make this automatic in your head.
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Verb polite form
Forms:
Type 1:
行く

→

行き

→

行きます

Type 2:
寝る

→

寝

→

寝ます

Irregular:
する

→

し

→

します

くる

→

き

→

きます

Examples:
ときどき 映画に 行きます。
tokidoki eigani ikimasu.
I go to the movies from time to time.
毎日
１０時に 寝ます。
mainichi jyuujini
nemasu.
I go to bed at 10 every day.
友達が
来ます。
tomodachiga kimasu.
My friend is coming.
Mnemonic:
If it is a type 1 verb it's Easy just change the last kana to the い(i) sound. If I sEE an E
or an I, I cut off る and add ます。
This form is commonly used in beginner textbooks of Japanese and is polite. You should use
it with people when you first meet them and in business situations, even talking to your coworkers sometimes.
The best rule of thumb is to start off in polite -masu form and if the person you are talking to
switches to dictionary/casual form, you should probably follow their lead. It is always safe to
be polite, but being too polite might make you sound a little unfriendly. For example look at
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these two sentences in English:
A: Do you take anything in your coffee?
Formal:
B: I prefer my coffee with milk, please.
Casual:
B: Milk would be great. Thanks.
Using the formal language creates a little barrier between you and the speaker. It is the
same in Japanese, so it is best to try to match what the person you are talking to is doing.
In the Kansai area, people are quite casual and often use the casual form or even Kansai
dialect. Whereas, in the Tokyo area people can be a little more formal. There are always
exceptions though.

Verb polite negative form
Forms:
行きます

→

行きま

→

行きません

Example:
明日 学校へ
行きません。
ashita gakkouhe ikimasen.
I will not go to school tomorrow.
It is pretty simple to make the polite past negative form. Just replace ます of the polite form
with せん and you have it. There are no irregular verbs or any exceptions to this rule.

How does this look on the JLPT?
The big issues that come with verbs is conjugation. You will probably study these verbs in
their dictionary form like '食べる', but you also need to know and be able to recognize in
listening and reading their other forms as well.
When you are first learning these words, it doesn't hurt to conjugate their different forms
when you are drilling them with your flashcards, or Anki, or Memrise.

Be sure to use the plain form in clauses
Clauses, those little pieces of sentences that can go before nouns and other particles, usually
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use the casual tense. For example before the particles 後(ato), 前(mae), や(ya), or か(ka)
you would use the casual tense. Here is a quick example:
出発する
前に 私に
電話してください。
shuppatusuru maeni watashini denwashitekudasai.
Please call me before you leave.
Or if you want to use it before a noun.
日本語を 話す
友達が
来ます。
nihongowo hanasu tomodachiga kimasu.
My Japanese speaking friend is coming.

With conjunctions, be sure to match politeness
With conjunctions like が (but) you have to match the politeness level of the two sentences it
is connecting. For example, you can't link a sentence that uses the casual form to one that
uses the polite form. Take a look at the following example:
Incorrect:
ブラッドは マンボを するが マックは しません。
buraddowa manbowo suruga makkuwa shimasen.
Brad does the Mambo, but Mac doesn't.
Correct:
ブラッドは マンボを しますが マックは しません。
Buraddowa manbowo shimasuga makkuha shimasen.
Brad does the Mambo, but Mac doesn't.

つ verbs are a little unintuitive
verbs like まつ and たつ can be a little confusing when you go to conjugate them:
待つ →
matsu →

待たない
matanai

立つ → 立たない
tatsu → tatanai
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This is probably pretty straightforward for a lot of people, but it tripped me up when I first
started learning the language. Sometimes I wouldn't be able to recognize simple words like
立たない (tatanai) as the negative form of 立つ (tatsu) in listening and reading. Keep in
mind that some words might appear in kana only even though they are normally written in
kanji natively. So you might just see たたない instead of 立たない.

Example Sentences
毎日を
あさごはんを
mainichiwo asagohanwo

つくる。
tsukuru.

I make breakfast every day.

てがみを 書く。
tegamiwo kaku.

I write letters.

さしみを たべない。
sashimiwo tabenai.

I don't eat sashimi (raw fish).

スケートボードに 乗れない。
sukeetoboodoni
norenai.

I don't skateboard.

マックと
makkuto

I'm called Mac.
(formal way of introducing yourself.)

もうします。
moushimasu.

えいがを 見ます。
eigawo
mimasu.

I watch movies.

ふとんで ねません。
futonde
nemasen.

I don't sleep on a futon.

ヒップホップを 聞きません。
hippuhoppuwo kikimasen.

I don't listen to Hip Hop.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
１－

A: ジムに
B:

２－

３－

行きますか？

いいえ。でも、まいあさ

＿＿＿＿＿＿。

１）はします

２）はしります

３）はしりません

４）はしません

はなこは

いつも

おそいですが

わたしは

１）またません

２）まません

３）まちません

４）またない

これは

やすいですが

かのじょを

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿。

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿。

か

か

１）買いませんです ２）買いませんでした
か

か

３）買いません

４）買ません

Sentential Questions II
い

４ – パーティーに

行く

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿。

い

1) わかりません

2)

か

こんしゅう

５–

今週

3) か

4) 行かない

み

まつ

えいがを

見る

＿＿＿
の

1)

や

2) や

3) します

4)

＿*＿

＿＿＿

い

飲みに行く
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＿＿＿ 。

Answers
1) 2 – Although, はしる (hashiru) ends with iru, it is a type 1 verb so it needs to be
conjugated by changing る to り and adding ます. There are numerous exceptions
like this when it comes to conjugating, so you have to be careful and practice
conjugating a lot.
2) 3 – Verbs ending with つ can be a bit tricky to conjugate. For the polite tense, you
need to change つ(tsu) to ち(chi). It is easy to miss this in the listening where you
might not be expecting to hear that sound.
3) 3 – Since the past tense polite form is 買いません

でした (kaimasen deshita), you

might think that the present tense can take です (desu), but it can't. Verbs never go
before です (desu).
4) 4 (3 4 2 1) You have to use the casual tense before か. The unscrambled sentence
would be:
パーティーに 行くか 行かないか わかりません。
paatiini
ikuka
ikanaika
wakarimasen.
I don't know if I'm going to the party or not.
5) 4 (1 4 2 3) You use the casual form with や, so one や goes after 見る, the other や
goes after 飲みに行く (nomini iku). We have to put します at the end because it can't
go anywhere else. So the final sentence is the following:
今週まつ
えいがを 見るや 飲みに行くや します。
konshuumatsu eigawo
miruya nominiikuya
shimasu.
This weekend I'm watching a movie, going drinking, or something else.
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Past Tense Verbs

(Click to view the video)
This all about the basics of past tense verbs in Japanese. Again, the most difficult part of this
grammar point is the different conjugations, especially of the casual past tense. It can be a
little difficult to get these down pat, so be sure to practice often with the conjugations. For
example, the first time you see a new verb, try practicing the conjugations a few times in
your head.

Casual Past Tense
Form:
話す

→

話した

聞く

→

聞いた

およぐ
飲む

→
→

およいだ

あそぶ

飲んだ

しぬ

→
→

あそんだ
しんだ

はしる

→

はしった

あらう

→

あらった

まつ

→

食べる

まった
→

食べた

する

→

した

来る

→

来た

行く

→

行った
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Example:
すしを たべた。
sushiwo tabeta.

(I ate sushi.)

Mnemonic:
SU is the SHITA.
KU looks like a mouth that I ITA meal with. (with GU just change 't' to 'd').
When there is a thunderstorm, every NUBUMU (new boom) is the sound of thuNDA.
For all of the verbs ending in ぬ, ぶ, or む we change the ending to んだ.
When I pull something out by the RUUTSU, you make a った sound. Imagine pulling a
plant out by the roots and you are straining until finally, TA! I got it!
For all of the verbs ending in る, う, or つ, we change the ending to った.
For the irregulars, just remember you want to ITTA, SU-SHI (sushi) and a KU-KI
(cookie). ITTA is for the irregular いく, su-shi is for する becoming した, ku-ki is for
来る becoming 来た。

Casual Negative Past Tense
Forms:
Step 1:
Conjugate the verb into its negative tense.
話す

→

話さない

Step 2:
Then cut off the い and add かった.
話さない

→

話さなかった

Example:
パティーに 行かなかった。
pateiini
ikanakatta.
I didn't go to the party.
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Mnemonic:
Convert it to negative and then use a KATTA to cut the I off and add KATTA.
You can think of negative past tense like this. When you convert the verb to the negative
tense it becomes like an i-adjective. Then you just have to conjugate it like one.

Past Polite Verb Form
Forms:
Type 1:
話す→話し (step 1)
話し+ます→話しました (step 2)
Type 2:
食べる+ました→食べました
Irregular:
する→しました
くる→きました
Examples:
とうきょうに 行きました。
toukyouni
ikimashita.
(I) went to Tokyo.
It is really easy to make the polite past tense. The main thing to keep in mind with the polite
form is that it will usually go at the end of a sentence and not in a clause. For example, look
at the following two sentence parts:
Incorrect:
買いました 本 (the book that I bought)
kaimahita
hon
Correct:
買った 本 (the book that I bought)
katta hon
As a matter of fact, at the N5 level, you will only see casual forms of verbs in clauses. All of
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the other sentences including the reading section are in the polite form. So, they will use this
tense as well as です to make sentences sound more polite.

Past Polite Negative Verbs
Forms:
Type 1:
話す→話し (step 1)
話し+ませんでした→話しませんでした (step 2)
Type 2:
食べる+ませんでした→食べませんでした
Irregular:
する→しませんでした
くる→きませんでした
Example:
ビールを 飲みませんでした。
biiruwo
nomimasendeshita
I didn't drink beer.
Forming this tense is even easier, all you have to do is add でした to the end of the negative
form to make it about the past.

How does this look on the JLPT?
Again, the big issues here will be with conjugating these verbs quickly and smoothly. Usually
when you are reading, you can use kanji to clue you into what verbs are being used, but at
the N5 level some of the more difficult kanji will not be printed in the book, instead, they will
use hiragana. So, it is important to recognize these verbs in there conjugated (without kanji)
forms.
Practice going over them in your head when you first encounter a new one and when you are
drilling them so that you can use these smoothly.
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In the Grammar Section of the JLPT
They will test you more on your ability to recognize the meaning of each tense more than
how to conjugate. For example, questions (generally speaking) will look more like this:
A: 食べましたか？
B:_____________
１）はい、食べました

２）はい、食べていました

３）はい、食べます

４）はい、食べませんでした

And not like this:
A: 食べましたか？
B:_____________
１）はい、食べました

２）はい、食べりました

３）はい、食べらました

４）はい、食びました

In the first question, they are asking what tense should you use in this conversation? 1) polite
past tense (I ate), 2) polite past continuous (I was eating) 3) polite present tense (I eat) or
4) polite negative past tense (I didn't eat). The answer is, of course, 1.
In the second question only 1 has a correct conjugation. All the other answers are incorrect
conjugations. They probably won't try to trick you like this. They want to know if you can
recognize the correct pattern not conjugate properly.

In the Reading and Listening Section of the JLPT
Conjugations of verbs can really trip people up in these sections, because you might have
only studied the base form and are not use to recognizing the conjugated form of the word.
This is something that also comes up in real life as well.
To add to the confusion, if you studied the word with the kanji it usually uses (in native
Japanese), you might not be able to recognize the word when you are reading because the
N5 only uses around 100 kanji. So, if the kanji that is usually used for that word is not one of
those 100, they will replace the kanji with hiragana.
The moral of the story here is to use the language and focus on how it is used as well. You
might feel like it is really difficult to strike up a conversation at this level, but you'd be amazed
at what you can express with a few words. Or if you are feeling a little shy, try doing some
writing and have a native friend check it, or use a service like lang-8.
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Writing might even be better, because you can visually see and track your mistakes so that
you can review them more easily. When you are speaking there is a tendency to just want to
keep going and not stopping to make note of anything.

Example Sentences
まどを あけた。
madowo aketa.

I opened the window.

あさごはんを
asagohanwo

I ate breakfast.

食べた。
tabeta.

あびなかった。
abinakatta

I didn't shower.

さらを あらわなかった
sarawo arawanakatta

I didn't wash the dishes.

車を
買いました。
kurumawo kaimashita.

I bought a car.

いざかやで 飲みました。
izakayade
nomimashita.

I drank at an izakaya.

でんわに
denwani

I didn't answer the phone.

出ませんでした。
demasendeshita.

どうようびに しごとを しませんでした。
douyoubini
shigotowo shimasendeshita.

I didn't work on Saturday.
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Grammar Exercises
(Special note: These are a lot easier than the questions on the test. The idea is to just
introduce some of the basic types of questions they might ask.)

Sentential Questions I
１－

A: どうぶつえんは
B:

２－

どうでしたか？

たのしかった。たくさん

どうぶつが

１）あります

２）ありました

３）います

４）いました

おととい

たなかさんは

い

とうきょうに

________。

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿。

い

１）行っていますか ２）行きましたか
い

い

３）行きますか
３－

きのう

４）行きませんか

＿＿＿＿＿

えいがは

み

おもしろなかった。

み

１）見た

２）見ました

み

み

３）見ています

４）見て

Sentential Questions II
４ – ぜんぶ

___ ___ _*_ ___。
か

1)を
５–

よ

2) 買った

きのうは

3) 読みました

はかたに

＿＿＿

きょう

1)

ほん

4) 本

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿ 。

い

今日は

ながのに

2) が

3) 行きました

い

4)

行きます
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Answers
1) 4 – いました matches the tense of the question – どうでしたか？ And we need to use
いる, which is used to talk about living things that exist.
2) 2 – We need to use the past tense here because of おととい (the day before yesterday).
Some questions in the grammar section are actually kind of vocabulary questions.
They are testing if you know the right tense, but also what おととい means. Be sure
to study up on some of these special time expressions like おととい and あさって (the
day after tomorrow) or きょねん (last year) and ことし (this year).
3) 1 – This is a small clause modifying the noun えいが. You have to use the casual tense
when you use a clause even in polite sentences (sentences that end with ます or で
す.)
4) 1 (2 4 1 3) You have to use casual tense in clauses before nouns so we can link up 買った
and 本 to make 買った本. We can guess that 読みました goes at the end of the
sentence. Usually ~ます goes at the end unless you are using a conjunction like が
(but) or ので (so). We need を after 本 to mark it as the object. So the final sentence
is the following:
ぜんぶ 買った 本を 読みました。
zenbu
katta
honwo yomimashita.
I read all the books that I bought.
5) 1 (3 2 1 4) The sentence starts with きのう, so we know we need to use the past tense.
Since there are two ~ます verbs we know there needs to be a conjunction too. We can use
が as the conjunction. So the final sentence is the following:
きのうは はかたに 行きましたが 今日は ながのに 行きます。
Kinouwa hakatani ikimashitaga
kyouwa naganoni ikimasu.
Yesterday I went to Hakata and today I'll go to Nagano.
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これ vs. この

(click to view the video)
Now, これ (kore) and この (kono) both mean 'this' in English but are used differently in
Japanese.

これ、それ、あれ – talking about this and that
これ holding, touching or close to the speaker, 'this'
それ close to the listener or equidistant. "that"
あれ understood by both listener and speaker. "that (over there)"
Example:
それは

なんですか？ (What is that?)

sorewa nandesuka?
これは りんごあめです。(This is apple candy.)
korewa ringoamedesu.
There are a whole series of words that begin with ko, so, a, and do in Japanese. They form a
lot of the basic building blocks of the language. Sometimes, questions on the N1 even rely on
your knowledge of these sets of words.
This first set refers to a thing. They usually behave as nouns except adjectives and clauses
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can not go before them:
X あおい これ。 (blue this)
aoi
kore.
X せいが たかいこれ。(tall this)
seiga takaikore.
They can be used as subject, objects, and indirect objects though just like a regular noun.

どれ – asking which
Forms:
どれが すきですか？ (Which one do you like?)
dorega sukidesuka?
どれを + action + か？ (Which one did you do the action to?)
dorewo + action + ka?
Examples:
どれを

買いましたか。(Which one did you buy?)

dorewo kaimashitaka.
どれ is the question word that is roughly translated as 'which one'. It is used when the type
of item we are asking about is understood from context.

この、その、あの – talking about this and that
この holding, touching or close to the speaker, 'this'
その close to the listener or equidistant. "that"
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あの understood by both listener and speaker. "that (over there)"
Example:
このねこは かわいいです。(This cat is cute.)
kononekowa kawaiidesu.
うん、そのねこは
はやいです。(Yeah, that cat is fast.)
un,
sononekowa hayaidesu.
あのみせは
anomisewa

おおきいです。(That store is big.)
ookiidesu.

This second set of ko, so, a, do words function a bit like adjectives, but of course not exactly
like adjectives. They usually need a noun following them. The easiest way to remember this is
that they end with の, which is the possessive particle. For example, マックの車 means Mac's
car.
They can't be used alone. You can think of the の particle as a kind of hook that needs to
latch on to something.
One thing to note is that それ (and its cousins その、そこ、そちら、...) can refer to
something that is on the listener's side of the room or the only one of the object in the room.
For example, if there is a table with an apple and an orange on it between you and the
listener. You could ask for the apple in this way:
そのりんごを ください。
sonoringowo kudasai
This is where それ (and その, etc...) take on the meaning of 'the' in English. And actually,
school children in Japan learn to translate その as 'the' in English.
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どの - Asking which
Forms:
どの + noun + が すきですか？ (which noun do you like?)
dono + noun + ga sukidesuka?
どの + noun + を ＋ action + か。(which noun did you action?)
dono + noun + o + action + ka?
Examples:
どのえいがが すきですか。(Which movie do you like?)
donoeigaga

sukidesuka.

どの is the question word that is roughly translated as 'which ~'. It always needs a noun
after it to be clear what kind of thing we are asking about.

How does this look on the JLPT?
You will not have to worry too much about the differences between それ and あれ at the N5
level. These will probably not be tested on by themselves but will more likely pop up as part
of other questions.

Particles
One of the biggest things that gets tested on the JLPT N5 is the use of particles. It can be
easy to get confused about what これ, それ, and あれ refer to. Keep in mind the sentence
patterns mentioned above and remember that これ, それ and あれ usually refer to an object
which is usually marked with を, the object marking particle.

Scrambled sentences help
Keep in mind that この, その, あの, and どの all need nouns after them. This can help in the
2nd part of the grammar section, what I refer to as the Scrambled Sentences part. In that
part, you'll have to put the sentences in the right order. If you see one of these words, you
can use it to help you sort out which word goes where.

Listening
In the listening section there might be a few questions where the speakers never clearly
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mention the actual item they are talking about. Instead, they will use これ, それ, あれ, etc...
to refer to it indirectly. The goal is for you the listener to guess what they are talking about
from clues in the conversation. These can be extremely difficult questions because they are
pretty abstract and a bit unnatural in my opinion, but the test is meant to be more difficult
than real life.

Example Sentences
あれは 新しい いえです。
arewa atarashii iedesu.

That is a new house.

それは おもしろいです。
sorewa omoshiroidesu.

That is exciting.

どれを 読みますか。
dorewo yomimasuka.

Which one are going to read?

このなかでは どれが すきですか。
kononakadewa dorega sukidesuka.

Which one do you like out of these?

あのえきは
anoekiwa

That station is a little far.

ちょっと とおいです。
chotto
toidesu.

そのうわぎは あたたかいです。
sonouwagiwa atatakaidesu.

This jacket is warm.

どのサイズに しますか。
donoseizuni shimasuka.

Which size would you like?

どのにくが ありますか。
dononikuga arimasuka.

Which meat is there?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
の

１－(

) 飲みますか。
なに

1) 何 が
２－A:(

2) それが

3) これを

4)あれは

)シャツを かいましたか。

あお

B:青 いシャツです。
1)どれ

2) どの

３－どのネクタイ(
1) は

2) が

3) それ

4) あの

) いいですか。
3) に

4) を

Sentential Questions II
たなか

４－田中さん ___ ___ _*_ ___ ですか。
1)どれ

2)の

3)は

4)アパート

５－きっさてん ___ ___ _*_ ___ ありますか。
1) に

2) は

3) どの

4) たてもの

Answers
1) 3 – When you see the か at the end of this sentence, you might think that a question
word is the most natural answer, but that doesn't make any sense in this situation. If you
were to choose 1 as the answer, you would have the following:
なに

の

何 が 飲みますか。
What is going to drink?
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が marks the subject of a sentence, the thing doing the aciton, so using が here is a little
strange. Instead, the question is probably about an object. Objects are marked with the を
particle in Japanese, so we just need to use for something marked with を, which is これを.
Here is the final sentence below:
の

これを 飲みますか。
Are you going to drink this?
2) 2 – Remember that you can not put どれ or それ before a noun, so those won't work
here. You could use あの, but the answer doesn't match. You need to use どの.
Be careful when there are two lines, because more than likely the second line of the
conversation provides a clue for you to answer the question.
3) 2 - Although を is common with どの, you can use other particles. Since を or に doesn't
make sense here, because you are not doing anything to an object, が is the best choice. Of
course, は can not be used with question words.
4) 3 – 2431 – With scrambled sentences like this, it's best to start by looking for a piece of
the sentence that can easily be placed to start off. We can't really place どれ very easily, but
の needs a noun after it and there is only one here – アパート. It also needs a noun before
it, so it looks like it goes at the front of this sentence.
The は particle can't go after どれ, so it must be at the front of the sentence to mark 田中さ
んのアパート as the topic. That just leaves どれ at the end:
田中さんの アパートは
tanakasanno apaatowa

どれですか。(Which one is Mr. Tanaka's apartment?)
doredesuka.

5) 4 – 2341 – Let's start with どの, it has to go in front of a noun and there is only one
noun – たてもの. We can't put は after a question word so that goes at the front to mark
きっさてん as the topic. The particle に then goes after たてもの because we want to know
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what building the cafe is in. We get the following sentence:
きっさてんは どのたてものに ありますか。（Which building is the cafe in?)
kissatenwa
donotatemononi arimasuka.
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ここ vs. こちら

(click to view the video)
Now, ここ (koko) and こちら (kochira) sometimes have similar meanings, but are slightly
different from one another.

ここ、そこ、あそこ – talking about here, there and over there
ここ here, near the speaker
そこ there, near the listener
あそこ over there, away from us both, and ahh... something else.
Example:
ここは

りょうりが おいしい！ (The cooking here is delicious!)

kokowa ryouriga

oishii.

トイレは あそこに あります。(The toilet is over there.)
toirewa asokoni arimasu.
These kosoado words represent places. Koko usually represents a place where the speaker is
at the moment, this could be a large area like the entire building, or it could be a small area
like a spot the speaker is pointing at. Soko is usually a place closer to the listener. Asoko is a
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place not close to speaker or listener.
Asoko can also have the meaning of someone's private parts, so be a little careful with its
use. With most sentences, there is not going to be too much confusion. Just be careful about
context. For example, completely out of context this sentence might sound a little funny:
あそこは 大きいです。(Down there is big.)
asokowa ookiidesu.
Don't worry too much though, the worst that can happen if you misuse it is a good laugh at
your expense and that is what the learning experience is all about.

どこ – asking where
Form:
(Place)は ＋ どこですか？ (Where is place?)
(place) wa + dokodesuka?
Examples:
ぎんこうは どこですか？ (Where is the bank?)
ginkouwa dokoesuka.
どこに いきますか。(Where are you going to?)
dokoni ikimasuka.
どこ is the word for where in a Japanese and behaves like other question words. You can add
particles to it to be more specific with your questions. For example, どこに (where to), どこ
から (where from), どこで (where [some action occurs] at), etc...

こちら、そちら、あちら – talking about here and there politely
こちら Koko, I, this direction, polite
そちら -
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soko, you, that direction, polite
あちら asoko, over in that direction, polite
Example:
こちらへ どうぞ。(This way please.)
kochirahe douzo.
そちらは 田中さんです。(That is Mr. Tanaka.)
sochirawa tanakasandesu.
This set of kosoado words are usually translated as this way, that way, over in that direction.
But they can also take on the meaning of politer forms for koko, soko, and asoko. In this
way, they are often used by service staff to talk about locations.
They are also polite was to refer to yourself or someone close to you. So, instead of saying
わたしは, you can say こちら. This is most often used in the phrase こちらこそ, which
means 'same here' in English.
A: よろしくおねがいします。
yoroshikuonegaishimasu.
(I look forward to working with you.)
B:こちらこそ、よろしくおねがいします。
kochirakoso, yoroshikuonegaishimasu.
(Same here, I look forward to working with you)
Likewise, そちら can be used to mean 'you' since あなた, which means you, can sound too
direct. Although, you will hear it from time to time in jDramas when characters start yelling
at each other. :)

どちら - Asking which direction
どちら doko, which (way), which (person)
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Example:
どちらさま

でしょうか。 (May I ask who is calling?)

dochirasama deshouka.
どちら replaces どこ (where) in a lot of situations to make the question a lot more formal. If
you add の to the end of it, it can be used in the place of どの to make a question more
formal like below:
どちらのクレジットカードを つかいますか。 (Which credit cards do you use?)
dochiranokurejittokaadowo
tsukaimasuka.
The following sentence means the same thing, but is slightly more casual:
どのクレジットカードを つかいますか。 (Which credit cards do you use?)
donokurejittokaadowo
tsukaimasuka.

Casual versions of こちら, そちら, あちら and どちら.
There are casual versions of this set of kosoado words that take on the meaning of direction
or way only.
こっち = こちら
そっち = そちら
あっち = あちら
どっち = どちら
Example:
こっち！ こっち! (This way, this way)
kocchi kocchi

How does this look on the JLPT?
Again you don't have to be very concerned about the differences between そこ and あそこ or
そちら and あちら at the N5 level. Much later, at the N2 and N1 levels, you might see these
again because they behave differently than English with more complex language.
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Politeness levels
こちら, etc.. are usually used in more formal situations where as ここ, etc... are used in
polite or casual situations. Look for them to show up in some business situations in the
listening section.
Also, since こちら, etc... can have several meanings based on the situation be on the look out
for trick questions that prey on that difference.

Particles
At this point, you should already know how important particles are, but it is worth repeating it
a few times. Know your particles, really really well. And be aware of how these two sets of
kosoado words can be used. They can be combined with various particles to take on
different meanings. Practice forming sentences with more than just 。。。は

どこですか。

Example Sentences
ここは さんかいです。
kokowa sankaidesu

This is 3 times.

あそこは としょかんです。
asokowa toshokandesu.

The library is over there.

どこから 来ましたか。
dokokara kimashitaka

Where are you from?

やおやは どこですか。
yaoyawa dokodesuka.

Where is the green grocer?

こちらこそ
kochirakoso

Same here.

そちらへ
sochirahe

That way.

マスタードと ケチャップは あちらに

The mustard and ketchup are over there.

あります。
musutaadoto kechappuwa achirani arimasu.
どちらが むずかしいですか。
dochiraga muzukashiidesuka.

Which is difficult?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
１－A:どこ(

) べんきょうしますか。

B:22 ページです。
1) が

2) に

２－かいぎは (

3) で

4) を

) いいですか。

1)ここが

2) そこか

3)ここに

4) そこを

い

３－(

) ある

1)ここを

ゆうびんきょくに 行きますか。
2)どこで

3)ここに

4) どこが

Sentential Questions II
４－ぎゅうにく ＿＿＿
1) と

2) に

５－ここ ＿＿＿

＿＿＿

3) ぶたは
＿＿＿

＿＊＿

＿＿＿ しますか。

4) どちら

＿＊＿

＿＿＿ トイレが ありますか。

1) か 2) に 3) は 4) どこ

Answers
1) 4 – Typically, a place is not used as an object obviously, but in this situation, を, the object
marker is the best choice, because we are asking about the object. In English, objects and
subjects are marked by where they are in the sentence, but in Japanese, they marked with
particles (in the written language, in spoken Japanese, they are often dropped if it can be
understood).
Use the fact that there are two lines to give you a clue as to what to use. The test takers try
to make the test as compact as possible, especially at the N5 level. So, they probably
wouldn't include a second line unless it was necessary to answer the question. Since the
answer is page 22, which is the object being studied, we know that we should use を to mark
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the fact that we are asking about the object – what is going to be studied.
2) 1 – This is a bit of trick question. Basically, they are asking what particle to use here,
because ここ and そこ can both be used. The best solution here is が because it is part of
the phrase がいいですか, a way to ask if something is okay with someone.
3) 3 - The first part of the sentence is a clause that describes ゆうびんきょく(post office) ___ ある (exists). We have to use ここに with ある because nothing else makes sense.
You can't use どこ, a question word, in this clause and ここを doesn't make any sense
because ある doesn't take an object.

4) 4 – 1342 – The particle と means 'and' in Japanese. It is usually used after a noun. So,
we can place it after the first noun, ぎゅうにく (beef). ぶたは is the only thing that fits next.
Then you just have どちら and に. We can use に with します to indicate a choice (for
example when ordering at a restaurant). So, we can put the に particle in front of します.
In the end we get the following sentence:
ぎゅうにくと
gyuunikuto

ぶたは どちらに しますか。(Which would you like, beef or pork?)
butawa dochirani shimasuka.

5) 1 – 3412 – The か particle can only go with どこ in this situation. When you put か after
どこ, you get どこか, which means 'somewhere' in Japanese. Now, you have to decide
where to put に, since it can go with ここ or どこか. And we also have は that we have to
place. This is a case where you will test out both:
ここに
kokoni

どこかは トイレが
dokokawa toirega

ありますか。(As for somewhere is there a toliet here?)
arimasuka.

ここは どこかに トイレが
kokowa dokokani toirega

ありますか。(As for here, is there a toliet somewhere?)
arimasuka.

The second one makes more sense obviously.
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Adjectives – More Uses

(click to view the video)
Now, that you have some of the basics down pat, we are going to go back and practice some
more advanced uses of adjectives.

Linking Adjectives Together
i-adjectives
Form:
i-adjective い + くて
Example:
このへやは 大きくて
konoheyaha ookikute
Mnemonic:

高いです。(This apartment is big and expensive.)
takaidesu.

i-adjectives like the くて (cutie) adjectives.
na-adjectives
Form:
na-adjective + で
Example:
きれいで おもしろい人。(a pretty and interesting person)
kireide
omoshiroihito.
Mnemonic:
I imagine na-adjectives gnawing on things and the で looks like an open mouth with
two teeth biting into the adjective after it.
This form is used to connect two adjectives together. Note that the two adjectives have to be
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of the same connotation or feeling. In other words you can not put a negative sounding
adjective with a positive one.
Also, this connection is not the exact same as 'and' with adjectives in English. There's a
feeling that the first adjective modifies the second. For example, you might think the
following sentence means red and blue shirt:
あかくて
akakute

あおいシャツ
aoishatsu

But, it actually means something more like a reddish blue shirt as in the two colors are mixed
together. If you want to talk about a red and blue shirt (two separate colors) you should say:
あかと
akato

あおのシャツ
aoshatsu

あか and あお are the nouns for red and blue, so we can link them with と(to) and have
them modify the noun by putting the particle の (no).
Also, there are some adjectives that will just sound weird when paired together or paired in
the wrong order. But, don't lose any sleep over it. This isn't something that they will test you
over on the test. And it will just have to be picked up from trial and error and developing your
'ear' for the language.
The biggest thing to remember is that you only have to change the first adjective (by adding
either くて or で). And you can mix na-adjectives and i-adjective if you like.

Converting Adjectives to Adverbs
i-adjectives
Form:
i-adj い + く
Example:
はやく はしる。(I run fast.)
hayaku hashiru.
na-adjectives
Form:
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na-adj + な
Example:
ジョンが
jyonga

日本語を じょうずに
nihongowo jyouzuni

話します。(John speaks Japanese well.)
hanashimasu.

This is very commonly used in Japanese to form adverbs and a lot of set phrases use them.
In casual Japanese, they can be used by themselves. For example, one that usually comes
up in a lot of action movies is the following:
はやく！(Hurry up! or Quickly!)
hayaku!

Making Nouns out of Adjectives
i-adjectives
Form:
i-adj + の
Example:
その小さいのは

きれいだね。(The small one is pretty.)

sonochiisainoha

kireidane.

na-adjectives
Form:
na-adj + なの
Example:
そのきれいなのは
Sonokireinanoha

高いです。
takaidesu.

の(no) is a particle that we will cover later in more detail. For now just think of it as a magic
noun maker. It can change an adjective into a noun just by going after it. It roughly
translates as 'the one', and can be used in situations where the kind of item we are talking
about is understood. For example, if we are looking at a group of cars, and you like the red
one. You can simply say:
あかいのが

すきです。
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The particle の acts exactly as a noun, so you can do things like add a が or は after it and
use it as the topic or subject of a sentence.

How does this look on the JLPT?
The biggest problem you might have with these forms on the JLPT is recognizing them
quickly in the reading or listening sections. Also, it is easy to get things mixed up in the
scrambled sentence questions as well.

Don't Get your で s, の s, and に s Mixed Up
These particles can serve other functions in sentences. The で particle can be used to mean
by or with. の can show possession (e.g. マックの本, Mac's book). And に can be used to
mean in, on, or at. Be careful not to get their uses confused. This is something that could
come up in the scrambled sentences section.

Use the Particles to Help you
Speaking of scrambled sentences, you can use particles, and endings to give you clues as to
how to lock the pieces together. For example, if you see “きれいな” you know that a noun
will follow it. Here's a short cheat sheet to help you:
Noun follows:
na-adj + な + noun

きれいな

人

kireina hito
i-adj + noun

あかい シャツ
akai shatsu

Noun の noun

あかの シャツ
akano shatsu

Adjective (often) follows:
I-adj + くて + adjective

小さくて やすい
chiisakute yasui

Na-adj + で + adjective

べんりで かるい
benride karui
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Example Sentences
このくつは あたらしくて
konokutsuha atarashikute
わたしは いそがしくて
watashiha isogashikute

きれいです。
kireida.

あさごはんを
asagohanwo

おそく
osoku

たいへんです。
taihendesu.

I ate breakfast early.

あるきます。
arukimasu.

She walks beautifully.

きれいに
kireini

あおいのは
aoinoha

１０００えんです。
senendesu.

大きくて

わかい

The blue one is 1000 yen.

１５００えんです。
sengohyakuendesu.

あかいのは べんりで
akainoha
benride

I am busy and dreadful.

食べます。
tabemasu.

かのじょは
kanojoha

みどりいろなのは
midoriironanoha

These shoes are new and pretty.

The red one is convenient and cheap.

やすいです。
yasuidesu.

男の人

日本語を

The green one is 1500 yen.

はや

The big, young guy speaks Japanese fast.

く 話します。
ookikute wakai otokonohito nihongowo
hayaku hanashimasu.
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Grammar Exercises
(Special note: These are a lot easier than the questions on the test. The idea is to just
introduce some of the basic types of questions they might ask.)
Vocabulary:
でも [demo] (conj) – but
もう [mou] (adv) – more
少し [sukoshi] (adv) – little
もう

少し [mou sukoshi] (exp) – do something a little more (carefully)

Sentential Questions I
くるま

1 – ほんだの

車

は

すばらしいですでも

______________。

たか

1) 高 くて

たいへんです

２）やすくて

ちい

おお

３）小 さくて
2 – A: どちらが

やすいだ。

べんりです。

たか

４）大 きくて

高 いです。

すきですか？

B: __________________。
１）べんりだ

２）べんりなもの ３）べんりのに

４）べんりなの

すこ

3 – もう

少し

＿＿＿＿

して

ください。

１）はやく ２）はやいで

３）はやいに

４）はやくて

Sentential Questions II
4 – その

＿＿＿

1) で
5 – ジョンの

＿*＿

2) きれいな
＿＿＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

3) のはしずか

＿＿＿

＿*＿

です。
4) いい

＿＿＿

です。

くるま

1) の

2) は

3)

くろい

4) 車
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Answers
1) 1 – Although たかい is usually seen as a positive thing, you can pair it with たいへん to
mean something like 'terribly expensive.'
Number 2 is incorrect because やすい (cheap) is usually considered a bad thing and べんり
(convenient) is a good thing, also there is でも (but) which means the last part of the
sentence should contrast with the first. The first part of the sentence is positive, so the
second part should be negative.
Number 3 uses だ, but the first part of the sentence uses です. You can't mix politeness
levels. Look out for these small little details.
Number 4 has two positive answers, which because there is でも we need something
contrasts against the first part of the sentence.
2) 4 – The question is asking どちら (which), so we need to choose an answer describing
which one. べんり is a na-adj, so we just need to add なの.
Number 1 just means '(It's) convenient'. Number 2, is the adverb form (conveniently). And
number 3 literally means 'convenient things' or 'conveniences'.
3) 1 - We need to put the adverb here and the adverb form of はやい (fast) is はやく.
Number 2 is incorrect, we add で to na-adjectives to connect them to other adjectives.
Number 3 is incorrect because we add に to na-adjectives to make them adverbs. Number 4
is incorrect because we use the くて form to link adjectives and して is not an adjective.
4) 3 – 2314 – This is a simple game of linking up parts of the sentence. First, number 2, き
れいな, needs to have a noun after it (because it has な). The only thing that makes sense
to link it to is the の in のはしずか. で can be used with na-adjectives to link them to other
adjectives so you can put that next because しずか is a na-adjective. Then you just have い
い which goes at the end. The full sentence would be the following:
そのきれいなのは

しずかで

いいです。
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sonokireinanoha
shizukade iidesu.
The pretty one is nice and quiet.

5) 3 – 4231 – From the start we have ジョンの, so we know we need a noun in the first
くるま

space because の is the possessive. We can't use the particle の, so we'll use 車

instead.

The の can be used after くろい to mean 'the black one'. Now, we just need to place the は
くるま

particle, which makes the most sense after 車
full sentence would be the following:

to mark it as the topic of the sentence. The

くるま

ジョンの

車

は

くろいのです。

jonno
kurumaha kuroinodesu.
John's car is the black one.
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Using にする, くする, になる, and くなる

(click to view the video)
Adjectives can be used with なる (naru) and する (suru) to talk about changes being made to
something or talking about something that underwent a change.

Talking about Making a Change to Something
i-adjectives
Form:
i-adjective い → く + する
Examples:
コンポのおとを ちいさくしてくださいね。
konponootowo
chiisakushitekudasaine.
Please turn down the stereo. (lit. Make the sound of the stereo smaller please.)
カレーを あつく しました。
kareewo atsuku shimashita.
I heated up the curry. (lit. I made the curry warm.)
na-adjectives
Form:
na-adjective + にする
Example:
へやを きれいに
heyawo kireini

している。
shiteiru.
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I'm cleaning (my) room. (lit. I'm making my room clean.)
しずかに して ください。
shizukani shite kudasai.
Please be quiet. (lit. Make yourself quiet please.)
This form is technically an extended use of する (suru, to do) that means ' to make' in the
sense that someone is making a (usually physical) change to some object. This structure
doesn't make many appearances on the N5, but you might see it pop up on the reading or
listening sections.
Keep in mind that there is another very similar structure that you can use with nouns to mean
'to decide on ~':
ビールに

します。

biiruni
shimasu.
I'd like a beer. (lit. I decided on the beer.)

Talking a Change Happening to Something
i-adjectives
Form:
i-adjective い → く + なる
Example:
くらくなったね。(It's gotten dark./It became dark.)
kurakunattane.
このまちは
大きく なりました。
konomachiwa ookiku narimashita.

(This town has become big.)

na-adjectives
Form:
na-adjective + になる
Example:
にほんごが じょうずになったね。
nihongoga
jouzuninattane.
Your Japanese has gotten pretty good. (lit. Japanese became skilled, yeah.)
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このほんは べんりに なりました。
konohonwa benrini
narimashita.
This book has come in handy. (lit. This book became useful.)
Again, this is technically an extended use of なる (naru, to become) that means 'to become
~' where ~ is an i-adjective or na-adjective. It shares a lot of the same uses as its English
meaning. The toughest part about using this structure is it forces you to think a little be
differently, and break away from thinking in English and then translating to Japanese. For
example, take a look at the following sentence:
げんきに なりました。
genkini
narimashita.
(I) became healthy/energetic.
'I became healthy.' is not something that people normally say in English. You would probably
say something more like 'I feel energized.' or 'I got my strength back.' It can take on a
couple of different meanings actually depending on the context. This is where thinking in the
target language is going to help you master the language more easily.

How does this look on the JLPT?
Well, in general, this structure is pretty uncommon, especially at this lower level. That doesn't
mean you should completely ignore it. It might make an appearance in the listening or
reading sections, but it may not actually show up in the grammar section of the exam.
The main thing to focus on is the difference between なる and する. With なる, the change is
being made naturally, or over time by itself. For example, the sun goes down or something
ages. With する, someone is making the change happen. For example, someone is making
the room dark by turning off the light (not by the sun going down).
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Example Sentences
あなたを ゆうめいに しました。
anatawo yuumeini
shimashita.

I made you famous.

ぼくは ビールにします。
bokuwa biirunishimasu.

I'll have a beer.

しごとで いそがしくしています。
shigotode isogashikushiteimasu.

(I'm) keeping busy at work.

かいぎの時間を
kaiginojikanwo

(I) shortened the meeting.

おにいさんは
oniisanwa

みじかくしました。
mijikakushimashita.
いしゃに なりたいです。
ishani
naritaidesu.

My big brother wants to become a doctor.

ぎゅうにくが きらいになりました。
gyuunikuga
kiraininarimashita.

(I) started to hate beef.

このいえは
konoeiwa

This house has gotten old.

ふるくなりました。
furukunarimashita.

くろく なりました。
kuroku narimashita.

It became black.
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Grammar Exercises
1 - ちょっと 小さいよ。もっと (

)。

1) 小さく なりました。 2) 大きく なりました。
3) 小さく してください 4) 大きく してください。
2 - ああ、見えません。 (

)。

1) くらく なりましたね

2) 明るく なりましたね

3) くらく しますね

4) 明るく しましたね

3 - 2 年前は それが きらいでしたが、今 ( )。
1) もっとたいへんに なりました

2) べんりに なりました

3) もっとたいへんに しました

4) べんりに しました

4 – A:「車が

きたなくなりましたね。」

B:「はい、(

)。」

1) きれくしましょう。

2)

きれいに

3) きたくないよ。

4)

きれいそうね。

5 - このおちゃは

(

しましょう。

)ので、暖かくしてください。

1) さむくなりました

2)

さむくしました

3) つめたくなりました

4)

つめたくしました
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Answers
1) 4 – In the first sentence, the speaker says it is a little small. So you should make the
object bigger.
2) 1 – The speaker says they can't see, so we can imagine that it has become dark out.
3) 2 - The speaker didn't like 'that' (それ) before and there is が at the end of that clause,
meaning 'but' so we can assume that something has changed for the better. #2 makes the
most sense then.
4) 2 – Speaker A comments that the car has become dirty. And, Speaker B agrees, so he will
probably do something about it, hence the answer is 2. You might think that 3 would be an
appropriate response from wise-cracker, but it wouldn't sound right, because Speaker B
agrees.
5) 1 – It makes the most sense that the tea became cold and so now needs to be reheated.
I don't think anybody would make a drink cold and then ask someone to reheat unless they
were just really mean.
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を、から、まで、へ Particles

(click to view the video)
These four particles, を、から、まで、へ can be used to talk about space and time.

を 1st use – the basic direct object marker
Form:
Noun + を
Example:
わたしは えいがを
watashiwa eigao

みました。
mimashita.

(I watched a movie.)

The particle を is usually not used with other particles, but it can be replaced by other
particles like は and が in certain situations. For example, it can be replaced by が if you are
talking something you want to do something with:
ビールが 飲みたい。 (I want to drink beer)
biiruga
nomitai.
It can also be replaced with は as well if you want to it to be the topic of the conversation:
そのえいがは
sonoeigawa

すきではない。(I don't like that movie.)
sukidewanai.

One more rule about を in general is that it can only be use once in a clause. You'll have to
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replace the other を with another particle like に、は、が、or と.

を 2nd use – marks a space that something or someone moves through,
across, in, on, or along.
Form:
noun + を
Example:
わたしは はしを わたります。(I walked across the bridge.)
watashiwa hashio watarimasu.

を 3rd use – shows where an action began
Form:
noun + を
Example:
7 時に しごとを でた。(I left work at 7.)
nanajini shigotowo deta.
The emphasis here is on the starting point. The rule here is if you can make a sentence that
doesn't use 'from' with it, you can use を in this sense, like 'I exited the building' or 'I left the
house.' and NOT 'I traveled from Tokyo to Kyoto by train.'

から – the starting point in time or space of an action (emphasizing the
movement between two points)
Form:
noun + から
Example:
学校から いえまで
gakkoukara iemade

はしりました。(I ran from the school to home.)
hashirimashita.
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This has a very similar meaning to を, but just keep in mind that it emphasizes movement
between two points. It is often times used with まで, but it doesn't have to be. から can also
be used for both time and space, but を can only be used for space.

まで – the ending point in time or space of an action
Forms:
noun (time/space) + まで
verb in dictionary or regular form + まで
number-counter + まで
Examples:
きんようびまで

はたらく。(I worked every day from now including Friday, but not Saturday.)

kinyoubimade

hataraku.

学校まで

１０分で

gakkoumade juppunde
54 ページまで

あるきました。(I walked to the school in 10 minutes)
arukimashita.

読んだ。(I read up to and including page 54.)

gojuuyonpeejimade yonda.
The important thing to remember about using まで with times is that it includes the time
mentioned. So for example in the previous example, “きんようびまで
talking about every day including Friday.

はたらく。” we are

へ – toward, to
Form:
noun (space) + へ
Example:
わたしは こうえんへ あるきました。(I walked to the park.)
watashiha kouenhe
arukimashita.
へ and に have pretty much the same meaning, but へ emphasizes the direction of the
movement more. Other than that they can usually be used in the same situation, even for
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the meaning of 'into or onto':
かばんへ 本を 入れた。 (I put the book into my bag.)
kabanhe honwo ireta

How does this look on the JLPT?
As with a lot of these particles, they will try to test your knowledge on the differences
between も と and や vs. other particles.

を vs. で
These two particles can sometimes have a similar meaning and be used interchangeably, but
they have a slightly different meaning.
1st thing to remember is that を is used with motion verbs only. So for example, the following
sentence is incorrect:
きょうしつを
kyoushitsuo

食べています。(I'm eating in the classroom)
tabeteimasu.

The sentence should be:
きょうしつで 食べています。(I'm eating in the classroom)
kyoushitsude tabeteimasu.
Also when you use を there is less emphasis on the action in general. When we use で we
are talking about the method or tool we are using so there is more of a feeling that there are
other options we can use, but with を there is no suggestion of this. For example,
いつも こうえんで
itsumo kouende

はしります。(I always run in the park.)
hashirimasu.

This sentence, 'I always run in the park' needs で because there other options. I could run in
other places like the gym or on the street on a regular basis, but instead I'm running in the
park.
雨が

ふっていました。そして

かさを

わすれたので

こうえんを
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はしりました。

amega futteimashita.
soshite kasao
wasuretanode koueno
(It was raining. And, I forgot my umbrella, so I ran through the park.)

hashirimashita.

This sentence is a little different because the reason why I'm running is because it is raining
not because I want to. So using で here to talk about the method is a little strange.

を vs. から
Again, keep in mind that you can use both of these to mean the starting point of an action,
but を emphasizes just a point, while から emphasizes movement between two points.
You can use it with such verbs as でる (to leave or exit), はなれる (to leave or become
disconnected from), or おりる (to get off sth)

Example Sentences
新しい コンピューターを 買った。
atarashii conpyuutaawo
katta.

I bought a new computer.

そのとりは
sonotoriwa

The bird flew through the air.

そらを とびました。
sorawo tobimashita.

９時から かいぎが
kyuujikara kaigiga
わたしは

There is a meeting from 9.

あります。
arimasu.

ともだちから

てがみを

もらい

I received a letter from my friend.

ました。
watashiwa tomodachikara tegamiwo
moraimashita.
つかれるまで べんきょうした。
tukarerumade benkyoushita.

I studied until I got tired.

わたしは こうえんまで
watashiha kouenmade

I ran as far as the park.

はしりました。
hashirimashita.

わたしは いえへ かえりました。
watashiwa iehe
kaerimashita.

I returned home.

My mother went to the department store and
母は デパートへ かいものに 行きました。
went shopping.
hahawa depaatohe kaimononi ikimashita.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
1 – バス（

）おりたとき

1) で ２）に

ともだちに

３）を

でんわを

した。

４）へ

いぬ

2–犬は

そこ（

１）に

）あるいて
２）へ

3 – A「たなかさんは

います。

３）を

４）が

どこですか？」

み

た

B「ああ、見た。ロビー（
１）は

２）で

）食べて
３）に

います。」
４）を

Sentential Questions II
い

4 – さとうさんは

ともだちの

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

行きました。

じ

1) 2 時

2) いえ

3) から

4) に

＿＿＿

＿*＿

あたら

5 – わたしは
1) で

新

しい

2) を

3)

じてんしゃ

＿＿＿

＿＿＿ のった。

4) こうえん

Answers
1) 3 – With おりる we are focusing on the point of departure so we can use を. We can also
use から.
2) 2 – This one is a close call. You could almost use を with そこ, but 向こう (other side)
sounds more natural with を. For this situation, we need へ.
3) 2 – で is the only particle that fits. We use に for the location of something using ありま
す or います. We can not use を because たなかさん is not moving.
4) 4 (2 4 1 3) Roughly translated this sentence means “Mr.Sato went to his friend's house
from 2 pm.” Note that you can also say さとうさんは

２時から

ともだちの
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いえに

い

きました but since ともだちの is before the blanks, only いえ can go in the first blank. Look
for clues like this to puzzle out what parts go where in these scrambled sentences.
5) 2 (3 2 4 1) The key here is that the verb のる – to ride, usually takes an object. In this
case, it takes the bike as the object, so we need to mark it with を. We know that じてん
しゃ goes in the first blank because of 新しい. We might be able to say a new park, but new
parks aren't very common.
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Using もう and まだ

(click to view video)
もう and まだ are often translated as 'already' and 'yet' respectively. However, that
translation can be a little misleading and make it difficult to use these grammar terms
correctly. Let's take a look at each in a little more detail.

1) Talking about a change in state
Form:
Positive
もう + verb
mou + verb
(I already ...)
Negative
もう + negative verb
mou + negative verb
(I haven't … yet)
Examples:
もう
mou

食べた。([I] already ate [it])
tabeta.

でんしゃは
denshawa

もう出ましたか。(Did the train already leave?)
moudemashitaka.

でも なっとうは
demo natouwa

もう食べない。(But, [I] don't eat okonomiyaki anymore.)
moutabenai.

田中さんは もういそがしくないです。(Mr. Tanaka isn't busy anymore.)
tanakasanwa mouisogashikunaidesu.
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もう often is often listed with the definition of 'already, (not) anymore' which can be a bit
hard to remember and to use properly. The big thing to remember is that you are talking
about a change in state. And the verb used in the sentence is describing that final state:

The pizza was uneaten some time ago. Now, I ate it. I already ate the pizza. The situation
has changed from an uneaten pizza to an eaten pizza.
One way I remember it, is that I just mowed the lawn. The grass used to be too high, but
after I mowed it, it changed to being short again.
To make things even more confusing, there is another meaning for もう. It can be used to
mean 'again' or '~more' like in the following sentence:
生ビールを もう一つください。
namabiiruwo mouhitotsukudasai.
(One more draft beer please.)
This is more a vocabulary word than a grammar point. Just try to not get it mixed up with
the grammatical use of もう.
It can also be used as an interjection to express your disgust with someone's actions:
もう！, mou!
(again!/Jeez/general feeling of exasperation)
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2) Talking about a state remaining the same
Form:
まだ + verb
mada + verb
(I still ...)
Example:
ふぐは

まだ食べていない。(I haven't had blowfish yet.)

fuguwa madatabeteinai.
さとうさんは
satousanwa

おおさかに
oosakani

まだすんでいますか。(Does Mr. Sato still live in Osaka?)
madasundeimasuka.

まだ is pretty much the grammatical opposite of もう. It is often translated as 'still ~' or
'yet'. But, a lot of people, including myself, find it easier to think of it being used to talk
about a state that hasn't changed yet. Note that it implies it might change in the future:

The pizza was uneaten and it is still uneaten.
The mnemonic I use for this is that there is something the mada (matter) with the mower, so
I didn't mow the lawn yet. The grass is still really long.

How Does this Look on the JLPT?
The biggest headache that you will encounter with もう and まだ is being able to quickly
understand them when spoken. There might be a listening question or two that try to trick
you with the differences between もう and まだ.
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Be sure to take some time and use these two phrases with your own ideas and get a real feel
for how they are used in daily conversation. I personally used to get these confused a lot
until I sat down and really took some time to practice both with my own ideas and my
situation.
And heck, there are a few times now when I have to stop and think about which one to use.

Example Sentences
もう８時です。
mouhachijidesu.

(It)'s already 8 o'clock.

この本を
もう読みました。
konohonwo mouyomimashita.

(I) already read this book.

田中さんは まだつきません。
tanakasanwa madatsukimasen.

Mr. Tanaka hasn't arrived yet.

あたらしい
atarashii

After (I) moved to (my) new house, (I) didn't
take the bus anymore.

いえに
ieni

ひっこししたあと
hikkoshishitaato

バスを もうのりません。
basuwo mounorimasen.
カレーは もう食べません。
kareewa moutabemasen.

(I) don't eat curry anymore.

さとうさんは
satousanwa

Mr. Sato still lives in Osaka.

おおさかに
oosakani

まだすんでいます。
madasundeimasu.
そのえいがを
sonoeigawo
まだ！
mada!

まだ見ていません。
madamimasen.

(I) haven't seen that movie yet.
Still! (interjection used in annoyance)
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Grammar Exercises
Which sentence best describes the situation?
1.

1) まだシャワーを

あびます。

2) もうシャワーを

3) まだシャワーを

あびていません。 4) もうシャワーを

あびます。
あびません。

2.

1) まだねています。

2) もうおきています。

3) まだねていません。

4) もうねません。
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3.

1) ビールを

まだ買いました。 2) ビールを

もう買いました。

3) ビールを

まだ買いません。 4) ビールを

もう買いません。

4. A:「田中さんのえんぴつを
B:「いえ。（

まだもっていますか。」
）」

１）まだかえします

２）もうかえします

３）まだかえしました

４）もうかえしました

5. A:「ねましょうよ。」
B:「ちょっとまってください。（

）」

１）もうはを

みがきました。 ２）まだはを

みがきました。

３）もうはを

みがきません。 ４）まだはを

みがいていません。
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Answers
1) 3- The man is still dirty, so we can assume he hasn't taken a shower yet. The state hasn't
changed from un-showered to showered, so we use まだ because nothing changed. It is also
common to use て form + いません to talk about negative states like this one.
2) 1 – The man is sleeping, so actually we can make two sentences about this situation. We
can emphasize the fact that the state hasn't changed by saying まだねています (He is still
sleeping) or we can emphasize the fact that the state has changed 2) もうねています (He is
already sleeping).
3) 2 – The state of buying the beer has changed from not being bought to being bought.
Since it is a change in state we can use もう. Answer 1 (ビールを
sounds a bit a strange - “The beer is still bought.”

まだ買いました。)

4) 4 – Speaker B had the pencil, but returned it. The state changed from the pencil not being
returned to it being returned, so we can use もう.
5) 4 – Speaker hasn't brushed his teeth yet, so this is the most natural answer. “まだはを
みがきました。” means 'I still brush my teeth.' which is a bit nonsensical. ”もうはを
きません。” doesn't make much sense 'I already didn't brush my teeth.'
Photos by Hypnotica Studios Infinite, Matt Watts and Wheeler Cowperthwalte
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みが

The て form (てけい)

(click to view video)
The て form can be used 4 different ways (for the N5): request, link together verbs, to talk
about something you are doing now, and to talk about the result of an action.

1) Requests
Form:
Positive
買う → かった+て → かって （ください）
kau → katta + te → katte
Negative
話す → 話さない+で → 話さないで （ください）
hanasu → hanasanai + de → hanasanaide
Examples:
しずかに

して

ください。

shizukani shite
Please be quiet.
はなさないで

kudasai.

ください。

hanasanaide
kudasai.
No talking please.
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To form the positive te-form, it is really pretty easy. Just make the casual past form and then
cut off the た and add て. If the ta-form usually ends in だ, you add で. For example, およ
ぐ is およいだ in ta-form, so we change it to およいで for the te-form.
The negative form is also pretty easy. Just conjugate the verb into its negative casual form
and add で

to the end.

Although you can leave ください off the end of a request when speaking casually, it is always
safe to include it so that you sound polite. However, if you notice that the person you are
talking to is dropping it a lot, you are probably safe to drop it as well.
On the JLPT N5, ください will always be used since N5 uses polite Japanese exclusively.
There is another form called the imperative (fancy grammar-speak for command form), but
this form is direct and generally considered rude for most situations. You should probably use
the te-form for when you are giving someone commands or making requests unless you want
to sound like a Yakuza boss.

2) Link together Verbs in a Sentence
Form:
行く

→

行って

+ きます

iku

→

itte

+

kimasu

Example:
あさごはんを

たべて

こうえんに

行きます。

asagohanwo
tabete kouenni
ikimasu.
I'm going to eat breakfast and go to the park.
You can link a sequence of events together in a sentence using the te-form. There are two
main patterns for this. In the phrase '行ってきます', the verbs are right after one another.
This is commonly used with 行く and 来る to mean you are doing something then or while
coming or going. So for example we can say the following:
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がっこうに 本を
もって 行く。
gakkouni
honwo
motte
iku.
I'm (taking) the book to school.
For 行ってきます, you are literally saying 'going then coming'. A more natural translation
would be 'I'll be back.'
The other pattern involves longer sentences as you can see from the example above. You can
talk about a sequence of activities that you do or did. Note that the tense of the sentences is
indicated with the last verb. The te-form does not have a tense. It does not indicate the
past, present or future. The final verb in the sequence will tell you that. It is used in both
casual and polite situations.
A Note about ～てから
This is a form used to mean after doing ~. For example, you can say the following:
ばんごはんを たべてから、ともだちと ビールを 飲みます。
bangohanwo tabetekara, tomodachito biiruwo
nomimasu.
Once I eat dinner, I'm going drinking with my friends.
This form places a little more emphasis on the first action. It has to be completed before
moving on to the other action at the end of the sentence.
You might know of a particle, あとで, that has a pretty similar meaning of 'after doing ~'.
These two structures, てから and あとで, can almost be used interchangeably. The key
difference is that てから places more emphasis on the first action, while あとで is simply
stating the sequence of events.
The difference is very nuanced and I can almost guarantee you that this will not come up on
the N5. Just be aware that there is a slight difference.

3) Talking about What you are Doing Now (continuous form)
Form:
Positive
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する → した+て → して + いる・います
suru → shita + te → shite + imasu
Negative:
する → した+て → して + いない・いません
suru → shita + te → shite + imasen
Example:
きょうとに

すんで

います。

kyoutoni
sunde imasu.
(I) live in Kyoto.
To make the continuous form, all you have to do is add いる or います. いる is if you want
to speak casually, while います is more polite. For the negative (I'm not ~ing), you can use
いない・いません。
In higher levels, you'll be using the te-form to talk about different kinds of states. But at the
N5 level, you'll just need to know the continuous form.

4) Talking about something you did for a reason (resultant state)

Form:
書く → 書いた + て→ 書いて + あります → 書いてあります
kaku → kaita + te → kaite +

arimasu → kaitearimasu

Example:
てがみは
なにを 書いて
tegamiha
naniwo kaite
What is written in the letter?

ありますか？
arimasuka?

This form is used to talk about the resultant state of something completing. It has a bit of a
nuance of being completed for some purpose, or in preparation for something. For example,
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you could also say:
あついから ドアを あけてあります。
atsuikara
doawo aketearimasu.
It's hot, so the door has been left open.
This form is not all that common, but still useful, and might make a cameo on the test.

How Does this Look on the JLPT?
The main thing they will test you on is when to use the te-form compared to other verb
conjugations. Keep in mind that the te-form is technically always used to link sentences.
Even with ~て

ください, you are linking a verb with ください.

The te-form of だ
The te-form of だ is で. This can look a little confusing at times. For example, you might see
the following sentence:
家の

ちかいに

やおやで、家の

となりに

こうえんだ。

ieno

chikaini

yaoyade, ieno

tonarini

kouenda.

There is a green grocer near my house and beside my house is a park.
You might be wondering why there is a で particle there, but it really isn't a で particle but
actually the te-form of だ or the copula as it is sometimes called. Look for this in the 1st and
3rd sections of the grammar part of the test.
Adjectives have te-forms too
As I mentioned before in the Adjectives – More Uses section, you can link adjectives together
too using the te-form. You can use this method to link two sentences together just like the
te-form for adjectives. For example you can say:
このナイフは 高くて よく きる。
kononaifuha
takakute yoku kiru.
This knife is expensive and cuts well.
Just be careful to match the feeling of the two sentences. They both have to be positive or
negative. Expensive (高い) is usually considered a good thing in Japanese. Look for this in
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the 1st and 3rd sections of the grammar part of the test.

Example Sentences
待って
matte

Please wait.

ください。
kudasai.

電気を ついて
denkiwo tuite

ください
kudasai

Please turn on the light.

まどを あけて ください。
madowo akete
kudasai

Open the window please.

たばこを すわないで
tabakowo suwanaide

Please don't smoke.

ここで たたないで
kokode tatanaide
ざっしを 読んで
zasshiwo yonde

ください。
kudasai.
ください。
kudasai.

います。
imasu.

Please don't stand here.
(I'm) reading a magazine.

てがみを 書いて います。
tegamiwo kaite
imasu.

(I'm) writing a letter.

日本語を れんしゅう
nihongowo renshuu

(I'm) practicing Japanese.

しています。
shiteimasu.
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Grammar Exercises
Which sentence best describes the situation?
1.

1) クレジットカードが

つかって

ください

2) クレジットカードを

つかって

ください。

3) クレジットカードが

つかいて

ください

4) クレジットカードを

つかいて

ください。

2.

1) たくさん
2) たくさんな

チーズバーガーを

3) たくさん

チーズバーガーを

食べなくて

4) たくさんな

チーズバーガーを

食べなくて

ください。

チーズバーガーを

食べないで

ください。

食べないで

ください。
ください。
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3.

1) きれいの

しゃしんを

とって

ください。

2) きれいな

しゃしんを

とって

ください。

3) きれいの

しゃしんは

とって

ください。

4) きれいな

しゃしんは

とって

ください。

4.

1) あさごはんを

つかいて

います。

2) あさごはんを

つくて

3) あさごはんを

つかって

います。

4) あさごはんを

つくって

います。

います。
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5.

1) コーヒーを

飲んて

います。

2) コーヒーを

飲まないで

3) コーヒーを

飲んで

4) コーヒーを

飲むくて

います。

います。
います。

Answers
1) 2 – the proper te-form of つかう is つかって. With verbs ending with う we add った to
make the casual past tense. To make the te-form, you cut off the た and add て. We also
need to use を to mark the credit card as the object in the sentence. We can't use が
because the credit card is not doing the action.
2) 3 – たくさん is listed as a na-adjective, but it is almost never used with な, more often
than not, it is used as an adverb like in this sentence.
3) 2 – Again we need to mark the object with を and since きれい is a na-adjective, we need
to use な to mark that it is modifying しゃしん.
4) 4 – The verb we want to use with あさごはん is つくる (to make) and the te-form is つ
くって. つかう and つくる can sound very similar, so watch out for the differences.
5) 3 – Remember that for verbs that end with だ in the casual past tense form, you need to
replace the だ with で instead of て.
Photos by PT Monkey, Seth Glickman, amarette, Bob n Renee, and Aaron
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The Use of たい, ほしい, ましょうか, and ませんか

(click to view video)
This chapter we are going to cover how to talk about what you want to do, and talk about
wanting an object (not requesting an object). We will also talk about the two ways to invite
someone to do something or suggest someone do something.

1) How to Talk about Wanting to do Something
Form:

masu stem + たいです
taidesu
Examples:
何を
食べたいの？ (What do you want to eat?)
naniwo tabetaino?
ピザを 食べたい。(I want to eat pizza.)
pizawo tabetai.
ビールを 飲みたいです。(I want to drink beer.)
biiruwo nomitaidesu.
To talk about something you want to do, you simply take the masu stem and add たい. To
make it more polite, you would then add です after that. If you are not familiar with the
masu stem, it is quite easy to form, just change the dictionary form of a verb like のむ into its
masu form, のみます, and delete the ます, which gives you the masu stem のみ.
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Be aware that this is usually just used about what you want to do, not what others would like
to do. There are, of course, some exceptions to this rule. First, you can use it to ask
questions, for example:
いしゃに
ishani

なりたいですか。(Do you want to become a doctor?)
naritaidesuka.

However, it can't be used for invitations like so:
あした
ashita

いえに
ieni

来たいですか。 (Do you want to come to my house tomorrow?)
kitaidesuka.

And second, you can use it in the past tense talking about the third person (other people
than yourself):
田中さんは あなたと 話したかったです。(Mr. Tanaka wanted to talk to you.)
tanakasanwa anatato
hanashitakattadesu.
If you need to talk about the past, or make it negative, the tai-form behaves just like a
regular i-adjective:
飲みたいです
negative:

飲みたくないです

past:

飲みたかったです

past negative:

飲みたくなかったです

2) Talking about Wanting Something
Form:
noun + がほしいです
Examples:
ほかに

何か

ほしい。(Do you want anything else?)

hokani nanika hoshii.
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わたしは

クリスマスに

watashiwa kurisumasuni

かばんが

ほしいです。

kabanga

hoshiidesu.

You can use がほしい to talk about wanting a particular object. Note that this sounds a little
direct and is usually used between friends. Although you can be more polite by adding です
to the end.
This is, like the tai-form, expresses a personal feeling and so it is often only used to talk
about the speaker's desires. However, it can be used in similar situations to when the taiform can be used like past tense:

たなかさんは

新しいギターが

ほしかったです。(Mr. Tanaka wanted a new guitar.)

tanakasanwa

atarashiigitaaga hoshikattadesu.

And questions:
何が

ほしいですか。(What do you want?)

naniga hoshiidesuka.

To make a polite request though it is better to use をください instead:

えんぴつを

ください。([give me the] pencil please.)

enpitsuwo

kudasai.

Using がほしい could sound too direct or demanding.
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3) Suggesting doing Something
Form:
masu stem + ましょうか
mashouka
Examples:
そのあとで カラオケに
sonoatode karaokeni

行きましょうか (Let's go to karaoke afterwards.)
ikimashouka.

にほんごで

話しましょうか。 (Let's speak Japanese.)

nihongode

hanashimashouka.

ましょうか is most often translated as 'Let's...' and carries most of that connotation. This
expression is used to express the speakers *willing to want to do something. In the first
example above, the speaker is very eager to go to karaoke and wants you to join him/her.
This can sound a little direct in some situations but it is still polite and used in formal
situations. Note that you can just drop the final か to make this an *eager offer, like the
following example:
ジャケットを
jyakettowo

もちましょう。(I'll hold your jacket.)
mochimashou.

In the above example, the speaker is no longer asking. They are telling the person that they
are happy and willing to hold their jacket.
There isn't a negative form for this structure that is in common use. To express *eagerness
to not do something, you usually use the simple nonpast negative form:
わたしは カラオケに
watashiwa karaokeni

行きません。(I'm not going to karaoke.)
ikimasen.

*grammar junkies will call this eagerness 'volition'.
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4) Inviting Someone to do Something
Form:
masu stem + ませんか
masenka
Examples:
カラオケに

いっしょに

karaokeni

isshouni

行きませんか。
ikimasenka.

(Would you like to go to karaoke with me?)

もう一本

コーヒーを

飲みませんか。

mouippon
koohiiwo
nomimasenka.
(Would you like one more can [lit. long cylindrical object] of coffee?)
This is the most common way to invite someone to do something in Japanese, politely. It is
different than ましょうか in that it is more focused on the listener and what they want to do,
not what the speaker wants to do. It is generally considered more polite and less direct to
use this structure.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
There are some small differences between these structures that you need to keep in mind
when doing the test. You will probably not see any of these structures come up in the actual
grammar section of the test. Instead, they will most likely be in the listening and reading
passages. That doesn't mean you don't need to practice them though. Here are a few things
to look out for.
Although there is a difference between ましょうか and ませんか as I noted above. It is
unlikely the test will drill you on these differences, but just be aware of the different
connotations and meanings of each phrase. Use them regularly so that you can get a good
feel for when to use each.
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The many Conjugations of たい, ほしい
To talk about something you want to do is pretty easy. But, たい and ほしい are actually iadjectives that can take on several forms in addition to the base form. For example, you can
talk about how you (or somebody else) wanted to do something:
新しいくつを
買いたかったです。(I wanted to buy new shoes.)
atarashikutwuwo kaitakattadesu.
新しいくつが
ほしかったです。(I wanted new shoes.)
atarashikutsuga hoshikattadesu.
Or you can talk about how you didn't want to do something:
新しいくつは
買いたくなかったです。(I didn't want to buy new shoes.)
atarashikutsuwa kaitakunakattadesu.
新しいくつが
ほしくなかったです。(I didn't want new shoes.)
atarashikutsuga hoshikunakattadesu.
And it can get even more complicated with clauses:
たなかさんは あなたが飲みたくなかったビールを 飲みました。
tanakasanwa anataganomitakunakattabiiruwo
nomimashita.
たなかさんは
tanakasanwa

あなたが飲みたくなかったビールを
anataganomitakunakattabiiruwo

飲みました。
nomimashita.

These can all seem pretty easy to understand written down, but listening to them is a
different story. While I was studying for the N4, I missed a few questions simply because I
was not used to hearing and using these different conjugations.
Practice doing a few of these complicated combinations a few times in your head and practice
making sentences with different verbs. You might want to try making a little game out of it
and try and see how long of a sentence you can make.
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Example Sentences
どのＣＤを
聞きたいですか
donoshiideiwo kikitaidesuka

Which CD do (you) want to listen to?

何を
したいですか。
naniwo shitaidesuka

What do (you) want to do?

本当に それが ほしいですか。
hontouni sorega hoshiidesuka

Do (you) really want that?

何か 飲み物が
ほしいのですが。
nanika nomimonoga hoshiinodesuga.

(I) want something to drink.

窓を
閉めましょうか
madowo shimemashouka

Let's close the window.

かばんを 待ちましょうか。
kabanwo mochimashouka.

Let me carry that bag (for you).

切手は ありませんか
kittewa arimasenka

Don't (you) have stamps?

いっしょに きませんか
isshoni
kimasenka

Would (you) like to come with me?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
１－

いいてんき

ですね。こうえんを

（

）．

１）あるいたい

２）あるくがほしい

３）あるきたい

４）あるきがほしい

２－「たなかさん

だいじょうぶですか。」

「いえ。かぜが

ひきました。」

「そうですか。くすり

（

）」

１）がほしい

２）を飲みたい

３）を飲みましょうか

４）を飲みませんか

３ー どんなえいが

（

）。

１）がほしいですか

２）を見たいですか

３）を見ましょうか

４）を見ませんか

Sentential Questions II
4–

＿*＿ ＿＿＿
1) もの

5 – ぎゅうにく

＿＿＿

＿＿＿ 。

2) つくりました
＿＿＿

＿＿＿

1) ほしかった男の人

3) を
＿*＿

4) 食べたい
＿＿＿ もらいました。

２）さかなを

３）が

４) は

Answers
1) 3 – あるく, means 'to walk' in Japanese. So in this sentence you want to go for a walk in
the park. The masu stem for あるく is あるき. Then to form the たい form, we just add た
い. You can't use ほしい with verbs.
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2) 4 – ませんか is used to make an offer to someone else, and you are not joining the
listener in this activity. It can best be translated as 'Would you like to X?'. ましょうか is a
suggestion that implies you will do the action together. It is usually translated as 'let's X'.
3) 2 – Although we can't usually use たい with other people (3rd person), we can use it in
questions like this. Answers 3 and 4 don't fit, because these are usually used in yes/no
questions.
4) 4 (4 1 3 2) First, we can probably guess that つくりました should go at the end of this
sentence, because it is in polite form, and we don't use polite form in clauses (to describe a
noun). The next thing is probably を which goes right in front of that. を needs a noun and
there is only one of those – もの. Finally, we need 食べたい which describes the もの, thing.
All together we have the following sentence:
食べたいものを
tabetaimonowo
5)

つくりました。
tsukurimashita.

4 (3 1 4 2) First, ほしかった男の人 needs a が in front of it to mark what the man

wants. Then ほしい takes a noun, and the only 'naked' noun is ぎゅうにく. We can't use さ
かなを because it has the を particle at the end. Now, we simply put は after 男の人 to mark
the topic of the sentence and finish with さかなを. The final result is the following sentence:
ぎゅうにくが ほしかった男の人は
さかなを もらいました。
gyuunikuga
hoshigattaotokonohitowa sakanawo moraimashita.
(The man that wanted beef, received fish.)
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The Use of ~たり ~たり する and でしょう

(click to view video)

1) Talking about an inexhaustive list of actions or states
Form:
past tense verb/adjective + り + past tense verb/adjective + り + する
ri

ri

suru

Examples:
べんきょうを

したり

ねたり

するよ。

benkyouwo

shitari

netari

suruyo.

[(I)'m going to study or sleep or something.]
このチームは

よわかったり つよかったり

します。

konochiimuwa yowakattari tsuyokattari
shimasu.
(This team is sometimes weak and sometimes strong.)
This form is used to list an inexhaustive list of activities or states. They are inexhaustive in
the sense that there are other, unmentioned, actions or states that could also exist.
There are usually just two verbs/adjectives, but sometimes, especially in informal speech,
there can only be one or there could be more than 2. However, for the purposes of the JLPT,
there will most likely only be two.
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The する verb usually follows "past tense verb/adjective + り + past tense verb/adjective +
り." する verb expresses the formality and tense of the whole sentence. So, for example, if
the sentence ends with 'しました' the whole sentence is about the past.
If the whole sentence ends with an adjective, the する verb is optional, like in the following
sentence:
クラブに
行ったり、たくさん ビールを 飲んだり、 たかくつきます。
kurabuni
ittari,
takusan
biiruwo
nondari,
takakutsukimasu.
(Going to the club, drinking a lot of beer and stuff is expensive.)

2) Talking about doing something off and on
Form:
past tense verb/adjective + り + neg past tense verb/adjective + り + する
ri

ri

suru

Examples:
そのがくせいは

せんせいの話を聞いたり、聞かなかったり

sonogakuseiwa senseinohanashiwokiitari kikanakattari
(That student listens to the teacher off an on.)

します。
shimasu.

This structure can also be used to describe doing some kind of activity 'off and on'. You just
need to use the same verb, first positively, then negatively like the above example.

3) Expressing uncertainty about a situation
Form:
plain form + でしょう
deshou
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Examples:
雨が

ふるだろう。

amega furudarou.
[It is probably going to rain, (lit)Rain is probably going to fall.]
たなかさんは

せんせいでしょう。

tanakasanwa senseideshou.
(Mr. Tanaka is probably a teacher.)
This is often translated as 'probably' in Japanese, and at first you will probably be using it in
very much the same way. It expresses about an 80% certainty in something. There should
be some evidence for you to make the guess. For example, this is commonly used for
forecasting the weather. Since we can see a rain storm coming on the radar screen, we can
make a pretty accurate guess that it will be raining soon.
You can't use this to express uncertainty about yourself, though. The following sentence is
incorrect:
X わたしは

ねるでしょう。

watashiwa nerudeshou.
(I'm probably going to sleep.)

4) Tag questions in Japanese
Form:
plain form + でしょう
deshou
Examples:
つかれたでしょう。
tsukaretadeshou.
(Your tired right?)
You can also use でしょう to form tag questions that confirm something. The main difference
is the use of rising intonation at the end of the sentence. It is often used when the speaker
knows some piece of information and is using it to prove some point.
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そのレストランは
しまったでしょう。
sonoresutoranwa shimattadeshou.
(That restaurant is closed, isn't it?)
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
There is not a lot to look out for when it comes to these grammar points and the test. The
main thing to keep in mind is that でしょう can not be used to express uncertainty about
yourself. This is something that might pop up in the grammar section. Other than that, you
will most likely hear these being used in the listening section, so you should practice up
forming a few sentences of these grammar points to give you an idea of how to use them.
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Example Sentences
すしは たかかったり やすかったり
sushiwa takakattari
yasukattari

Sushi is sometimes expensive, sometimes
cheap.

します。
shimasu.
飲んだり、食べたり、うたったり、
nondari, tabetari,
utattari,

Drinking, eating, singing and other stuff was
a lot of fun.

たのしかったです。
tanoshikattadesu.
A:どうやって にほんごを べんきょう
douyatte nihongowo benkyou
していますか。
shiteimasuka.
B:CD を聞きたり

本を読んだり

A: How are you studying Japanese?
B: I listen to CDs, read books and stuff.

しています。

shiidiiwokikitari honwoyondari shiteimasu.

A: How is work?

A:しごとは どうですか？
shigotowa doudesuka
B:いつも

たったり

itsumo tattari

B: (I`m) always standing and sitting and

すわったり

しています。 stuff.

suwattari

shitemasu

Mr. Tanaka is probably taking a shower.
たなかさんは シャワーを あびるでしょう。
tanakasanwa shawaawo abirudeshou.
さとうさんは ねているでしょう。
satousanwa
neteirudeshou.

Mr. Sato is probably sleeping.

きょう おとうさんは
kyou
otousanwa

Father is probably at work today.

たかいでしょう。
takaideshou.

しごとでしょう。
shigotodeshou.

Isn't it expensive?
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Grammar Exercises
Write responses like the example.
なに

1) A: しゅうまつは

何を

しますか。

の

た

Ex) ビールを飲む・レストランで食べる

→

ビールを飲んだり、レストランで食べたる
ほん

よ

します。

み

a) 本 を読む・えいがを見る

→
の

b) こうえんで

さんぽをする・きっさてんで

c) そうじする・せんたくする

あめ

コーヒーを飲む

→

→

あめ

2) Ex) 雨 が

ふる

→

雨が

食べる

→

ふったり、ふらなかったり

します。

た

a) あさごはんを
b) にほんごを
c) めがねを

べんきょうを

かける

3) A: おにいさんは
Ex.) しごと

→

する

→

→
どこですか。

しごとに

いるでしょう。

a) としょかん

→

____________________________

b) だいどころ

→

____________________________

c) ホテル

→

____________________________
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4) Write an appropriate sentence based on the pictures.

Ex) せがたかいでしょう。

１) _________________________

3) ______________________

4) ___________________________

Answers
1)
a) 本を読む・映画を見る
b) こうえんで

→

本を読んだり、映画を見たり

さんぽをする・きっさてんで

こうえんで

コーヒーを飲む

さんぽをしたり、きっさてんで

c) そうじする・せんたくする

→

します。
→

コーヒーを飲んだり

そうじしたり、せんたくしたり
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します。

します。

2)
a) あさごはんを
b) にほんごを

食べる

→

べんきょうを
にほんごを

c) めがねを

かける

→

あさごはんを
する

します。

→

べんきょうを

めがねを

食べたり、食べなかったり
したり、しなかったり

かけたり

かけなかったり

します。

します。

3)
a) としょかん

→

としょかんに

いるでしょう。

b) だいどころ

→

だいどころに

いるでしょう。

c) ホテル

ホテルに

→

いるでしょう。

4) possible answers:
a) はやいでしょう
b) せまいでしょう
c) 日本人でしょう
Photos by Sombilon Art & Photo, Sander van der Wel, and Motoki Plasticboystudio

The Use of たち, がた, 中, ください and くださいませんか
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(click to view video)
This chapter we are going to go over a couple of different topics at once ranging from how to
talk about a group of people or animals to talking about 'all throughout' a certain period of
time to making polite requests.

1) How to talk about a group of animals or people in Japanese
Form:

Noun + たち = Group of Noun
tachi
あなた + がた = あなたがた (you all)
anata + gata = anatagata
Examples:
あなたがたは

どこに

anatagatawa

行くの? (Where are you all going?)

dokoni

ikuno?

(He is going back to his house, but we are going to karaoke.)
かれは

いえに

kareha ieni

かえるが

わたしたちは

カラオケに

kaeruga

watashitachiha karaokeni

行く。
iku

いしゃたちは

かいぎに

行きます。(The doctors are going to the meeting)

ishatachiha

kaigini

ikimasu.

たち when combined with a type of people or animal takes on the meaning of 'a group of'.
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You can talk about groups of dogs – いぬたち, groups of younger sisters – いもうとさんたち,
or groups of people based on profession like the example that uses doctors above.
Although, you can say あなたがた to mean 'you all' it is not as commonly used as あなたた
ち, so you can use たち for everything if you like.

2) How to say throughout or all over in Japanese
Form:
Time Exp + 中 = Throughout Time Exp
Examples:
ひとばん中
hitobanjyuu

うたっていたのだ。 ([I] was singing all night.)
utatteitanoda.

(I'm studying Japanese all night.)
一日中

にほんごを

べんきょう

ichinichijyuu

nihongowo benkyou

しています。
shiteimasu.

The kanji 中, when read as じゅう, means all throughout a certain time period. This phrase
is often accompanied by ずっと for emphasis, like so:

一日中ずっと

にほんごを

べんきょう

しています。

ずっと, strangely enough is not considered an N5 word, so you will probably not see it on the
test. However, just keep in mind that this is a common collocation.

The kanji 中 has two different pronunciations when used as a suffix. You can either say じゅ
う or ちゅう. Which one do you say when you see this particular kanji? Well, it depends on
when the action takes place. Take a look at the following diagram:
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一日じゅう
ichinichijyuu

one day

今日ちゅう
kyouchuu

one day

In the first situation, using じゅう, you are talking about an action that has continued all day.
This is commonly paired with the present progressive (be ~ing) tense of Japanese, ～ていま
す or ～ている, casually.
The second situation, the action happens at some point during today. It is usually an action
that can not continue, like opening a door or delivering a package. You can't deliver a
package continuously all day. You deliver once, and then it is finished.

3) Requesting an object in Japanese
Form:
Noun + をください
wokudasai
Examples:
水を

ください (Water please.)

mizuwo kudasai

ぼうしを

ください。([My] hat please.)

boushiwo kudasai.
This is really a pretty simple form to learn. The one thing to remember is that the を is
dropped a lot in conversation.
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4) Making a request very politely in Japanese
Form:
verb in て-form + くださいませんか
kudasaimasenka
noun + をくださいませんか
wokudasaimasenka
Examples:
じでんしゃを
jidenshawo

かして

くださいませんか。(Would it possible to borrow [your] bike?)

kashite kudasaimasenka.

おちゃを

くださいませんか。(Could you possibly give me a tea?)

ochawo

kudasaimasenka.

This form is very similar to the ～てください form I went over earlier in the て-form section
of this book.
In reality, you probably won't use this grammar point that much if you are just chatting with
your friends. You'll hear it a lot when staff at a bank or other place of business might ask you
to do something, like sign a document. But, don't be afraid to use it if you think the request
is a pretty big one, or you are not sure of the politeness level.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
For the most part, you will just need to be able to understand the meaning of these
structures on the test. They will probably not test you specifically on the meaning of these,
but you will have to understand them.
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Example Sentences
おねえさんたちは かいものに 行きます。
oneesantachiwa kaimononi ikimasu.

(Your) older sisters are going shopping.

せんせいたちは、わかいですね。
senseitachiwa,
wakaidesune.

The teachers are young.

一日中 田中さんが ビールを 飲みました。
ichinichijuu tanakasanga biiruwo
nomimasu.

Mr. Tanaka drank beer all day.

先月中
雨が
ふりました。
sengetsujuu amega furimashita.

It rained all last month.

でんわを ください。
denwawo kudasai.

Call (me) please.

やすむじかんを ください。
Yasumujikanwo kudasai.

Give me some break time please.

このスカートを 2000 えんにして くださいま

Could you possibly make (sell it to me for)
this skirt 2000 yen?

せんか。
konosukaatowo nisenennishite
kudasaimasenka.

Could you possibly give me that shirt?

そのシャツを くださいませんか。
sonoshatsuwo kudasaimasenka.

Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
１－

Ａ：「だいじょうぶですか。」
Ｂ：「いえ、ひとばん中 (
の

)。」

の

1) 飲めました

2) 飲んでいました

の

3) 飲みます
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の

4) 飲んでいます

２－そこでは ふゆも なつも (
いちねんじゅう

の

1) 一年中

いちにんじゅう

ビールが 飲んでいます

いちにんじゅう

3) 一年中

)。

2) 一年中

の

に スキーが できる

いちにんじゅう

に ビールが 飲んでいます

4) 一年中

スキーが できる

たなか

３ー田中さん、ドアを(

) ください。

1) つけて

2) あけて

3) あいて

4) しまって

Sentential Questions II
たなか

4 – 田中さん
1) まで
5 – あなたが

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

2) くる
＿＿＿

＿*＿

3) まって

＿＿＿

＿*＿
よ

1) いた

２）を

３）読んで

＿＿＿ くださいませんか。
4) が
＿＿＿ ください。
ほん

４) 本

Answers
1) 2 – The first speaker is asking about the second speaker's condition by asking だいじょう
ぶですか？So, we can assume that something happened to speaker B, which makes the past
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tense the most natural here. Answer 1, is the potential tense, which basically means to be
able to drink, or can drink.
2) 4 – The に particle is commonly used with 中 to talk about something that isn't continuing,
but is actually an event that happened once during the time period. Drinking beer and being
able to ski are both continuous states or actions. Being able to ski makes more sense,
though.
3) 2 – This actually more of a vocabulary question, but you will see these kinds of questions
in the grammar section of the exam. Basically, the question is asking you about the
difference between あく (intransitive) and あける (transitive). あける takes an object, but あ
く does not. Take a look at the following sentences;
わたしが ドアを あけた。(I opened the door.)
watashiga doawo aketa.
ドアが あいた。(The door opened.)
doaga aita.
The English verb is the same – 'to open', but in Japanese two different verbs are used.
4) 1 (4 2 1 3) There are a lot of places to start with this one, but let's start with くる, this is
the base form of the verb that means 'to come' in English. It can't go in front of the last part
of the sentence. You need a verb in て-form to go in front of くださいませんか。The only
place it can go is in front of まで (until). Now we have to find out what is coming. Well, it is
probably Mr. Tanaka, which makes him the subject.
5) 1 (2 4 1 3) The key here is the を particle in front of 食べました. The を particle marks
an object, and so we need to find an object that was eaten. People aren't usually eaten, so
we should use なに before it. We add か to なに to make it 'something' – なにか. Then, we
just need to place the が after だれ, which marks it as the subject of the sentence. So, all
together we have the following:
おふろで

だれが

なにかを

ofurode

darega naniwo

食べましたか。
tabemashitaka.
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Telling Time and Counting Things in Japanese

(click to view video)
In this chapter we will go over all the numerous ways you can tell time, talk about periods of
time and count things in Japanese. Japanese has a wide variety of counters that you can use
to convey meaning with. We are going to go over some of the most commonly used.

1) Native Japanese Numbers (Used as generic counters)
Form:
counter +(の)+object/subject + verb
Object/subject + counter + verb
Examples:
一つ もんだいが
hitotsu mondaiga

あるんだ。(There is one problem.)
arunda.

そのいすには

2つの

sonoisuniwa

futatsuno ashiga

はこを

三つ

あしが

あります。(The chair has two legs.)
arimasu.

買いました。(I bought 3 boxes.)

hakowo mittsu kaimashita.
You may think of numbers in Japan as just being いち, に, さん, etc..., but these numbers are
based entirely on the Chinese numerals. Japan actually has native numbers based on the
Japanese yamato kotoba (native words)
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These native Japanese numbers are often used as generic counters for items up to 10:

Number

Native
Japanese

Romaji

1

一つ

hitotsu

2

二つ

futatsu

3

三つ

mittsu

4

四つ

yottsu

5

五つ

itsutsu

6

六つ

muttsu

7

七つ

nanatsu

8

八つ

yattsu

9

九つ

kokonotsu

10

十

tou

Although it is preferable to use a specific counter for an object, which we will go over in a bit,
you can use these and most natives will understand you well enough to get your idea across.
The numbers go beyond 10 of course, but they are not that common. You can see them in
things like days of the month like the word for the 20th – 二十日 (はつか). And they can be
used to poetically, more respectably refer to someone's age. It's usually used for the 10s, like
30 years old, 40 years old, etc...:
二十歳 (hatachi) – 20 years old
三十路 (misoji) – 30 years old
四十路 (yosoji) – 40 years old, etc...
For more details, here is a handy list of the first 100 numbers in native Japanese.
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2) Specific Counters in Japanese
Form:
(Sino-Japanese) number + counter
Examples:
コンビニで

ビールを

にほん

買うよ。 (I'll go buy 2 beers at the convience store.)

konbinide

biiruwo

nihon

kauyo.

Almost anything you can think of has a specific counter in Japanese. However, there are only
about 8 to 10 that are used on a regular basis in conversation. Most of these are covered in
N5. This is more of a vocabulary point than a grammar point because you simply need to
remember the counters, their pronunciation exceptions, and their uses.
This sounds like a daunting task, but just try to make a point of counting through them out
loud whenever you get a chance – waiting for the bus, on your lunch break, mentally when
your co-worker starts to tell you that one story you've heard a million times, whenever you
really don't need to be concentrating on the task at hand.
Let's take a look at some of the common ones and how to count to 10 with them (you will
most commonly only count to 10 using these counters).

#

だい

ほん

にん

まい

はい

ひき

さつ

1

いちだい

いっぼん

ひとり

いちまい

いっばい

いっぴき

いっさつ

2

にだい

にほん

ふたり

にまい

にはい

にひき

にさつ

3

さんだい

さんほん さんにん

さんまい

さんぱい

さんびき

さんさつ

4

よんだい

よんぽん よんにん

よんまい

よんはい

よんひき

よんさつ

5

ごだい

ごまい

ごはい

ごひき

ごさつ

6

ろくだい

ろっぽん ろくにん

ろくまい

ろっぱい

ろっぴき

ろくさつ

7

ななだい

ななほん ななにん

ななまい

ななはい

ななひき

ななさつ

8

はちだい

はっぽん はちにん

はちまい

はっぱい

はっぴき

はっさつ

ごほん

ごにん

9

きゅうだい きゅうほん きゅうにん きゅうまい きゅうはい きゅうひき きゅうさつ

10

じゅうだい じゅっぽん じゅうにん じゅうまい じゅっぱい じゅっぴき じゅっさつ
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～だい ctr for machines

～ほん long cylindrical objects

～にん ctr for people (past 3) ～まい ctr for flat things
～ひき ctr for small animals

～り ctr for people (1 & 2)
～はい ctr for cupfuls

～さつ ctr for books

romaji version
Can you notice any patterns when you look at the counters above? Take a few moments and
see if you can find some if you haven't already. Don't worry I'll wait for you.
Okay, do you see any patterns? First off, for に(2), ご(5), なな(7), and きゅう(9) there are
no exceptions. To count objects using these numbers, all you have to do is add a number to
the counter.
Second, notice that for いち(1), はち(8), and じゅう(10), there are a lot of irregulars, except
counters that start with nasal sounds (n, m) and ones that start with voiced consonants (d,
go, ze, etc..)
Third, counters that start with the 'h' sound change to 'p' after most numbers (except the
ones I mentioned before – 2,5,7,9)
The mnemonic that I came up for this is imagining 2 57 Chevy's cruising down the street with
big 9s on the side of them. Pretty cool huh? So, they can just pass on by without any
changes.
For the other exception, I think of a food eating contest. 1 guy 8 (ate) 10 pizzas! He has
now changed shape a little, and that is exactly what you need to do to those counters.
(Continued on the next page)
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Here are some more N5 counters that I didn't cover in the video:

#

ど

かい

こ

do

kai

ko

1

いちど

いっかい

いっこ

ichido

ikkai

ikko

2

にど

にかい

にこ

nido

nikai

niko

3

さんど

さんかい

さんこ

sando

sankai

sannin

4

よんど

よんかい

よんこ

yondo

yonkai

yonko

5

ごど

ごかい

ごこ

godo

gokai

goko

6

ろくど

ろっかい

ろっこ

rokudo

rokkai

rokko

7

ななど

ななかい

ななこ

nanado

nanakai

nanako

8

はちど

はっかい

はっこ

hachido

hakkai

hakko

9

きゅうど

きゅうかい

きゅうこ

kyuudo

kyuukai

kyuuko

10

じゅうど

じゅっかい

じゅっこ

juudo

jukkai

jukko

～ど(do) ctr for occurrences*

～かい(kai) ctr for occurrences*

～こ(ko) ctr for small items

～かい(kai) ctr for storeys/floors of bldg

*You might be wondering why there are two counters for occurrences. Well, they are used
slightly differently. For numbers up to about 4, you can use both ど and かい. But after that
かい is generally used.
For other things, ど is used for degrees (for angles and temperatures) whereas かい is not.
かい is used for revolutions and rounds whereas ど is not. The kanji for かい, 回, looks like a
square wheel, which you can imagine is revolving, so you can remember it that way.
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3) Days of the Week and Days of the Month
Form:

Days of the
Week

にほんご

Romaji

Monday

月よう日

getsuyoubi

Tuesday

火よう日

kayoubi

Wednesday

水よう日

suiyoubi

Thursday

木よう日

mokuyoubi

Friday

金よう日

kinyoubi

Saturday

土よう日

doyoubi

Sunday

日よう日

nichiyoubi

Day of the
Month

にほんご

Romaji

1st

一日 / 1 日

tsuitachi

2nd

二日 / 2 日

futsuka

3rd

三日 / 3 日

mikka

4th

四日 / 4 日

yokka

5th

五日 / 5 日

itsuka

6th

六日 / 6 日

muika

7th

七日 / 7 日

nanoka

8th

八日 / 8 日

youka

9th

九日 / 9 日

kokonoka

10th

十日 / 10 日

touka
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For days of the month after 10:
Number + 日
nichi
Except the following days:
14th → じゅうよっか (juuyokka)
20th → はつか (hatsuka)
24th → にじゅうよっか (nijuuyokka)
Examples:
あの、５日の
ano,

かようび。 (um, it's Tuesday the 5th.)

itsukano kayoubi.

わたしの

パーティーは にじゅういちにちです。

watashino paateiiwa

nijyuuichinichidesu.

The days of the week in Japan are based on certain elements. Monday is 'moon' day. Tuesday
is 'fire' day. Wednesday is 'water' day. Thursday is 'wood' day. Friday is 'gold' day. Saturday
is 'earth' day. And Sunday is actually 'sun' day.
A lot of times they are just abbreviated to the first kanji on a calendar. Also, in conversation,
when the context is clear, some speakers will drop ようび and simply say the reading of the
first kanji like げつ for げつようび. For example,
げつ、すい、きんは ひまです。 (I'm free Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.)
getsu, sui, kinwa himadesu.
These abbreviations will probably not show up on the N5 though. Just be aware you can use
them in this way in conversation.
A quick note about the use of kanji in dates and times. Generally speaking western numbers
are used more often than not. Kanji in days of the month, times of the day, prices, etc... are
reserved for more formal or traditional situations (like at an izakaya or a fancy omiyage
store).
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4) Telling Time in Japanese
Examples:
６時 = 6:00

６時半 = 6:30

rokuji

rokujihan

６時３０分 = 6:30

6時ごろ = About 6:00

rokujisanjuupun

rokujigoro

ご時ごろ いえを 出ます。(I'm leaving the house at around 5.)
gojigoro iewo
demasu.
To tell the time of the day we simply need to add じ after the number of the hour, and ふん
after the minutes of the hour. There are exceptions to this rule though:

English

Japanese

Romaji

4 o'clock

四時 / 4 時

yoji

7 o'clock

七時 / 7 時

shichiji

9 o'clock

九時 / 9 時

kuji

English

にほんご

Romaji

1 minute

一分 / 1 分

ippun

3 minutes

三分 / 3 分

sanpun

4 minutes

四分 / 4 分

yonpun

6 minutes

六分 / 6 分

roppun

8 minutes

八分 / 8 分

happun

10 minutes

十分 / 10 分

juppun

And for the minutes:
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5) Talking about Periods of Time in Japanese
Examples:
6時間= 6 hours
rokujikan

６時間半 = 6.5 hours
rokujikanhan

６時間３０分 = 6 hrs 30 mins
rokujikansanjuupun
6時間ぐらい = About 6 hrs
rokujikangurai
８時間
ねました。(I slept 8 hours)
hachijikan nemashita.
Days –

一日間 (one day)
ichinichikan

Weeks – 一週間 (one week)
isshuukan
Years -

八週間 (8 weeks)
hasshuukan

一年間 (one year)
ichinenkan

To talk about periods of time in Japanese you simply need to add 間(kan) to the end of
hours, days, weeks and years. You typically don't have to add this counter to the end of
minutes or seconds.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
For the most part you won't see these pop up that much in the actual grammar section of the
exam. Instead counters will generally show up in almost all the other sections, especially
vocabulary, but also for listening.
Commit the Irregular Pronunciations to Heart
In the first part of the vocabulary section, they will ask you to write the hiragana for the kanji
that is presented. More often than not there will be one question about one of these
counters that preys on the irregular pronunciation like はっぽん for 八本 or ふたり for ふた
り. Make sure you run through these irregulars and keep an eye out for them. Knowing
these will mean a sure point in that first section.
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Know Which Counters Count What
In the vocabulary section of the test, they will probably also ask you another question about
counters to check your understanding of what counters are used to count what objects. They
may even have a picture of something and ask you for the proper way to count the objects.
Counters might Come Up in the Listening
There may also be a few listening questions that will depend on you knowing what each
counter counts. Test makers love to sneak these in there. They will ask you a question like
the following:
男の子は
何を
持っていますか? (What is the boy carrying?)
otokonokowa naniwo motteimasuka.
For the answer, you might see a picture of some possible items the boy is carrying. In the
conversation, they might not explicitly talk about what item he is carrying simply the count.
So instead of saying 本(hon), they might say にさつ, meaning two books, and the answer is
the picture with two books.
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Example Sentences
このシャツには 三つのサイズが あります。
konoshatsuniwa mittsunosaizuga arimasu.

This shirt comes in 3 sizes.
(lit. There are 3 sizes of this shirt.)

ほんやで 本を さんさつ 買いました。
honyade honwo sansatsu kaimashita.

I bought 3 books at the bookstore.

さんまいの かみを ください。
sanmaino kamiwo kudasai.

3 sheets of paper please.

もう 一本 ください。
mou ippon kudasai.

Another bottle (of beer) please. (lit. Another
long cylindrical object please)

今日は 2 月 14 日の土曜日です。
kyouwa nigatsujuuyokkanodoyoubidesu.

Today is Saturday, January 14th.

18 時はんごろ
駅に 来ます。
juuhachijihangoro ekini kimasu.

I'll come to the station at around 6 pm.

えいがは 16 時 35 分に

The movie starts at 4:35pm.

eigawa

はじまります。

juurokujisanjuupunni hajimarimasu.

でんわで 2 時間ぐらい 話しました。
denwade nijikangurai hanashimashita.

(I) talked on the phone for about 2 hours.

Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
ほん

１－

つくえに 本 が (
1) いちほん

) あります。
2) いっぽん

3)いちさつ

4) いちざつ

の

２－にかい (
1) で

2) は

) きっさてんで コーヒーを 飲みました。
3) の

4) に
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３ーそのカメラは 160 グラム(
1) で

2) ぐらい

)です

3) の

4) ごろ

Contextually-defined Expressions (Vocabulary section, part 3)

４ーわたしは

オートバイが

１）ふだい

)

２）さんたい

５－ スミスさんのゆびは
１）ろっぽん

(

てに

あります。
３）さんだい

（

２）ろっこ

）

４）ふたい

あります。

３）ろくど

４）ろくまい
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６－ このいえには

ねこが

１）さんこ

（

２）さんぴき

）

あります。

３）さんひき

４）さんにん

Photos by Vijay Sonar, bark, and Easa Shamih

Answers
1) 4 – This is basically a vocabulary usage question. What counter do you use with books
ほん

(本 )? Well, the answer is not 本(hon), but さつ.
2) 3 – At first, this might not make too much sense. Two times Cafe (kissaten)? But you
have to look at the whole sentence. Literally, the sentence means: two times, cafe, coffee,
drank. But, it can more naturally be translated as 'I drank coffee at the cafe twice.' The
number of times is modifying the whole sentence not just cafe.
3) 2 – You need to use ぐらい with amounts, including amounts of time. ごろ is only used
for points of time.
4) 3 – You use the だい counter for machines like motorcycles.
5) 1 – He has 6 fingers, which just happen to be long cylindrical objects, so we use the
ほん

counter for those 本 .
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6) 2 – We use the ひき counter to count small animals like cats, and with さん you need to
change ひき to ぴき.
Basic Counters #1 - Romaji

#

だい

ほん

にん

まい

はい

ひき

さつ

1

ichidai

ippon

hitori

ichimai

ippai

ippiki

issatsu

2

nidai

nihon

futari

nimai

nihai

nihiki

nisatsu

3

sandai

sanbon

sannin

sanmai

sanbai

sanbiki

sansatsu

4

yondai

yonhon

yonnin

yonmai

yonhai

yonhiki

yonsatsu

5

godai

gohon

gonin

gomai

gohai

gohiki

gosatsu

6

rokudai

roppon

rokunin

rokumai

roppai

roppiki

rokusatsu

7

nanadai nanahon nananin nanamai

8

hachidai

happon

hachinin hachimai

happai

happiki

hassatsu

9

kyuudai

kyuuhon

kyuunin

kyuumai

kyuuhai

kyuuhiki

kyuusatsu

10

juudai

juppon

juunin

juumai

juppai

juppiki

jussatsu

nanahai

nanahiki nanasatsu

～dai ctr for machines

～hon long cylindrical objects

～ri ctr for people (1 & 2)

～nin ctr for people (past 3)

～mai ctr for flat things

～hai ctr for cupfuls

～hiki ctr for small animals

～satsu ctr for books
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The Use of だれ and なに

(click to view video)
だれ has the basic meaning of who in Japanese. It tends to follow a couple of basic sentence
patterns that you can use to ask about people. These 3 patterns are pretty common at the
N5 level:

1) Asking who a person is
Form:
topic は + だれですか？ (Who is topic?)
Examples:
このひとは

だれの？ (Who is this person?)

konohitowa dareno?

おどっている人は

だれですか？ (Who is that person dancing?)

odotteiruhitowa

daredesuka?

A lot of question words follow this exact same pattern, and it can be very handy for when you
first start learning the language you can ask about what is around you.
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2) Asking who did one do something with
Form:
だれと + action + か？ (Who did you do action with?)
Examples:
だれと

話しているのか？ (Who are you talking to?)

dareto

hanashiteirunoka?

だれと

いっしょうに

キャンピングしますか？ (Who are you going camping with?)

dareto

isshouni

kyanpingushimasuka?

Particles can be used the question words to mark what you are talking about. The particle と
means with, so to ask about who you did something with you simply need to add と. Adding
other particles can give you other meanings. For example, if you add the particle に you can
ask about who you did something to:

だれに

プレセントを

くれましたか？

(Who did you give the present to?)

Also, you can use some particles to give questions words different meanings. For example:

だれも – nobody (with negative verbs)
そのケーキは だれも
sonokeekiwa daremo

食べませんでした。(Nobody ate the cake.)
tabemasendeshita

だれか – somebody
だれかが そのケーキを
darekaga sonokeekiwo

食べました！(Somebody ate the cake!)
tabemashita!
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だれかが そのケーキを
darekaga sonokeekiwo

つくりましたか？ (Did somebody make cake?)
tsukurimashitaka?

3) Asking who did something
Form:
だれが + action + か？
Examples:
だれが

ケーキを

つくったの？ (Who made the cake?)

darega

keekiwo

tsukuttano?

だれが

ぜんぶ

darega zenbu

おさらを

あらいましたか？ (Who washed all the dishes?)

osarawo

araimashitaka?

In English, we mark the subjects and objects of the question by adding more words or by
switching word order. For example:
I(Subject) gave a present to Mark(Object).
Asking about the subject:
Who gave a present to Mark?
Asking about the object:
Who did you give the present to?
In Japanese though, we just need to use particles.

わたしが

マークに

watashiga maakuni

プレセントを

あげました。(I gave a present to Mark.)

puresentowo

agemashita.
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Asking about the subject:
だれが

マークに

darega maakuni

プレセントを

あげましたか？(Who gave the present to Mark?)

puresentowo

agemashitaka?

Asking about the object:
だれに

プレセントを

あげましたか？ (Who did [you] give the present to?)

dareni

puresentowo

agemashitaka?

4) Asking about Objects
Form:
topic は + なんですか？
Examples:
これは

なに？ (What is this? [casual])

korewa

nani

あおいのは

なんですか？ (What is the blue thing? [polite])

aoinowa

nandesuka?

This is a very handy question to arm yourself with when you first learn Japanese, because
you can ask about all the things around you as you see them and learn them in context. All
you have to do is mark what you are talking about with the topic marker は.
Usually you end up using これは or それは a lot. In fact, you'll probably here a lot of
Japanese kids asking their parents the same question.

5) Asking about what you are doing (or eating, drinking, etc...)
Form:
なにを + action +か？
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Examples:
なにを

しているの？(What are you doing? [casual])

naniwo shiteiruno
なにを

もっていますか？ (What are [you] holding? [polite])

naniwo motteimasuka?
This is another of the common question patterns that you will be using and hearing at the N5
level. More often than not, you'll want to know about the object someone is doing something
to (eating, drinking, holding, etc...) or simply what they are doing.
As matter of fact, a very common expression in Kansai is なにしてるの？, which is said with
a rising intonation and means 'What are you doing?'. Comedians will use it, as well as
anybody that happens to find what you are doing a little strange.
Like だれ you can add も or か to the end of なに to make nothing and something
respectively:
なにも – nothing (with negative verbs)
なにも しませんでした。(I did nothing.)
nanimo shimasendeshita.
なにか – something
なにかを します。(I did something.)
nanikawo shimasu.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
だれ and なに appear a lot in the grammar sections and in questions for the reading and
listening sections.
だれ, なに and particles
As I said earlier, particles can tell you a lot about what is being asked, and they can change
the meaning of a sentence completely. なに and だれ can be used with a lot of particles, and
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they can get a little tricky.
For example, you can ask about what method you used to go somewhere with で and なに:
なにで 行きましたか？ (How did you get there? Lit. By what did you go?)
nanide ikimashitaka?
The key to remember is that question words can not be used with the topic marking particle
は. For example the follow sentence is incorrect:
しごとへ なにでは 行きましたか？
shigotohe nanidewa ikimashitaka?
Another thing to keep in mind is the words for somebody and something. They behave very
much like nouns and so can have particles, which might look a little strange at first. For
example you can use the following:
だれかが (somebody as the subject of a sentence)
だれかに (somebody is the receiver/indirect object of an action)
だれかを (somebody as the object of a sentence)
You can use なに in the same way:
なにかが (something as the subject of a sentence)
なにかを (something as the object of a sentence)
Keeping your Question Words Sorted Out
During the listening and reading questions the test will be asking you a lot of different
questions about the conversation. It will be key for you to remember which questions word
mean what. This should be as automatic as possible, so that you can answer questions
without hesitation.
It seems like a simple thing, but sometimes a moment of hesitation can through your
concentration off just a little bit and concentration is a key part of getting through the
listening section unscathed.
Also, keep in mind that you can not have the listening questions repeated, so you only get
one or two chances to hear what they are asking.
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Example Sentences
せんせいは だれですか？
senseiwa
daredesuka?

Who is the teacher?

ねているひとは だれですか？
neteiruhitowa
daredesuka?

Who is the man sleeping?

だれと
dareto

Who did you see a movie with?

えいがを
eigawo

見ましたか？
mimashitaka?

だれが そのしゃしんを
darega sonoshashinwo
だれが いぬを
darega inuwo

取りましたか？
torimashitaka?

もって行きましたか？
motteikimashitaka?

Who took that picture?
Who brought a dog?

大きいものは なんですか？
ookiinowa nandesuka?

What is the big thing?

なにを 読んで
naniwo yonde

いますか？
imasuka?

What are you reading?

なにを きいて
naniwo kiite

いますか？
imasuka?

What are you listening to?

Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
１－

(

)

りんごを

1)だれが

あげましたか。

2)だれを

3)だれで

4)だれに

み

２－A:(

) 見ていますか。
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B:たなかさんが とったしゃしんです。きれい でしょう。
1)なにが
３ー A:(

2)なにを

3)なにで

4)なにに

) しますか。

B:すしを ください。
1) なにで

2)なにが

3)なにに

4) なにを

Sentential Questions II
あ

4 – きょうと ＿＿＿
1) だれ

＿＿＿

2) は

＿*＿

3) に

＿＿＿ 会いましたか。

4) で
た

5 – おふろで
1) なに

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

２）だれ

＿*＿

３）か

＿＿＿ を食べましたか。
４) が

Answers
1) 4 – Here the question is actually testing you on how to use あげる (to give). This verb
needs a subject, an object, an indirect object (the person/thing receiving the object). These
can be implied for context. If you ask “だれが

りんごを

あげましたか。” you are asking

“Who gives apples or an apple?”, which sounds a bit strange. If you use だれに though, you
are asking “Who did you give an apple to?” because the に in this situation means 'to' or the
receiver of the action. Look carefully at the full sentence to understand what the grammar
question is actually asking about.
2) 2 – Both 1 and 2 could be used for the first question, but if you take a look at speaker B's
part it becomes obvious what the first question is asking about, the object that the person is
looking at. The particle を marks the object in a sentence so that's what you need to use.
3) 3 – This is a special phrase that is used when you order food. You can use the following
phrase to order items at a restaurant:
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Xに
Xni

します. (I'll have/take X)
shimasu.

So, we need to use the particle に for the corresponding question.
4) 1 (4 2 1 3) Start off by deciding where the particles go. The particle に could be used for
a location like きょうと, but an action is taking place in the location, so we need to use the
で particle to mark the location of the action. We can't use は with a question word, so that
must go next after で. The particle に can't go after that, so it must be だれ and then に to
finish it off.
5) 1 (2 4 1 3) The key here is the を particle in front of 食べました. The を particle marks
an object, and so we need to find an object that was eaten. People aren't usually eaten, so
we should use なに before it. We add か to なに to make it 'something' – なにか. Then, we
just need to place the が after だれ, which marks it as the subject of the sentence. So, all
together we have the following:
おふろで

だれが

なにかを

ofurode

darega naniwo

食べましたか。
tabemashitaka.
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The Use of いつ, いくつ and いくら

(click to view video)
いつ has the basic meaning of when, and is pretty easy to use. There are 2 common forms
you'll probably see at the N5 level:

1) Asking about when an action took place
Form:
いつ + action + か (When does/did action take place?)
Examples:
いつ 日本に 来ましたか？ (When did [you] come to Japan?)
itsu nihonni kimashitaka?

いつ しごとに 行きますか？ (When do you go to work?)
itsu shigotoni ikimasuka?
The first form here can be used to ask about when a particular action happened. You can, of
course, ask about past or future events depending on what tense you make the verb.
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2) Asking about when a particular event is taking place
Form:
topic + は いつですか？ (When does topic take place?)
Examples:
パティーは いつですか？ (When is the party?)
pateiiwa

itsudesuka?

パティーは いつでしたか？ (When was the party?)
pateiiwa

itsudeshitaka?

This second form is used to ask about a certain event.
Note that using いつ is to ask when, so the answer can include time, days, months or years.
If you want to ask more specifically what time something happened, you should use なんじ,
which literally means what time. With なんじ, the answer should be a certain time of the day
like 12:30 or 16:00 (Japan often uses the 24 hour clock).
Also, if you add も to the end of いつ, you get いつも, which means 'always' or 'anytime'.

3) Asking about the cost or amount of something
Form:
topic + は ＋ いくら ですか？
Examples:
このりんごは いくらですか？ (How much is this apple?)
konoringowa ikuradesuka?
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えんぴつは 二本で

いくら ですか？ (How much is one pencil?)

enpitsuwa nihonde ikura desuka?
いくら is often translated as 'how much?', but it is a little more complicated than that. It's
most often used to ask the price of something using the form above. Notice that you can ask
about the price of one or two things by adding a counter in front of いくら. This counter
can take the で particle, but doesn't have to. We could also say:
えんぴつは 二本

いくら ですか？ (How much are two pencils?)

enpitsuwa nihon ikura

desuka?

At the N5 level and at a basic level of conversation, you will almost always use this to ask
about price. Although technically it can be used to ask about amounts, it is usually not used
that way.

4) Asking about age or number of items
Forms:
topic + は いくつ

ですか？ (How old is topic ?)

topic + は いくつ

ありますか？ (How many topics are there?)

Examples:
いくつですか？ (How old are you?)
ikutsudesuka?
ブロックは いくつ

ありますか？ (How many blocks are there?)

burokkuwa ikutsu

arimasuka?

いくつ is sometimes translated as 'how many', but again this is a little misleading. It is often
used to ask about a person age, but it can also be used to ask about the number of pieces.
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What does this mean? Well, basically anything you can count with the generic counters 一つ、
二つ、etc...
To ask how many about other objects, you need to use なん + counter. For example, if you
want to ask about how many sheets of paper there are, you would say the following:
かみは なんまいですか。
kamiwa nanmaidesuka
You can even use this for age if you like:
たなかさんは なんさいですか。
tanakasanwa nansaidesuka.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
Like a lot of the question words, いつ, いくら, and いくつ will probably make an appearance
in the reading and listening sections. Also be careful with the particles used with these and
other questions words which can change the meaning of the whole sentence.

Getting them confused
One of the biggest issues for questions words at times is getting them confused with one
another since they sound very similar, and have similar meanings like いくつ and いくら. Try
to use these words often to iron out the differences.
Questions in the grammar section might ask you to fill in the blank and give you a choice of
these words. Just remember that いくら is usually for many and いくつ is usually for age or
number of objects.
いつ will probably come up in the listening section, where they will give you the question in
the listening only so you'll have to listen carefully.

Be careful of the patterns
During the second part of the grammar section. You'll have to unscramble sentences. Keep in
mind that the topic of the sentence (marked with は) goes first followed by the question
word.
If you are asking about a particular action, the question word goes first. Also, いつ doesn't
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need が after it. And, が never comes after いくら and いくつ.

Example Sentences
いつ ひるごはんを 食べますか。
itsu hirugohanwo tabemasuka.

When do you eat lunch?

いつ ほっかいどうに 行きますか。
itsu hokkaidouni
ikimasuka.

When are you going to Hokkaido?

えいがは いつですか。
eigawa itsudesuka.

When is the movie?

かいぎは いつでしたか。
kaigiwa itsudesuka.

When was the meeting?

くるまは いくらですか。
kurumawa ikuradesuka.

How much is the car?

いくら お金を もっていますか。
ikura okanewo motteimasuka.

How much money do you have?

かのじょは いくつですか。
kanojowa ikutsudesuka.

How old is she?

くつのサイズは いくつですか。
kutsunosaizuwa ikutsudesuka.

What is your shoe size?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
1 – ビールは (

) ですか。

ひと

ひと

１) 一 ついくら

２）一 つにいくら

いち

３）一

いち

いくら

うえだ

４）一 に

いくら

ことし

2 – A「上田さん 、今年 いくつ ですか。」
にねんまえ

B「二年前 に 32 さいでしたから (

)」

１）32 さい です

２）33 さい です

３）34 さい です

４）35 さい です

3 – いつ

(

)

１）で

はじまりますか。
２）が

３）から

４）は

Sentential Questions II
い

4 – とうきょう
1) いつ
5 – かみ

＿＿＿
2) から

＿＿＿

＿*＿
3) は

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

行きますか。

4) へ

＿*＿

なが

1) 長 い

＿＿＿
＿＿＿

いくつか。

ひと

2) は

3)

が

4) 人
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Answers
1) 1 – The speaker wants to know how much is one beer. Although, you can use the counter
本 (hon) for long cylindrical objects like glasses of beer, you can also use the generic 一つ
(hitotsu) counter. You can also use the particle で (de) after the counter, but it is not
necessary.
2) 3 – This is a tricky question because it combines two grammar points and little bit of math.
Speaker B, says that 2 years ago, Mr. Tanaka was 32, so now he is 34. The test makers like
to prey on people that don't look at all the details of the question. Be careful to double-check
time words and phrases, like 前に (maeni) and 今年 (kotoshi).
3) 3 – The verb はじまる means 'to begin' and although you can use が with いつ in other
questions, it is ungrammatical to use it with はじまる because the verb implies that
something is continuing on from a starting point.
4) 3 (4 3 1 2) These are very common questions to see in the second part of the grammar
section on the exam. There are a lot of particles and it can be hard at first to tell where each
of them goes. First, we know that は can't be used with いつ because the は particle can not
be used with question words. So, は needs to be used with とうきょう. That leaves us with
へ and から. Although, から can be used with both time and location, only へ can be used
with direction. So, it must be used with とうきょう.
5) 4 (3 1 4 2) This is actually a test of how to use は (topic marking particle) and が (subject
marking particle). Let's puzzle this out by taking a look at the first word 長い, long. This is
an adjective and needs to come before です, the copula at the end of a sentence, or in front
of a noun. Since there is no copula, we can put it in front of 人. Seems a bit strange to say
a long person, though, so long must be linked to something else. How about かみ, hair? We
can say かみは ながい, but in a clause (a small sentence that comes before a noun), we need
to use が. So, we have かみが ながいひと (the long-haired person). And then は goes at
the end to mark the whole thing as the topic of the sentence. All together you have the
following:
かみが ながい ひとは いくつですか。 (How old is the long-haired person?)
kamiga nagai hitowa ikutsudesuka?
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The Use of どう、いかが、どうして、なぜ

(click to view video)
どう has the basic meaning of how or how about … It is commonly used with a few other
words to give it some different meanings.

1) Making an offer, and asking how
Form:
noun + は どうですか。

(How about noun?)

wa doudesuka.
Examples:
このレストランは

どう？

konoresutoranwa

dou?

[(casual) How about this restaurant?]

そのライブは

どうでしたか。 (How was the concert?)

sonoraibuwa

doudeshitaka.

どう is used a lot like how in English. The big thing to remember is that when it is used in
the present tense, you are usually offering or suggesting something to someone. This is how
it will be used on the N5. You will probably hear it come up a few times in the listening
section and not really in the grammar section of the test.
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There are some other combinations that use dou that you can use as well:
どうやって- how; in what way
douyatte
どうしょう- what can we do?
doushou
どうしましたか- what happened?
doushimashitaka

2) Making an offer, and asking how (politely)
Form:
noun + は

いかがですか。

(How about noun?)

wa ikagadesuka.
Examples:
おちゃは いかがでしょうか。(How about some tea?)
ochawa

ikagadeshouka.

そのワインは いかがでしたか。 (How was the wine?)
sonowainwa ikagadeshitaka.

いかが has the same meaning as どう, how, but is used to be more polite. It is must often
used by service staff when they offer something to you or when asking you how something
was.
You can not however, use it with the combinations mentioned above:
いかがやって- how; in what way
いかがしょう- what can we do
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いかがしましたか- what happened?

3) Asking Why
Form:
なぜ・どうして

+ statement + のですか。

naze/doushite

+

statement + nodesuka.

Examples:
どうして

サラダだけに

doushite

saradadakeni

なぜ、この車を

したの。 (Why did you only order salad?)
shitano.

買いたいのですか。(Why do you want to buy this car?)

naze, konokurumawo kaitainodesuka.
どうして and なぜ can both mean why in Japanese. There really isn't a big
difference in meaning between them. Some people say that なぜ sounds more
formal or demanding, while どうして is a little more casual. They do tend to
collocate (or pair up with) certain kinds of questions, but this is something that you
will not be tested on in the test, and will not interfere with you being understood.
You may want to do your own experimenting with both of them to see what
reactions you get and what seems to be the most easily understood.
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
Like I've said about a lot of other question words, どう, いかが, なぜ and どうして will
probably make an appearance in the reading and listening sections.
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Getting them confused
There are a lot of どうs you need to keep straight – どう, どうして, どうしょう, どうやって
and どうしました. Try to use these as much as you can in conversation so that you can
understand them automatically. It will really pay off if you over-learn these, especially for the
listening section.

Example Sentences
とうきょうの てんきは どうですか。
toukyouno
tenkiwa doudesuka.

How is the weather in Tokyo?

しゅっちょうは どうでしたか。
shucchouwa
doudeshitaka.

How was the business trip?

なつの りょこうは どうしょう。
natsuno ryokouwa doushou.

What should we do for summer vacation?

どうやって そこに 行きますか。
douyatte
sokoni ikimasuka.

How do I get there?

ローマは いかがでしたか。
roomawa ikagadeshitaka.

How was Rome?

ごかぞくは いかがですか。
gokazokuwa ikagadesuka.

How is your family?

なぜ ロマに 行きましたか。
naze romani ikimashitaka.

Why did you go to Rome?

どうして わたしを すきじゃありませんか。
doushite watashiwo sukijaarimasenka.

Why don't you like me?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
い

1 – A「(

) こうえんに 行きましたか。」
い

B 「くるまで 行きました。」
1)どう

2)どうして

3)どうやって

4)どうか

2 – A「えいがは どうですか。」
B「(

)」
み

1) あの、見ました。 2) うん、きっさてんは いいです。
み

3) はい、しました。 4) いいえ、見たいです。
くるま

3 – A「なぜ 車
B「(

を うりましたか。」
)」

1) はい、うりました。 2) ふるいからです。
か

くるま

3) 買いましたよ。

4) その車

が すき です。

Sentential Questions II
なに

4 – A「そのなつの やすみは 何 も しませんでした。」
い

B「ええ、そうなんですか。＿＿

＿＿ ＿*＿

＿＿

行きませんでしたか。」
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かね

A「お金 が ありませんでした。」
1) か
5–

＿＿＿

2) どうして
＿＿＿

1) ひるごはん

3)

＿*＿
2)

も

どこ
＿＿＿

4) に
どうですか。。

3) あした

4)

で

Answers
1) 3 – The speaker wants to how or 'in what way' to get to the park. Although, we can
simply ask 'How do you get to the park?' in English, in Japanese there are two different hows
– どう for asking about someone's opinion (How was the wine? How about some beer?) and
どうやって for how to do something (How do I get to the station?).
2) 1 – This is the kind of trick question that you might actually see in quick response section
of the listening part of the test. Your natural inclination is to look for a yes or no answer, but
all of these are wrong. 2 and 3 have nothing to do with a movie, and 4 disagrees with the
speaker (いいえ) but then goes on to say they want to watch it (見たい).
3) 2 – Since A is asking why (なぜ), you should be looking for a reason in B's answer.
Number 2 offers a reason with the particle から, which means 'because' in English.
4) 1 (2 3 1 4) The か particle might be a little confusing here at first, but remember that you
can add か to the end of some question words to give them the meaning of 'some~'. For
example, you can add か after どこ (where) to mean 'somewhere'.
And that is pretty much the only place the か can go in this example, then since we are going
to a place we can put the に particle after どこか. And どうして usually goes toward the
front of a sentence. All together we have the following sentence:
い

どうして どこかに 行きませんでしたか。
doushite dokokani ikimasendeshitaka.
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(Why didn't you go somewhere?)
5) 4 (3 1 4 2) Time expressions usually go toward the front of the sentence, and don't need
a particle, so we first put あした in the first space. Then, we need to decide where to put the
particles. Putting them after あした doesn't make much sense, so how about after ひるごは
ん? All together we have the following sentence:
あした ひるごはんでも どうですか。
ashita
hirogohandemo doudesuka.
(I was wondering if you'd like to have lunch tomorrow.)
Okay, so you might be a little angry that I pulled a fast one on you by not explaining this
structure earlier. Sorry about that. But, using でも in this situation makes the offer seem a
lot more polite. でも usually means something close to 'even if', but it can also be used to
soften an offer like this, so that you don't sound so demanding and direct.

The Use of どんな、どれくらい、どのくらい
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(click to view video)
どんな means what kind as well as any(body, means, thing, etc...) However, at the N5 level
and at a basic conversation level, you will use it mostly to ask the question 'what kind of...' as
in 'What kind of food do you like?'

1) Ask about What Kind
Form:
どんな + Noun + Verb。
donna + noun + verb.

Examples:
どんなおんがくが すきなの？ [(casual) What kind of music do you like?]
donnaongakuga

どんな車に

sukinano?

のっていますか。(What kind of car do you drive?)

donnakurumani notteimasuka.
どんな is usually followed by some kind of noun. It doesn't behave like a lot of other
question words in that you can not put particles after it give it more meaning. All of the
following combination are WRONG:

X どんなか – some kind of
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X どんなでも – whatever kind of
X どんなにも - no kind of
なん

どんな happens to have an evil step sister called 何 の. This question word can replace どん
な in some sentences, but it does not mean the same thing. 何の is asking more about the
content of an item whereas どんな is more concerned with a description of the item. Take a
look at the following examples:

なん

A: それは

ほん

何 の本

ですか。

(What is the content of the book?)

B: りょうりの本です。 (It's a cooking book.)

A: それは

どんな本

ですか。 (How would you describe the book?)

B: おもい

本です。(It's a heavy book.)

Often times, these will get switched and even misused in native Japanese. The test will
probably not specifically test you on the differences of these, just be aware that they exist
and are very similar but not identical.

2) Asking How Much or How Many
Form:
Topic + は + どのくらい

+ adj + ですか。

Topic + wa + donogurai + adj + desuka.
Topic + は + どのくらい+ verb + か。
Topic + wa + donogurai + verb + ka.
Examples:
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CD は どのくらい 買ったの。(How many CDs did you buy?)
shiidiiwa donogurai kattano.
えきまで どのくらい かかりますか。 (How long does it take to get to the station?)
ekimade donogurai kakarimasuka.
どのくらい or どれくらい both mean how many or how much. Since there is no concept of
countable items (like apples) and uncountable items (like water) in Japanese, you can use the
same word for both how many and how much.
Notice that when it is placed before an adjective like 高い it means how adjective (e.g. how
high or how tall). Like in the following example:
ふじさんは どのくらい たかいですか。 (How tall is Mt. Fuji?)
fujisanwa donokurai takaidesuka.
When used with a verb you are asking about how many or how much of the object the verb
is interacting with like in the first example of buying the CDs.
Looking at どれくらい and どのくらい you might be wondering if there is any difference
between the two. Well, there isn't really. The following variations all have the same
meaning:
どのぐらい
どのくらい – most used*
どれぐらい
どれくらい - 2

nd

most used*

*based on search hits produced by the BCCWJ
How Does this Look on the JLPT?
Like I've said about a lot of other question words, どんな and どれぐらい・どのぐらい will
probably make an appearance in the reading and listening sections.

もんだい(mondai) 4 of the Listening Section
If you are not familiar with もんだい 4 of the listening section, this is often called the quick
response part of the listening section. You listen to one sentence, then you listen to three
potential responses to that first sentence. You must choose the most natural and
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appropriate.
They love to ask questions in this section and have you pick the most appropriate way to
answer it. Don't be surprised if you hear どんな, 何の, どれくらい or どのくらい pop up
here. If you have a native to chat with, practicing making and answering questions is a really
effective use of your time. Pay attention to how they answer questions and if they
understood your answers (or gave you a funny look and asked another question).
In this quick response part of the test, you will have to think fast and stay focused so you
should try making and answering these questions fairly automatic for you.

Example Sentences
どんなテレビゲームが すきですか。
donnaterebigeemuga sukidesuka.

What kind of video games do you like?

どんなしごとが したいですか。
donnashigotowo shitaidesuka.

What kind of work do you want to do?

どんなスポーツを やっていますか。
donnasupootsuwo yatteimasuka.

What kind of sports do you play?

どんなワインが ありますか。
donnawainga
arimasuka.

What kind of wine is there?

ここから うみまで どのぐらい とおいので

How far is the ocean from here?

しょうか。
kokokara umimade donogurai
tooinodeshouka.
ふじさんは どのくらい たかいですか。
fujisanwa
donokurai takaidesuka.

How tall is Mt. Fuji?

ビールは どれぐらい 飲みましたか。
biiruwa
doregurai nomimashitaka.

How many beers did you drink?

そうじに どれくらい かかりますか。
doujini
dorekurai kakarimasuka.

How long did the cleaning take?
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
1 – A「たなかさんは どんな人ですか。」
B 「(

)」

1.おもしろいですよ。

2. きれいです

3.いい人です

4. とうきょうからです。

2 – ちかてつ (
1. に

)どのぐらい ちかいですか
2. から

3. が

4. で

3 – A「だいじょうぶですか。」
なん

B「何 のもんだい
1) が

２）を

（

）

３）は

ありません。」

４）も

Sentential Questions II
4 – バス

＿＿＿

1) は
5–

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

2) に

3)

＿＿＿

1) えいが

2)

＿*＿

で
＿*＿

で

＿＿＿

どのぐらい

かかりますか。

4) こうえん
＿＿＿

3) どんな

を見たいですか。
4)

どこ

Answers
1) 3 – Speaker A is asking about what kind of person Tanaka-san is. 1, sounds a bit strange
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because of the 'よ' particle, which is used to reassure someone. 2, is not clear enough. 4, is
also not clear enough.
2) 2 – It is really tempting here to put が in the blank because you might be tricked into
thinking it is the subject of the sentence, but the implied subject in this sentence is the
distance FROM the subway, to here.
3) 4 – We can't use が here because it is not a question. ある typically doesn't take an
object, so we can't use を, the object marking particle. The は particle is usually not used
with a question word like 何の. That leaves us with も, giving the whole sentence the
meaning 'There are no kinds of problems.'
4) 4 (3 1 4 2) First off, we can use the particle に with こうえん and not バス, so we stick
that after こうえん. Judging from the verb, かかります, we can guess that we talk about
distances. Since, バス is not a place, it is probably a method, and we should mark it with the
particle で, which marks methods or ways of doing something. That just leaves us with は,
the topic marking particle. The topic is typically at the front of the sentence, so it is not
grammatical to put after に in this sentence, so we put it after the で to mark バス. All
together we get the following sentence:
バスでは こうえんに どのぐらい かかりますか。
basudeha kouenni
donogurai
kakarimasuka.
(How long does it take to get there by bus?)
5) 3 (4 2 3 1) どんな is typically followed by a noun. The one noun in this sentence is えい
が, so we can put in front of that. Since there is the を particle, which marks an object, right
after the last blank, we can put どんなえいが there. Now you just need to put どこ and で
at the front, and you have the following sentence:
どこで どんなえいがを 見たいですか。
dokode donnaeigawo
mitaidesuka.
(Where and what kind of movie do you want to see?)
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The で Particle

(click to view video)
The grammar particle で or de has 4 different uses in Japanese.

1) at, in, on (place) where an action takes place
Form:
noun + で
Examples:
わたしは きっさてんで
watashiha kissatende
ひるごはんは
hirugohanha

べんきょうする。
benkyousuru.

マクドで 食べた。
makudode tabetta.

(I study at a cafe.)

(I ate lunch at McDonald's.)

Be careful! This で can not be used with いる or ある. For example:
ねこは いえでに
nekoha ieni
バッグは
bagguha

いる。
iru.

(There is a cat in my house.)

車でに
ある。 (The bag is in the car.)
kurumani aru.
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2) by, with, or using.
This can be used to describe both a method or a tool.
Form:
noun + で
Examples:
きょうとへ 電車で 行った。 (I went to Kyoto by train.)
Kyoutohe
denshade itta.
スカイプで 話しました。
sukaipude
hanashimashita.
This can also be used for abstract things like money and time, not just physical objects.

3) and, because of, or due to.
This で is used to show a weak casual relationship between two items.
Form:
noun + で
Example:
きれいで
kireide

りっぱな
rippana

ホテルだ。(lit. Because it is beautiful, it is a splendid hotel.)
hoteruda.

In the sentence above the 'prettiness' (きれい) of the hotel is adding to the splendor(りっぱ)
of the hotel.
It can also be used for a weak cause and effect relationship. For example,
大雨で 電車で
とまった。(The trains stopped because of the big storm.)
ooamede denshade tomatta.
Notice that the で marks something that is beyond your control. You didn't cause it to rain
hard.
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4) at, on (time).
This is used to indicate when something ends. It implies that an action continued until this
point.
Form:
noun + で
Example:

このパティーは
konopatiiha*

１０時で おわります。(The party finishes at 10.)
10jide
owarimasu.

* To type this with an IME, you need to type 'konopatexi-ha'. The 'x' (or 'l' for little) before
the 'i' makes it small.

How does this look on the JLPT?
On the JLPT, they will try to trick you by testing your knowledge of how to use で compared
to other particles because some other particles share similar but different meanings.

で vs. に
Both of these particles can be used to talk about time and places, but each has its specific
use.
First for time, に is used for when an action occurs, whereas で is used to mark where a state
changes.
Correct:
6 時に 会いましょう。(Let's meet at 6.)
rokujini aimashou.
Incorrect:
6 時で 会いましょう。(Let's meet at 6.)
rokujide aimashou.
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で marks a change in state, and meeting someone is more of an event than a change of a
state. で is usually used for closing (しめる), finishing (おわる), or changing/becoming (にな
る).
Second for places, に can be used to talk about where something or someone exists (like the
dog and cat in the example earlier). It can also be used to indicate direction of movement:
わたしは とうきょうに
watashiha toukyouni

行った。 (I went to Tokyo.)
itta.

で vs. が
Since が can be used to indicate something or someone that is doing an action and で can be
used to mark a tool that is doing something, these are pretty easy to get confused.
ルンバ＿
runba_

そうじ
souji

する。 (The Roomba (Robot vacuum cleaner) is cleaning.)
suru.

You might think you can use が here because it is doing the work, but we can't personify a
tool like we do in English so be careful. To think of it another way, the thing doing the action
has to have a brain and an intention, like an animal or a human, not a machine, like this
robot vacuum cleaner.
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Example Sentences
わたしは でんしゃで
watashiha denshade

ほんを 読む。
honwo yomu.

I read books on the train.

わたしは こうえんで ねた。
watashiha kouende
neta.

I slept in the park.

ペンで
pende

I wrote my name with a pen.

なまえを 書いた。
namewo kaita.

仕事に バスで 行く。
shigotoni basude iku.

I go to work by bus.

静かで きれいな
shizukade kireina

Quietly pretty hotel.

雪で パーティーに
yukide paatiini

ホテルだ。
hoteruda.

そのきっさてんは
sonokissatenha

行かなかった。
ikanakatta.
５時で
gojide

クラスは ３時で おわる。
kurasuha sanjide owaru.

閉まる。
shimaru.

Because of the snow, we didn't go to the
party.
The coffee shop closes at 5.
Class finishes at 3.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
きょう

なに

1 – 今日の

かいぎ（

1) を
2–

）何 を

2) で

このとりは
1) で

はな

3) が

かみ（

2) に

4) に

）
3) を

話 しますか。

つくった。
4) が

えき

3 – ひるごはんは

駅（

1) は

3) に

2) が

）いいカレーレストランが

ある。

4) で

Sentential Questions II
4 – 学校

＿＿＿

＿_＿

＿＿＿

＿*＿

あるきます。

じかん

1) １時間

2) で

3) は

4) へ
のみ

5 – １０時

＿*＿

1) コーヒー

＿＿＿
2) で

＿＿＿
3)

に

＿＿＿ を

飲 みましょう。

4) きっさてん

Answers
1) 2 – this sentence is asking about an action (talking) that is taking place in a location
(today's meeting)
2) 1 – the particle で is used because the paper is being used to make the bird.
3) 3 – the restaurant exists at the station, and there is no action taking place there so we
must use に.
4) 2 (4 3 1 2) the particle で describes how long it takes to walk to the school.
5) 3 (3 4 2 1) we need to use に to mark the time, and で to mark where the action is taking
place.
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The に Particle

(click to view video)
The grammar particle に or ni has a variety of uses, but for the N5 level, there 4 different
uses that are important.

1) at (time)
This is the general time marker.
Form:
noun + に
Example:
二十時に
nijuujini

クラスが はじまる。
kurasuga hajimaru.

(Class starts at 12.)

It can be used to mark any point in time, a month, a year, etc... But look out some time
expressions can not be used with に. For example, the following sentence is incorrect:
あしたに
ashitani

とうきょうに
toukyouni

行きます。 (I'm going to Tokyo tomorrow.)
ikimasu.

Some common time expressions that can't be used are あさ (morning), きのう (yesterday),
さいきん (lately), きょねん (last year), etc... Basically, if you can represent the time
expression as a number you can use に otherwise you can't. For example, げつようび can
use に because it is the first day of the week.
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Seasons (あき, なつ, ふゆ, はる) are a bit strange, because the に is optional for them.
You can also use に to talk about the frequency of an event for example:
いっかげつに 四回
日本語の クラスが ある。
ikkagetsuni
yonkai nihongono kurasuga aru.
(There is Japanese class 4 times a month.)
一週間に
いっかい さんぽ します。(I go for a walk once a week.)
isshuukanni ikkai
sanpo shimasu.

2) in, on, at (place) where something exists.
Form:
noun + に
Examples:
テーブルに
teeburuni

ぺんが
penga

あります。 (There is a pen on the table.)
arimasu.

いすに

かばんが

ある。(There is a bag on the chair.)

isuni

kabanga

aru.

Be careful not to mix this up with で. The で particle is used to mark the location of where
something happens. The particle に is used to mark where something exists.

3) to or toward (place)
Form:
noun + に
Example:
わたしが 駅に
watshiga ekini

行った。(I went to the station.)
itta.
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4) in order to do something
Form:
noun + に
Example:
モールへ
mooruhe

ひるごはんを
hirogohanwo

食べに
tabeni

行った。(I went to the station to eat lunch.)
itta.

To use this structure, you need to use the -masu stem of a verb, which is pretty simple to
form. Just take the -masu form a of a verb and cut off the masu. Like so:
食べます

→

食べます+に

→

食べに

飲みます

→

飲みます+に

→

飲みに

買います

→

買います+に

→

買いに

You have to be careful with this structure, because the second verb has to be a verb
of motion. Typically one of these 5 verbs is used:
行く – to go

来る – to come

帰る – to return 入る – to enter 出る – to exit

iku

kuru

kaeru

hairu

deru

Some verbs that seem like they would work (like あるく, to walk) can't be used in this
structure. For example the following sentence is incorrect:
モールへ
mooruhe

ひろごはんを
hirogohanwo

食べに
tabeni

あるいた。
aruita.

The verb has to show the direction of movement not the action.

How does this look on the JLPT?
As with a lot of these particles, they will try to test your knowledge

で vs. に
Both of these particles can be used to talk about time and places, but each has its specific
use. I went over this before on the で cheat sheet, but here is a quick refresher.
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First for time, に is used for when an action occurs, whereas で is used to mark where a state
changes.
Correct:
6 時に 会いましょう。(Let's meet at 6.)
rokujini aimashou.
Incorrect:
6 時で 会いましょう。(Let's meet at 6.)
rokujide aimashou.
で marks a change in state, and meeting someone is more of an event than a change of a
state.
Second for places, に can be used to talk about where something or someone exists, whereas
the で particle is used to talk about a place where an action occurs. The key here is to look
out for あります (arimasu, to exist inanimate object) or います (imasu, to exist living object).

に vs. nothing
As I mentioned earlier, the に particle is optional for seasons, and can not be used with some
time expressions like あした (ashita, tomorrow), あさ (asa, morning), etc...
Always remember the rule about numbers. If the time expression can be specified with
numbers than you can use に otherwise no に. Look for this to be tested in the grammar
section where you could possibly use a は to mark the time expression, but not に. For
example you might see this on the test:
あさ_ ゆうびんきょくに
asaha
yuubinnkyokuni
1) は

2) が

3) に

行く。
iku.

4) を

The answer would be 1), this sentence can be loosely translated as 'As for the morning, I'm
going to the post office.' You might use this kind of structure if you were contrasting what
you were doing at different times of the day. 'As for the evening, I'm …', 'As for the
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afternoon, …', etc...
This really isn't too far off from how we use in, on, at for time in English. For example, you
can say 'on monday', but not 'on tomorrow'. Of course this isn't true for 'in the morning',
which in Japanese does not take に, so it isn't exactly like English.

Suru verbs with the 4th use
Suru verbs are nouns that can take する (suru) to form a verb. For example,
しつもん – question
しつもんする – to ask a question
When you use に to show you are moving somewhere to do something (the 4th use), things
get a little strange. Take a look at this conversation:
A:どこに

行きましたか？

dokoni ikimashitaka?
(Where did you go?)
B: ジョンの
jonno

オフイスに

しつもん（し）に

行きました。

ofuisuni

shitumon(shi)ni

ikimashita.

(I went to Jon's office to ask a question.)
In B's part we use しつもん, but we don't need to add the suru(し, shi), it's optional.
Be on the look out for this in the scrambled sentences (2

nd

grammar section).
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Example Sentences
わたしは

3 月 21 日に

けっこん

しました。

I got married on March 21st.

watashiwa sangatsu nijuunichini kekkon
shimashita.
なつ（に）
natu(ni)
いぬが
inuga

おきなわに 行きました
okinawani
ikimashita.

いえに
ieni

ジョンは
jonwa

あります。
arimasu.

ゆうびんきょくに
yubinkyokuni

かれは おみせに
karewa omiseni
家に
ieni

There is a dog in my house.

います。
imasu.

れいぞうこに おさけが
reizoukoni
osakega

ねむりに
nemurini

ビッグエッコに
bigguekkoni

I went to Okinawa in the summer.

行きました。
ikimashita.

はいりました。
hairimashita.

There is sake in the refrigerator.
Jon went to the post office.
He went into the store.

帰りました。
kaerimashita.

I returned home to sleep.

うたいに 行きました。
utaini
ikimashita.

I went to Big Echo to sing.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
1 – わたしの
1) を
2–

あした（
1) は

いえ（

）

2) で

3) が

）

このえいがを

2) に

3 – わたしは

パーティーが

あります。

4) に

3) で

みます。

4) には

このしゅうまつに

（

）。

い

1) りょこう

するに

3) りょこうに

い

行きます

2) りょこうに

はじまります

4) りょこうに

行きます
はじまります

Sentential Questions II
4 – ＿＿＿
1) に
5 – ＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

2) は

3) あき

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

4) どこ
＿＿＿ 行きます。

いっしゅうかん

1) に

2) 一週間

行きます。

の

3)

飲みに

にかい

4) 二回

Answers
1) 2 – This is a tricky little question, it uses ある, but we still need で because an action is
taking place (a party). Be on the look out for these exceptions.
2) 1 – We can use は here, but not に because あした (tomorrow) can not be represented as
a number.
3) 2 – For suru verbs, we don't need to put any verb stem in front of に. You can just use
the base form of the verb. りょこうに or りょこうしに are both okay though.
4) 2 (3 2 4 1) the particle は can be used to talk about the topic of fall (and other seasons).
The particle に is optional.
5) 4 (2 1 4 3) Remember that when you talk about frequency, the word order is opposite to
that in English, you have to put the period time first, then に, then the number of times.
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Transitive vs. Intransitive Verbs

(click to view the video)
It's very easy to get these two types of verbs mixed up, because a lot of times in English we
use the same verb, where in Japanese it would be two separate verbs.

Intransitive Verbs (じどうし)
Form:
まどが あく。
madoga aku.
Just for a refresher, intransitive verbs don't take an object. They just have a subject that is
doing something. Like the English sentence 'I sleep'. You can't 'sleep' something. We can't
say for example – 'I sleep myself.' This makes 'to sleep' an intransitive verb.
And in English one verb can be used to be transitive and intransitive. For example, we can
say the following two sentences:
I eat a lot. (intransitive)
I eat pizza. (transitive)
However, in Japanese the verbs we use are sometimes different and are marked with
different particles. For intransitive verbs, we usually need to use が to mark the subject. In
Japanese, intransitive verbs are called じどうし (jidoushi) or 'self-moving part'. In other
words the subject is doing the action by itself.
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Transitive Verbs (たどうし)
Form:
まどを あける。
madowo akeru.
Transitive verbs take an object and a subject. Although in Japanese the subject is often
understood from context. These types of verbs are called たどうし (tadoushi) in Japanese,
literally meaning 'other move part' or 'move another thing part of speech' as in something is
having the action performed on it, the subject is not performing the action by itself.
These verbs require an object either implied (from an earlier part of the conversation) or
directly stated in the sentence. This object is usually marked with を, the object marking
particle.

How does this look on the JLPT?
You obviously need to know which verbs are strictly transitive and strictly intransitive because
they mean different things and you can only use certain particles with certain verbs. Don't be
surprised if you see something like this on the test:

ドア（
１）が

）あける。
２）を

３）は

４）で

This is obviously over-simplified, but this is a typical trap you might see on the test. Since the
noun is at the beginning you might naturally be led to believe that it is the subject so you
should use 'が', but with this verb, you need 'を', the object marker, because someone or
something is opening the door. The door is not opening by itself.

The Curious Case of ひらく
ひらく is actually an N4 word, but if you are doing any kind of non-JLPT studying, which you
should be, you might come across this rather curious word. ひらく and あく are written with
the same kanji:
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ひら

あ

開く

開く

On top of that, they also have pretty much the same meaning – 'to open'. So what gives?

Well, although they have similar meanings, they don't have the exact same meanings. あく
is to open something by sliding it open, with one singular movement, like a sliding
door/window, the lid of a container, or a book. Meanwhile, ひらく is more complex. This is
to open something like a flower or a fist. There might be multiple things moving to open.
You might want to think of this as 'to open up'.

Use the differences between these two types of verbs to Help you
There are a lot of verbs that are what linguistics call 'omnitransitive' in Japanese. In other
words they are both transitive and intransitive, just like English. However there are these
annoying little pairs of transitive and intransitive verbs that can trip you up. Don't fear them
though, they can really help you if you keep an eye out for them.
If the verb is transitive, you know that it needs to have an object and a subject. These can
of course be implied from an earlier part of the conversation or from the situation. Transitive
verbs just need a subject. This can help a lot in the scrambled sentences section where you'll
need to find what needs to go where.
For example, if you see the verb ならべる, you know there needs to be a subject doing the
arranging (usually marked with が) and an object that the subject is arranging (usually
marked with を). Hunt these out when you go to arrange the sentences.
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Example Sentences
かばんを

I closed the bag.

しめった。

kabanwo shimetta.
みせが しまった。
misega shimatta.

The store closed.

でんきを
denkiwo

つけった。
tsuketta.

I turned on the light.

でんきが
denkiga

ついた。
tsuita.

The light came on.

わたしが 車を
とめった。
watashiga kurumawo tometta.

I stopped the car.

車が
とまった。
kurumaga tomatta.

The car stopped.

クラスが はじまった。
kurasuga hajimatta.

The class started.

先生が クラスを はじめった。
senseiga kurasuwo hajimetta.

The teacher started the class.
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Grammar Exercises
(Special note: These are easier than the questions on the test. The idea is to just introduce
some of the basic types of questions they might ask.)
Vocabulary:
あげて [agete] (て form) – this is the command form of あげる (ageru), to give.
ので

[node] (conj) – (polite) so

ビーズ [biizu] (noun) – beads
きって [kitte] (noun) – stamp
すばらしい[subarashii](i-adj) - wonderful

Sentential Questions I
ほん

1 – この本 （
1) が

）あげて

２）は

３）に

ください。
４）を

くるま

2 – A: 車
B:

は

どこに

そこ（

ありますか？

）。

１）にとまった

２）にとめった

３）でとまった

４）でとめった

じ

3 – ５時に

ゆびんきょく（

１）をしまる

）ので

きってを

２）をしまる

かいませんでした。

３）がしまった

４）をしまった

Sentential Questions II
4 – すばらしいものですね。＿＿＿
1) で
5 – ＿＿＿

2)

をなれべた

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿*＿

3) ビーズ
＿＿＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

4) て

はじまります。
なつやす

1) は

2) から

3)

あした

4) 夏休 み
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んですか？

Answers
1) 4 – We know that somebody is giving an object back from the verb あげて (the command
form of あげる, which is transitive). We need to mark the object with を and 本 is obviously
the object that is being given.
2) 2 – The Japanese language is full of things that are implied and this is one such case. We
know from the context that we are talking about a car. Now, you have to ask yourself, did
the car stop by itself or did you stop it? From the context, you can guess that B stopped the
car somewhere, so we need とめる, the transitive verb 'to stop' because we know a
subject (you) stopped the object (the car).
Notice this question is also quizzing you on your use of particles. Is it に or で? Your first
guess might be で, because it is used to mark the location of where an action takes place.
However, in this conversation, A: is asking about the existence (あります) of the car, and so に
sounds more natural (remember we can't use で with あります and いります).
3) 3 - Here the post office (ゆうびんきょく) is doing the closing (well, not literally of course, but
figuratively), so we need to mark it as the subject with が.
Also notice that the verb before ので is written in casual form. We will go over ので in a future
chapter, but just keep in mind that although it is a conjunction, it will take a casual verb
before it, even if the sentence ends in です or ~ます (polite form).
4) 1 – 4132 – First, なれべた is the casual past tense of ならべる, a transitive verb, so we
know we need an object and a subject. The subject is implied in this case - the speaker is
asking you the question, so we can assume you are the subject. We can put the verb at the
end because that is the only thing that can go before んですか. Also, verbs usually go at the
end of the sentence in Japanese.
There is an を before ならべた so we need to stick the object before it. Which noun is the
object though? て(hand) or ビーズ(beads)? Well, let's look at the other particle, で, which
means 'with or by'. We usually don't arrange hands with or by beads. Sounds a little strange
right?
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We would probably arrange beads with hands. So the correct sentence would be:
すばらしいものですね。
てで ビーズを ならべたんですか？
subarashiimonodesune. tede biizuwo narabetandesuka?
It's an amazing thing! Did you arrange these beads by hand?

5) 3 – 4132 – There is a は(wa) particle here, so we know there is a topic we are talking
about, and usually the topic goes first, so let's find it. Is it 夏休み or あした? Well, it could be
both, so let's try them both out real quick:
あしたは 夏休みから
はじまります。
ashitawa natsuyasumikara hajimarimasu
As for tomorrow, from summer vacation starts.
夏休みは
あしたから はじまります。
natsuyasumiwa ashitakara hajimarimasu
As for summer vacation, from tomorrow it starts.
The second one sounds a little bit better don't you think? Notice here that you can mark the
thing that is starting with は the topic marker. You can actually use が as well. If you use が
it gives summer vacation a little more emphasis, more importance. This is something
someone might say on the last day of work, and they are relieved it is all over and it is time
for summer vacation.

The も、と、や Particle
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(click to view video)
These three particles, も,と and や are good 'glue' particles. They help glue sentences
together and make you sound more natural.

も 1st use – too, also, not either
Form:
Noun (particle) + も
Example:
A: ケーキが
keekiga

すきです。
sukidesu.

B: わたしも （けーきが
watashimo (keekiga

(I like cake.)
すきです）。(I like cake, too.)
sukidesu).

You can combine particles when you use も. For example,
フランスへも 行きました。(I went to France, too.)
furansuhemo ikimashita.
かれは いえでも 電車なかでも
いつも 食べています。
kareha iedemo
denshanakademo itsumo tabeteimasu
(He is always eating whether at home or inside the train.)
But, you can not combine が, は and を with も, instead you just use も. Like in the first
example:
わたしはも

（けーきが

すきです）
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watashi(wa)mo (keekiga

sukidesu).

も 2nd use – nowhere, nothing, etc... or everywhere everything etc...
Form:
question word + も + positive verb = everywhere, everything, etc...
question word + も + negative verb = nowhere, nothing, etc...
Example:
かれは
kareha

何でも
食べます。(He eats anything.)
nandemo tabemasu.

だれも しゅくだいは
daremo shukudaiwa

すきではない。(Nobody likes homework.)
sukidewanai.

と – and (nouns)
Form:
noun + と + noun
Example:
この花と
その花は
きれいだ。(This flower and that flower are pretty.)
konohanato sonohanawa kireida.
This is a pretty basic particle that means and. You can use it with nouns anywhere nouns are
used like as an object or subject of a sentence.

や – and (nouns, not inclusive/exhaustive)
Form:
noun + や + noun
Example:
木や 花は きれいだ。(The trees, flowers and some other things are pretty.)
kiya hanaha kireida.
The や particle also means and, but it is not inclusive. It hints at there being other things we
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are talking about, and the speaker is just mentioning a few of the key items.
I try to remember this particle by imagining Arnold Schwarzenegger talking. He likes to talk a
lot and say 'yaa' as well, but always keeps talking, never stopping, so he doesn't get
exhausted. And や is not exhaustive.

How does this look on the JLPT?
As with a lot of these particles, they will try to test your knowledge on the differences
between も と and や vs. other particles.

も can add to the general topic of conversation
You can use も to add more to the topic or mood of conversation. This is a bit complicated
so let's go over an example. Imagine you are having a fun day at Tokyo Disneyland, so you
say:
1) アトラクションは
atorakushonha

おもしろかった。(The attractions were exciting.)
omoshirokatta.

You could add to this by saying:
2) たべものも おいしかった。(The food was also delicious.)
tabemonomo oishikatta.
Normally, after we said sentence 1) we could only talk about another thing that was exciting
(おもしろかった), but sentence 2) is talking about the food, which we can't say is exciting.
What is happening here is we are adding to the implied theme of it being a fun day. Be
careful to watch out for this in the grammar section where they might have two sentences
where the second sentence is adding to the theme of the first.

も with だ
Be careful with this combo. Take a look at the following example:
このひとは せんせいだ。 このひとも あねだ。
konohitoha senseida.
konohitomo aneda.
(This person is a teacher. This person is also my older sister.)
This might look correct, but we can't use it for this meaning. We have to use a slightly more
difficult structure instead:
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このひとは せんせいだ。 そして あねでも ある。
konohitoha senseida.
soshite anedemo aru.
(This person is a teacher. This person is also my older sister.)

と loves nouns
Always remember that と is only used to link nouns. For example, we can not say this:
ホテルは べんりと
hoteruha benrito

やすい。(The hotel is convenient and cheap.)
yasui.

To connect i-adjective we need a special structure:
ホテルは
hoteruha

大きくて
ookikute

やすい。(The hotel is big and cheap.)
yasui.

And for なー adjectives, we can use the で particle:
ホテルは きれいで りっぱだ。 (The hotel is prettily splendid.)
hoteruha kireide
rippada.

と vs. や
Keep in mind that と includes everything while や doesn't. So, for example, the following
sentence sounds strange: (when ordering at a restaurant)
ステーキや
sutekiya

フライドポテトを
furaidopotetowo

ください。(Steak and french fries (etc..) please)
kudasai.

Also, since や is not specific, it can't be used with だ.
車や
じてんしゃは べんりだ。
Kurumaya jidoushaha
benrida.
だ is used to declare something (you are very certain of), so using や with it sounds a bit
strange.
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Example Sentences
何も

れいぞうこに

ありません。

I got married on March 21st.

nanimo reizoukoni arimasen.
どこにも 行きませんでした。
dokonimo ikimasendeshita.

I went to Okinawa in the summer.

あねと

There is a dog in my house.

あにが

とうきょうに すんでいます。
aneto aniga toukyouni sundeimasu.
あさごはんと

There is sake in the refrigerator.

ゆうはんを

ホテルで 食べました。
asagohanto yuuhanwo hoterude tabemashita.
スーパーには

Jon went to the post office.

やさいや

にくが あります。
suupaaniha yasaiya
nikuga arimasu.
ブラッドや

かれの

かぞくたちが

He went into the store.

パーティーに 来ました。
buraddoya kareno kazokotachiga
paatiini kimashita.
A: 今日

新しい

くつを

買いました。

kyou atarashii kutsuwo kaimashita.
B: わぁ、きれいだね。
waa, kireidane.
A: ありがとう、くつしたも 買いました。
arigatou, kutsushitamo kaimashita.

A: Today, I bought new shoes.
B: Wow, those are pretty.
A: Thank you, I bought socks, too.
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A: 今日は

たいへん

kyouwa taihen
マルと

です。

isogashii

desu.

ゆうびんきょくに

maruto yuubinkyokuni
へやを

いそがしい

そうじ

heyawo souji

行きました。

ikimashita.

しました。
shimashita.

B: たいへん。
taihen.
A:

A: Today, I'm really busy. I went to the mall
and post office. I cleaned my room.

デパートにも

行きました。

B: Oh my gosh.
A: I went to the department store, too.

depaatonimo ikimashita.
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Grammar Questions
Sentential Questions I
こんしゅう

やす

1 – 今週

もくようび

1) も/も

（

２）と/も

）きんようび（
３）と/と

）

休 みです。

４）も/と
てんき

2 – ああ、つかれました。しごとは
１）は
3 – このすしは

２）も
（

つまらない。天気（

３）が

）わるい。

４）で

）。

１）おいしくてきれいだ ２）きれいでやすい
３）おいしいとやすい

４）おいしくてやすい

Sentential Questions II
4 – A:「たなかさんは
B: 「＿＿＿

＿*＿ ＿＿＿ ＿＿＿

1) たなかさん
5 – ＿＿＿

どこですか？」

＿＿＿

1) カラオケと

2) と
＿*＿
2) に

3) は

えいがに

行きました。」

4) なかむらさん

＿＿＿ 行きませんか。
3)

しょくじ

4) しゅうまつ

Answers
1) 1 – This is really tricky, we need to use も because we already have the weekend off.
2) 2 – Here we are adding to the theme of a bad day. Work is boring and also the weather is
bad.
3) 4 – remember と can not be used to link two adjectives, only nouns.
4) 3 (1 3 4 2) We are asking about たなかさん so he is the topic of conversation for the
answer and なかむらさん is with たなかさん, so we use と.
5) 3 (4 1 3 2) しゅうまつ does not need the に particle and と particle usually has a noun
after it, so we know that しゅくじ will follow it, but we need something to connect しゅくじ
with 行きませんか, so the に particle goes last.
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The あまり、だけ、and しか Particles

(click to view video)
These three particles, あまり、だけ、しか are usually used in negative sentences.

あまり – (not) very much, (not) very
Form:
あまり + negative form of a verb
Example:
アメリは あまり
ameriwa amari

たべません。
tabemasen.

(Amelie doesn't eat much.)

Mnemonic:
Imagine Amelie from the French film of the same name. She doesn't eat much, so she
is slender.
あまり is almost always used in a negative sentence, but can be used in a positive sentence.
If you use it this way it has a negative connotation. For example:
それは あまりです。(That's too cruel/too much./You went too far with that.)
sorewa amaridesu.

だけ– only; just; that's all
Forms:
noun + だけ + (が）・（は）・（を）
noun + (other particles) + だけ + (other particles)*
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V る/V た/A い/A かった + だけ
na な or na だった + だけ
*other particles = all particles – が, は, and を
Examples:
スコットだけ フラッシュライトを もって来ました。
sukottodake
furasshuraitowo
mottekimashita.
(Scott was the only person that brought a flashlight.)
わたしは きっさてんでだけ
watashiwa kissatendakede

べんきょうする。(I only study at the coffee shop.)
benkyousuru.

にちようびは テレビを 見るだけだ。(On Saturday, I just watched TV.)
nichiyoubiwa terebiwo mirudakeda.
Mnemonic:
Imagine you are in a dark cave and you forgot your flashlight. Scott, an Australian,
shows up and says 'Dark, eh?' (dake). He is the only one with a flashlight.
You might be wondering – is there a difference between だけで and でだけ or other such
formations with other particles. And yes there is, but it is very subtle. Let's take a look at
the second example again:
わたしは

きっさてんでだけ

べんきょうする。

This sentence means you only study at the coffee shop and nowhere else, not at home, not
at school, only the coffee shop. How about this sentence:
わたしは

きっさてんだけで

べんきょうする。

It has a slightly different meaning of something like you only study at the coffee shop, but
you could study at other places, it is just that you only need to study at the coffee shop
because it doesn't take that long to study or it is easy for you to study. In other words, you
are not exclusively studying at the coffee shop.
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しか – nothing (but...), nobody (but...), used in negative sentences
Forms:
noun + しか
noun + （に）・（へ）+ しか
counter or numbers + しか
Examples:
たなかさんは にくしか 食べません。(Mr. Tanaka doesn't eat anything but meat.)
tanakasanwa nikushika tabemasen.
わたしは とうきょうまでしか
watashiwa toukyoumadeshka

行けなかった。(I didn't go any farther than Tokyo.)
ikenakatta.

なかむらさんは ビール一本しか 飲みませんでした。
Nakamurasanwa biiruipponshika
nomimasendeshita.
(Mr. Nakamura only drank one bottle of beer.)
Mnemonic:
In the Harry Potter series, they play a sport called quidditch. In this sport, there is a
player whose job it is to find the golden snitch. Nobody on a quidditch team is looking
for the golden snitch, but the SHIKA.
You can not use を, が or は with しか; に and へ are optionally, and all other particles are
necessary and go before しか.

How does this look on the JLPT?
These particles can only be used in particular situations and have a few irregular things about
them.

あまり is usually used in negative sentences
But not always! It can be used with positive sentences if the overall meaning is negative.
Basically, keep in mind that あまり is used in negative situations.
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しか is always used in a negative sentence
This can cause trouble in a couple of places. First, in grammar questions involving しか make
sure to end the sentences with a negative. If you are not a Harry Potter fan, しか is also the
word for deer in Japanese, so you can imagine an angry negative deer, while all the other
deer are happy and friendly.
Take a look at this sentence:
げつようびと もくようびと きんようびしか ひまではない。
getsuyoubito mokuyoubito kinyoubishika
himadewanai.
(I'm not free except on Monday, Thursday and Friday.)
Pretty confusing sentence isn't it? This is just the kind of sentence that might pop up during
the listening section of the exam or in the reading section. It is very easy to quickly read this
sentence and interpret it as “I'm not free only on Monday, Thursday and Friday.”
Just like driving, if you see a しか (a deer) it is best to slow down and re-read it carefully.
I've missed N1 questions because I slipped up with しか.

しか doesn't just party with eni one (anyone)
しか doesn't party with は, が, or を and it optionally parties with に and へ. It does party
with all the other cool particles like まで and から though.
You can remember this with the mnemonic しか doesn't just party with へに one (anyone).
へ and に are optional, where as the main 3 (が, は, を) are not used at all. All other
particles come before しか.
Keep this in mind for the grammar section of the exam, especially in the second section
where you have to unscramble the sentences.

しか, だけ and かかる
かかる “to take (time)” can be used with しか, but not だけ. For example,
駅まで

5 分しか

かかりません。(It is only 5 minutes to the station)
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Ekimade goppunshika kakarimasen.
You can't use だけ in the same sentence.
You can try to remember it as a しか (a deer) takes time to get somewhere because it has to
walk.

Example Sentences
あまり ものを 買いませんでした。
amari monowo kaimasendeshita.

(I) didn't buy many things.

あのひとは あまり そのことを しっていません。
anohitowa amari sonokotowo shitteimasen.

That guy doesn't much about it.

マックだけが 飲んでいます。
makkudakega nondeimasu.

Only Mac is drinking.

わたしは
あさごはんだけを
食べました。
watashiwa asagohandakewo tabemashita.

I only ate breakfast.

A: このとけいが
Konotokeiga

A: Do you like this watch?

すきですか？
sukidesuka?

B: ん、高いだけだよ。
n, takaidakedayo.

B: Well, it's expensive, that's all.

やすみは ねているだけだ。
yasumiwa neteirudakeda.

I'm always sleeping on my holidays.

一ヶ月間に 車を 一だいしか うりませんでした。
ikkagetsukanni kurumawo ichidaishka
uremasendeshita.

In one month, I didn't sell anything but one
car.

今週は
げつようびしか
はたらきません。
konshuuwa getsuyoubishika hatarakimasen.

This week, I didn't work any days but
Monday.
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Grammar Exercises
Rewrite the sentence like the example.
1a) わたしは

本

いっさつしか

読みませんでした。

b) わたしは

本

いっさつだけ

読みました。(だけ)

c) わたしは

あまり

2a) えいが

本を

読みませんでした。 (あまり)

ひとつ

み

一つだけ

見ました。

b) _____________________________ (しか)
c) _____________________________ (あまり)
の

3a) あまり

コーラを

飲みませんでした。

b) ______________________________ (だけ）
c) ______________________________ (しか)
た

4a) あめ

一つしか

食べませんでした。

b) ______________________________ (だけ)
c) ______________________________ (あまり)

Sentential Questions II
はな

5 – えいごを

話す

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿

いません。

ひと

1) はたらいて

2)

人

3) しか

4) と
はな

6 – たなかさん

＿＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿＿

＿＿＿ 話 しません。
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1)

は

2) と

3) あまり

4)

なかむらさん

Answers
2b) えいが

一つしか

見ませんでした。

2c) あまり

えいがを

見ませんでした。

3b) コーラ

一本だけ

飲みました。

3c) コーラ

一本しか

飲みませんでした。

4b) あめ
4c) あまり

一つだけ
あめを

食べました。
食べませんでした。

5) 4 (2 4 3 1) First, since the verb はなす appears before the blanks we need to look for
something that can go after it. しか and はたらいて can't. と can in some situations, but ひ
と can as well. Let's try ひと first. Then, you can put はたらいて at the end because it goes
with いません. That only leaves you with と and しか.
We know that particles have to go before しか so と goes in the 2nd blank while しか goes in
the 3rd blank. The final sentence is:
えいごを はなす ひととしか はたらいていません。
eigowo
hanasu hitotoshika hataraiteimasen.
(I work with nobody but an English speaking person.)
6) 4 (1 4 2 3) This is really a question of where あまり can go in a sentence. Does it go
toward the end with the verb? Or can it go toward the front? The answer is it goes toward
the end of the sentence with the negative verb. The final sentence is:
たなかさんは なかむらさんと あまり 話しません。
Tanakasanwa nakamurasanto amari
hanashimasen.
(Mr. Tanaka doesn't talk to Mr. Nakamura very much.)
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The か、わ、よ、and ね Particles

(Click to view the video)
These three particles, か、わ、よ、ね can be used to assert certain things.

か – or (marks an alternative)
Form:
noun or sentence + か
Examples:
ひまか ひまじゃないか わかりません。
himaka himajyanaika
wakarimasen.
(I don't know if I'm free or not.)
きんようびか どようび レストランに いきませんか？
kinyoubika
doyoubi
resutoranni
ikimasenka?
(Do you want to go to a restaurant on Friday or Saturday?)
Mnemonic:
Imagine someone with a Boston accent selling you cars - “Do you want that KA or this
KA?”
When you use ka in this way with a sentence, the sentence must be in informal form and not
have は (the topic marking particle). For example,
Correct:
たなかさんが 来るか なかむらさんが 来るか わかりません。
Tanakasanga kuruka nakamurasanga kuruka wakarimasen.
I don't know if Mr. Tanaka or Mr. Nakamura is coming.
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Incorrect:
たなかさんは 来ますか なかむらさんは 来ますか わかりません。
Tanakasanwa kimasuka nakamurasanwa kimasuka wakarimasen.
I don't know if Mr. Tanaka or Mr. Nakamura is coming.
The reason for this is that the sentences before the か are technically subordinate clauses
and subordinate clauses can't use は。

か – question marking particle
Form:
sentence + か
Examples:
何が
すきですか？
naniga sukidesuka?
(What do you like?)
きんようびか どようび レストランに いきませんか？
kinyoubika
doyoubi
resutoranni
ikimasenka?
(Do you want to go to a restaurant on Friday or Saturday?)
Mnemonic:
Imagine a raven KA-ing, like it is asking a question.
Keep in mind that this is pretty polite and is often used for polite conversation, but other
question markers are often used. For example, in most casual situations, people will use 'の'
as a question marker. And older men will generally use 'かい'.

よ – I'm telling you...,
This particle is used to assure someone.
Form:
sentence + よ
Examples:
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これは おいしいよ！
korewa oishiiyo!
I'm telling you, this is delicious!
Mnemonic:
This is pretty easy to imagine a wanna be rapper saying yo yo yo, assuring everyone
how cool he thinks he is.
This particle is used to assure someone of something. You would use it if you think the
person you are talking to doesn't know the information you are trying to communicate. For
instance, in the above example, your friend might be looking at some food in disgust, but you
know it tastes good, so you want to assure him that it is.

わ – I'm (softly) telling you...
This particle is used by women to softly assure someone.
Form:
sentence + わ
Examples:
これは おいしいわよ！
korewa oishiiwayo!
I'm telling you, this is delicious!
Mnemonic:
Wamen use わ.
This particle gives a feminine feeling to the sentence, at least in the standard dialect of
Japanese. It means the speaker wants to place emphasis on what is being said, but it
doesn't have the same meaning as よ, which is used to provide new information in an
assuring way. This is more like the speaker is somehow emotional attached to what is being
said.
In reality, the use of this particle is starting to die out. It is often used by older women in the
standard dialect of Japanese. It might also be used by characters in a book to emphasize
their femininity. Also, different regions, like Kansai, use this particle differently. It is good to
know about, but I haven't heard of it showing up on the test that much.
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ね – you know
This particle has a similar meaning to eh? or isn't it? or don't you?
Form:
sentence + ね
Examples:
おいしいね！
oishiine!
It's delicious, isn't it?
Mnemonic:
ね serves the same purpose and sounds similar to eh! that some speakers of English
use to get a confirmation from the listener. It's delicious, eh!
This particle can be thought of as saying 'I think this, you think this too right?'. It is used to
get a confirmation or an agreement on your opinion. The only form you can't use it with is
the rude command form:
Incorrect:
行けね！
ikene
Go, will you!

How does this look on the JLPT?
You probably won't see these particles a lot in the actual grammar section of the test, but
they will most likely pop up in the listening where the use of the particle might change the
meaning slightly of what is being said.

Don't forget to use か
Using か for questions (the 2nd use) seems pretty straightforward. You just slap a か on the
end of a sentence to make a question and call it a day. And for the most part that is what it
is there for.
But, it might not be obvious in some other situations, like take a look at this conversation:
A: ぎゅうにゅうが

ありません。

B: ああ、そうです。ありません。
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The B part of the conversation might look perfectly natural, but actually, to make this
response the most natural, you would need か:
A: ぎゅうにゅうが

ありません。

B: ああ、そうですか。ありませんか。
This is a pretty common mistake among Japanese learners, and it might pop up in the quick
response section of the listening part of the exam.

よ is for new information, ね is for confirming or expressing opinions
It's easy to make the mistake of thinking of よ as an exclamation point, but actually it
performs a slightly different task. When you think the listener doesn't know something you
want to give them some new information, and you want to show that new information is
important, then you use よ. If both you and the listener already know about the thing you
are commenting about, you use ね。Always remember よ for sharing new information, ね for
expressing and confirming opinions.
This is something to look out for in the listening section.

Example Sentences
パットが 女か 男か わかりません。
pattoga onnaka otokoka wakarimasen.

I don't know if Pat is a woman or a man.

りょこうは フランスか スペインに 行きますか？
ryokouwa furansuka supeinni ikimasuka?

As for your trip, are you going to France or
Spain?

なにを していますか？
naniwo shiteimasuka?

What are you doing?

どこに 行きますか？
dokoni ikimasuka?

Where are you going?

しっていますよ！

I'm telling you I know!

shitteimasuyo!
ちがいますよ！
chigaimasuyo!

I'm telling you you are wrong!
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スペイン語を
supeingowo

(You) speak Spanish, don't you?

話すね。
hanasune.

Today is Wednesday, right?

今日は すいようびだね。
kyouwa suiyoubidane.

Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
1 - A: ほんとうに
B:

できますか？

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿。

１）

できますね

３）

できましたよ

２）

できますだよ

４）

できますよ

い

2 - A:

たなかさんは

B:

行きません。

ああ、そうです＿＿＿。

１）ね
3 - A:

２）よ

きのう

B:

３）か

４）わ

あたら

い

新

行きました。

しいきっさてんに

私も！きれい＿＿。

１）

だね

２）

か

３）

だよ

４）だったね

Sentential Questions II
い

4 – たなかさんは

＿＿

＿*＿

１）

２）

でんしゃ

5–

で

なかむらさんは

＿＿

１）か

せんせい

２）

＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿

行きますか？

３）
＿＿
３）

バス

４）

か

＿＿。
よ

４）

わかりません
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Answers
1) 4 – B: is reassuring A: that he can do it, so we need to use よ and not ね. Since we
are talking about the non-past (present or future) answer 3 is wrong. Answer 2 is
wrong because it mixes casual だ with polite できます.
2) 3 – This is the most natural answer in this situation. そうですか can be sort of
translated as 'Is that so?' or 'Really?' depending on the context. It is a set phrase that
comes in handy and might pop up in the quick response section of the test.
3) 4 – B wants to express his opinion about the restaurant and knows that A has already
been there so it is not new information. We need ね in this situation. Since B and A
are not at the cafe we have to use the past form (だった).
In English, we might say the 'Cafe is pretty.', but in Japanese we would use the past
tense since you visited it in the past.
4) 4 (2431 or 3421) You don't need か for the second option in a sentence. You also
don't need to put で for both options. So the full unscrambled sentence would be:
たなかさんは でんしゃか バスで 行きますか？
tanakasanwa denshaka
basude ikimasuka?
(Is Mr. Tanaka going by train or car?)
5) 1 (2143) よ needs to go at the end of the sentence. And although you can put verbs
before か, they need to be in plain form (わからない) and わかりません is in in polite
form, so it goes at the end of the sentence before よ. That just leaves か and せんさ
い. We can't put か after は, so we need to put it after せんせい. The final
unscrambled sentence would be:
なかむらさんは せんさいか わかりませんよ。
nakamurasanwa sensaika
wakarimasenyo.
(I don't if Mr. Nakamura is a teacher.)
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Using とき and conjunctions が and から.

(Click to view the video)
All three of these structures can be used to describe things.

が

- Combining two Sentences in Japanese
Form:
Sentence 1 + が + Sentence 2
Examples:
いぬは あたまが いいが ちょっと
inuwa atamaga iiga
chotto
(Dogs are smart, but a little smelly.)

くさい。
kusai.

飲みに 行きますが 行きませんか。
nomini ikimasuga
ikimasenka.
(I'm going drinking, do you want to go?)
This ga conjunction is usually used to mean 'but' in Japanese. However, it can be used to
weakly link sentences together like in the second example above. This use of the particle
might not come up on N5, but just be aware that it can be used that way.
Keep in mind that for が, you need two full sentences before and after the conjunction. And
the two sentences usually have to match politeness levels. So, if you use です/ます for the
first sentence you should use it for the second sentence as well. For instance you can not
say the following sentence:
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飲みに 行くが 行きますか。
nomini ikuga
ikimasuka.
(I'm going drinking, do you want to go?)
You can not usually mix casual and polite forms together.
You can omit the second sentence if it can be understood from context like in the following
example:
よく ねましたが。
yoku nemashitaga
(I slept well, but... [e.g. I still felt tired])
The wa particle, which can be used to show contrast, is often used in sentence 1 and 2 when
linking two contrasting sentences, like in the following example:
たなかさんは ふといですが、 さとうさんは ほそいです。
tanakasanwa futoidesuga,
satousanwa hosoidesu.
(Mr. Tanaka is fat, but Mr. Sato is skinny.)

から – Stating Reasons and Results in Japanese
Form:
Sentence 1 + から + Sentence 2
Examples:
ねるのが すきだから
nerunoga sukidakara

ねこがほしい。
nekogahoshii.

(Cats like sleeping so I want a cat.)
わたしは すきな おかしが あるから いつも このみせで 買います。
watashiwa sukina okashiga arukara itsumo konomisede kaimasu.
(The sweets I like are [here] so I always go to this store to buy [them].)
We learned before that から can be used to mean 'from' in Japanese. But, it can also mark
the reason or cause for something in a sentence. You can best translate it as 'so'. The
sentence marked with から must go first. The following sentence is incorrect:
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ねこがほしい, ねるのが すきだから。
nekogahoshii nerunoga sukidakara.
(I want a cat because they like sleeping.)
In English, we tend to use 'because' more often than 'so'. This can lead to a little confusion
as to how to use から. Just remember that から comes after the reason or cause for
something. In other words it answers the question 'why'.
いちばん やすいから、いつも このスーパーに 行きます。
ichiban
yasuikara,
itsumo konosuupaani
ikimasu.
([it is] the cheapest, so [I] always go to this supermarket.)
Why do you always go to this supermarket? Because it is the cheapest. The reason I always
go to this supermarket is because it is the cheapest. から marks the reason. Try not to think
of it as because, even though 'because' is sometimes listed as a definition for から.
The sentence before から is usually in casual form. This is different from が where the two
sentences need to match politeness level. With から the sentence it marks is almost always
casual except in the most formal of sentences.
Speaking of answering why questions, we can use から to mark answers to why questions in
Japanese. Take a look at the following pair of sentences:
A: どうして このみせへ 行きますか。
doushite
konomisehe ikimasuka.
(Why do you go to this store?)
B: わたしが すきな おかしが ありますから。
watashiga sukina okashiga arimasukara.
(because [they] have the sweets I like.)
For the answer, we don't have to finish the sentence in order to be a correct response. We
can just cut it off at から because the rest of the sentence can be understood by the listener.
You can use the polite or casual form before から in this situation. Like most situations, it is
best to match the politeness level of the person asking the question. In the above situation,
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A is using the polite form, so it is best to answer in the polite form as well.
You can also use this form when the rest of the sentence is understood from context.
おふろで おんがくを ききたいからです。
ofurode
ongakuwo kikitaikaradesu.
(Because I want to listen to music in the bath.)
Note that you can not have 'double' politeness. You can not use the ます form and です:
シャワーで おんがくを ききますからです。
shawaade
ongakuwo kikimasukaradesu.
(Because I'm going to listen to music in the shower.)

とき – Talking about When something Happens or Happened
とき behaves as a noun when you use it to talk about when something happens or
happened.
Form:
noun + の+ とき
na-adj + な + とき
i-adj
+ とき
clause
+ とき
Examples:
小がく生のとき、 ネズミがすきだった。
shougakuseinotoki, nezumigasukidatta.
(When I was an elementary student, I liked mice.)
日本に 行ったとき たくさん おまつりに 行きました。
nihonni ittatoki
takusan
omatsurini
ikimashita.
(When I went to Japan, I went to a lot of festivals.)
とき is usually used in Japanese to mean when. It behaves as a noun so you have to add の
when putting a noun in front and a な if you place a na-adjective in front of it. I-adjectives
and clauses don't need any special treatment. The only thing to really look out for with とき
is the use of tenses. Take a look at the following two sentences:
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日本に 行ったとき たくさん おまつりに 行きました。
nihonni ittatoki
takusan
omatsurini
ikimashita.
(When I went to Japan, I went to a lot of festivals.)
日本に 行くとき たくさん おまつりに 行きます。
nihonni ikutoki
takusan
omatsurini
ikimasu.
(When I go to Japan, I (will) go to a lot of festivals.)
According to some grammar books, when you use a past tense verb in front of とき, it means
the action has completed at the time the second action takes place. So in the first sentence,
I first went to Japan, that completed, then I went to a lot of festivals.
In the second sentence, the present tense of the verb is used, so the action is not yet
completed and neither is the second action – go to a lot of festivals. So this sentence could
be about the future or it could be talking about a habit that you have and do all the time –
whenever you go to Japan, you go to festivals. It is rather ambiguous, and you need to use
context in order to properly understand the meaning of the sentence.
Don't worry too much about this at this level though. The test will not grill you on this slight
nuance. They are going to be more concerned about whether or not you know how to use と
き in general. Just keep it in mind when you go to use it in real life.

How does this look on the JLPT?
These conjunctions might show up a lot in the scrambled sentences part (second part of the
grammar section) of the test. They will want to test your ability to make well-structured
sentences.

Match politeness for が but not for から or とき
When you do the scrambled sentences portion of the test, you can usually assume that if a
verb is in polite form (uses ます) you put it at the end of the sentence. However, if there is a
が that is not the case. You can put a polite form of a verb in front of the conjunction.
Also, be aware that が s can both be used as a subject marking particle and a conjunction.
Meanwhile, verbs before から are usually (but not always) in casual form. And of course, for
とき, we put clauses before them so they are always in casual tense.
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とき acts as a noun
Chances are pretty good that at some time, there was a question like this on the N5:
(

ネズミがすきだった。

)とき、

１－小がく生

２－小せい生な

３－小がく生だ

４－小がく生の

There is a pretty good chance that they will test like this on the test. The JLPT loves to
practice how to connect words and what particles to use. So, always remember that とき is a
noun even though it is a little special and kind of acts like a conjunction.

Example Sentences
いいシャツですが、ちょっと高いです。
iishatsudesuga,
chottotakaidesu.

(It's) a nice shirt, but a little expensive.

この車は

This car is cheap, but (it) is old.

やすいですが、ふるいです。

konokurumawa yasuidesuga,

furuidesu.

しかしこのくつは 小さいですが。
konokutsuwa chisaidesuga.

But, these shoes are small...

ひまなときに 本を 読みます。
himanatokini honwo yomimasu.

When (I'm) free, (I) read books.

いい時に 車を

(I) bought a car at a good time.

iitokini

買いました。

kurumawo kaimashita.

いえに ついたときに 田中さんに でんわを しました。

When (I) got home, Mr. Tanaka called.

ieni tsuitatokini tanakasanni denwawo shimashita.
てんきが わるいから こうえんに 行きたくないです。The weather is bad, so (I) don't want to go to

tenkiga waruikara kouenni ikitakunaidesu.

the park.

つかれたから ねます。
tsukaretakara nemasu.

(I'm) tired, so (I'm) going to sleep.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
たか

1- いえは

きれい（

1) な

２)

2- わたし（

）

１) が

）が、高 いです。
です

３)

だ

しずかなとき

２) は

４)

の

にほんごを

３) と

４)

べんきょう

します。

に
い

３−そのみせは

わたしのいえにちかい（

１) から

２) だから

３) が

），よく行きます。

４) だが

Sentential Questions II
4 – ＿＿

＿*＿

１）

＿＿

から

２）

5 – ともだち ＿＿
１）は

＿＿

＿＿

２）

が

。

です
＿*＿

３）

ねたい

４）

おそい

＿＿ つまらないです。

３）

とき

４）

いそがしい

Answers
1) 2 – きれい is a na-adjective so, we should use the です copula to finish the sentence
to make it polite. It has to be polite in order to match the second sentence which uses
です.
2) 2 – This is a tricky question that goes over the key differences between は and が. If
you use が here, わたし(I) becomes the subject of the clause before とき, so the
sentence means 'When I am quiet, (I) study Japanese.' which doesn't make much
sense. However, if you use は, わたし becomes the topic of the whole sentence. And
the whole sentence has the meaning of 'As for me, when (it) is quiet, (I) study
Japanese.'
3) 1 – The reason, the speaker often goes to the store (よく行きます) is because it is
close to that person's house (わたしのいえ にちかい), so we have to use から. We
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can't use the だ copula after an i-adjective so answer 2 is incorrect.
4) 1 (4123) – In this sentence, you have to first think about what the reason is. If you
put から after ねたい, that would give us:

ねたいから おそいです。
netaikara osoidesu.
(I want to sleep, so it is late.)

This doesn't make a whole lot of sense. So, instead, we should put から after おそい,
which gives us the following sentence:
おそいから
osoikara

ねたいです。
netaidesu.

(It's late, so I want to sleep.)
5) 3 (2431) いそがしい (busy) is an i-adjective and in its dictionary form, it can go in
front of a noun or the copula, です. We have とき, which acts like a noun, so we will
put いそがしい in front of it. Then we just have は and が to work with. Putting は
after ともだち makes it the topic of the sentence which might work, but then が
doesn't really fit after とき. So it has to be the other way around, which gives us the
following sentence:

ともだちが

いそがしいときは

tomodachiga isogashiitokiwa

つまらないです。
tsumaranaidesu.

(When my friend[s] are busy, [it]`s boring.)
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Using time expressions まえに, ながら, and あとで

(Click to view the video)
You can use まえに, ながら, and あとで to talk about about the timing of actions.

まえに

- How to talk about before some situation

Form:
present-tense clause + まえに
noun + の + まえに
Examples:
いいね。でもその前に、 シャワーを あびたいな。
iine.
demosonomaeni shawaawo abitaina.
(That sounds good. But, before that (I) want to take a shower.)
ねる前に 本を
読みます。
nerumaeni honwo yomimasu.
(Before I sleep, I read a book.)
まえに is used to mark an action that you have control over that occurs before the main
action. It is usually not used to talk about actions you have no control over like the weather,
forgetting to do something, or when someone else does an unplanned action. For example,
つめたくなるまえに おちゃを 飲んで ください。
tsumetakunarumaeni ochawo nonde
kudasai.
(Before it gets cold, please drink the tea.)
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Also, the other thing to keep in mind is that the clause that goes before maeni must be in
present tense even though the whole sentence might be in past tense. The following
sentence would be incorrect:
しごとに 行ったまえに あさごはんを 食べました。
shigotoni ittamaeni asagohanwo tabemashita.
(Before I went to work, I ate breakfast.)
まえに can also be used to talk about physical locations of things, like a building:
えきのまえに きっさてんがあります。
ekinomaeni kissatengaarimasu.
(In front of the station, [there is] a cafe.)

あとで – How to talk about an action after some situation
Form:
past-tense clause + あとで
noun + の + あとで
Examples:
あさごはんを 食べたあとで USJ に
いくよ。
asagohanwo
tabetaatode
yuesjyeni ikuyo.
(After [we] eat breakfast, [we]'ll go to USJ.)
おふろのあとで

ねます。

ofuronoatode
nemasu.
(After [my] bath, I'm sleeping)
あとで is used to mean after in Japanese. The main thing to remember is that if you put a
verb in front of it, you must use past tense even if the whole sentence is in present tense.
The で is also often dropped in casual conversation, but it will appear in all conversations and
readings on the JLPT.
あとで, unlike まえに, can be used for things that are beyond the speaker or subjects control.
For example the following sentence is okay:
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えきに

ついたあとで

雨が

ふりました。

ekini
tsuitaatode
amega furimashita.
(After [I] arrived at the station, it rained.)
Another thing to keep in mind is that あとで can not be used with specific times, only events.
The following sentence is ungrammatical:
ふゆのあとで、そうじします。
fuyunoatode, soujishimasu.
After winter, (I) will clean.

ながら – How to talk about two actions taking place at the same time
Form:
Secondary Action (masu stem) + ながら+ Main Action
Examples:
あさごはんを 食べながら 新しい この AKB48 の CD を
聞こうよ。
asagohanwo
tabenagara atarashii konoeikeibino shiidiwo kikouyo.
(While [we] eat breakfast, let's listen to this new AKB48 CD.)
ビールを 飲みながら テレビを 見ます。
biiruwo
nominagara terebiwo mimasu.
(While drinking beer, [I] watch TV.)
We use ながら when we want to talk about two actions happening simultaneously. There are
two things to keep in mind with this point. First, the action marked with ながら is secondary
to the other action. Or another way to put it is it is the background action, or something that
you happen to be doing while doing the primary action. So for example, the following
sentence sounds a bit odd
せんたくを

おわりましたか。

sentakuwo

owarimashitaka.

(Did you finish [doing] the laundry?)
はい、せんたく

しながら、おんがくを

ききました。
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hai,

sentaku

shinagara, ongakuwo

kikimashita.

(yes, I listened to music while doing the laundry.)
The first speaker is asking about the laundry, not listening to music, so it is best to set it as
the main action. Even if the first person didn't ask the first question it would be a bit awkward
because, to translate it more literally, it would sound more like "I listened to music, and
incidentally I did the laundry." The focus is placed on the music, which is probably not the
main activity.
The second thing to pay attention to is that you can not use different subjects for the
different actions. For example, the following would not be grammatical:
わたしは

おんがくを

watashiwa ongakuwo

ききながら、ジョンは
kikinagara,

jyonsanwa

せんたく

しました。

sentaku

shimashita.

(While I listened to music, Jon did the laundry.)

How does this look on the JLPT?
Keep in mind the tenses needed for まえに and あとで. まえに needs present tense while あ
とで always takes past tense. These two points are definitely prime targets for grammar
questions on the test.

あとで vs. てから
てから has a very similar meaning to あとで and is sometimes interchangeable with it. There
are some key differences between the two however.
The main one to keep in mind is that てから refers to the time immediately after the action.
There is a feeling that there is no gap between when the first action took place and the
second one. This is different from あとで where the second action takes place at A time after
the first action, but not necessarily immediately after.
The way to remember this is that てから has から in it which is usually translated as from,
meaning from a certain place or time. In English, we might say something like the following:
"I'll be busy from 6."
The 'be' verb marks some continuous state 'being busy' that is continuing from a point of
time - 6. The same thing is happening with てから. Just keep that in mind and you should be
able to use it a lot more easily. Here is an example in Japanese that might help to shed light
on the difference:
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にほんに

ついてから

にほんごを

べんきょうしました。

nihonni
tsuitekara
nihongowo benkyoushimashita.
(I have studied Japanese since I arrived in Japan.)
にほんに ついたあとで にほんごを べんきょうしました。
nihonni
tsuitaatode
nihongowo benkyoushimashita.
(I studied Japanese after I arrived in Japan.)
Also, てから has to be used with things under the speaker or subjects control (like まえに). It
sounds awkward to use it with things like the weather. For example, the following sentence is
awkward:
さむくなってからは、飲みに

行きません。

samukunattekarawa, nomini

ikimasen.

(Since it got colder, I haven't been going drinking.)

Example Sentences
ねる前に

あたたかいぎゅうにゅうを

飲みます。
nerumaeni atatakaigyuunyuuwo
nomimasu.
8 時前に オフィスに
hachijimaeni ofuesuni
駅に行く前に
ekiniikumaeni
ひるごはんを

つきました。
tsukimashita.

Before (I) go to bed, (I) drink a glass of
warm milk.

(I) arrived at the office before 8.

Before (I) go to the station, (I)'m eating
あさごはんを 食べますよ。
breakfast.
asagohanwo tabemasuyo.
食べながら

にほんごを

べんきょう します。
hirugohanwo tabenagara
benkyou
shimasu.

nihongowo

While (I) eat lunch, (I) study Japanese.

While playing video games, (I) drank beer.
ゲームを しながら ビールを 飲みました。
geemuwo shinagara biiruwo nomimashita.
こうえんのベンチで

すわりながら

While sitting on a bench in the park, (I)
smoke cigarettes.
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タバコを すいます。
kouennobenchide
suwarinagara
tabakowo suimasu.
えいがを

eigawo

見たあとで

いえに

miruatode ieni

かいぎのあとで
kaiginoatode

かえります。

After (I) watch the movie, (I)'m going home.

kaerimasu.

おべんとうを 食べます。
obentouwo
tabemasu.

After the meeting, (I)'m eating bento.

Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
き

1- ナイフで

た

切る（

１) まえに
2- わたしは

）

食べて

２) のまえに

ひるごはんを

ください。

３) あとで

４) のあとで

つくりながら、(

)。

はな

1）おとうさんと

でんわで

話 していました

2）おんがくを ききましょうか
い

3）スーパーに

行って

ください
み

4）おとうさんは

テレビを

見ました

の

３−しごと (

) 、 ビールを 飲みましょうか。

１) なあとで

２) のあとで

３) なあとに

４) のあとに

Sentential Questions II
4 – ＿＿

＿＿

１）

＿*＿

10 月

5 – たなかさんが

＿＿

２）
＿＿

りょこうに 行きます。

なつやすみ

＿*＿

＿＿

３）
＿＿ てを

のあとで

４）

に

あらいます。
た

１）つくった

２）

まえに

３）

りょうりを
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４）

食べる

Answers
1) 3 – It probably makes more sense to cut something before you eat it, so we need あと
here. We use the の particle if you want to link it to a noun not a verb.
2) 1 – The subject has to be the same for both actions when you use ながら.
3) 2 – あとで behaves very much like a noun, and so to link two nouns (しごと and あ
と) you need the の particle. The JLPT will test you on these small differences
between particles.
4) 1 (2314) あとで can not be used with specific times only events, so we should put なつ
やすみ in front of あとで. That leaves us with 10 月, which we can put に after. And it
wouldn't make sense to put 10 月 at the beginning of the sentence like so:
10 月に
なつやすみのあとで りょうこうに 行きます。
jyuugatsuni natsuyasuminoatode ryoukouni
ikimasu.
After in October? summer holiday, (I) will go on a trip.
This sentence is a lot better:
なつやすみのあとで 10 月に
りょうこうに 行きます。
natsuyasuminoatode jyuugatsuni ryoukouni
ikimasu.
After summer holiday, in October, I will go on a trip.
5) 3 (1342) – We always use present tense with まえに so we can put 食べる before it.
Then we need something to eat – りょうり. The last thing out of place is つくった and
we can't put that in front of て, so it goes at the front. All together we have the following
sentence:
たなかさんが つくったりょうりを 食べるまえに てを あらいます。
tanakasanga tsukuttaryouriwo
taberumaeni tewo araimasu.
Before (I) eat the food Mr. Tanaka made, (I) will wash my hands.

Clauses in Japanese, という, and the の particle
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(Click to view the video)
All three of these structures can be used to describe things.

Clauses in Japanese – describing things
Form:
casual clause + Noun
Examples:
ピザを たべているひとは ジョウだ。
pizawo tabeteiruhitowa jouda.
(The person eating pizza is Joe.)
見たえいがは たのしかったです。
mitaeigawa
tanoshikattadesu.
(The movie I saw was exciting.)
Most of the N5 test will be written in polite Japanese. In other words, it will use -masu
endings for verbs and desu to end sentences that have nouns or adjectives at the end of
them. This polite tense is what you will most commonly be using with people you meet for
the first time or strangers.
But, between friends and a lot of informal situations, you would use the casual tense. You
will also use it for clauses in sentences. You can use clauses to describe things in Japanese
like you would use that in English:
ピザを たべているひとは ジョウだ。
The person (that is) eating pizza is Joe.
These clauses can not always be directly translated this way, but it is a good way to think
about when and how these structures are used.
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Keep in mind the differences in meaning of different tenses in Japanese when you form these
structures. A common mistake is to accidentally use the wrong test when forming clauses.
Take a look at the following sentences:
あなたが つくったりょうりは おいしかったです。
anataga
tsukuttaryouriwa
oishikattadesu.
(The food you made is delicious.)
あなたが つくるりょうりは おいしいです。
anataga
tsukururyouriwa
oishiidesu.
(The food you make is delicious.)
This is something that might come up in the grammar section, but I've seen it more in the
reading section. The test writers will write alternative answers that would be true if you
changed the tense. Take a look at the following really simple example:
おどおりのあとで かれが たなかさんの しゃしんを
odoorinoatode
karega tanakasanno
shashinwo
(After the dance, he took a picture of Mr. Tanaka.)
１ – かれは

なにを

取りました。
torimashita.

しましたか？

karewa naniwo shimashitaka?
(What did he do?)
1) おどおりしているたなかさんを しゃしんを 取りました。
odoorishiteirutanakasanwo
shashinwo torimashita.
([He] took a picture of the dancing Mr. Tanaka.)
If you were reading this quickly, you might think answer 1 is correct. Focus on these small
details because the test writers like to pick on you for these small differences.
Clauses can also be used to describe present or previous states like in the following
sentences:
いしゃだった マークは、 せんせいに なりました。
ishadatta
maakuwa, senseini
narimashita.
(Mac, who was a doctor, became a teacher.)
いしゃじゃなかった マークは、 せんせいに なりました。
ishajanakatta
maakuwa, senseini
narimashita.
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(Mac, who wasn't a doctor, became a teacher.)
Keep in mind though, that you can not use だ in a clause in this way. Instead you can use
the particle の:
そちらは、いしゃだマークです。
sochirawa, ishadamaakudesu.
(This is Doctor Mac.)
そちらは、いしゃのマークです。
sochirawa, ishanomaakudesu.
(This is Doctor Mac.)
It isn't used so often, but it sometimes pops up here and there.

という – Talking about What Things are Called
Form:
phrase + という + Noun
Examples:
ピンポンパンというゲームを している。
pinponpantoiugeemuwo
shiteiru.
([They] are playing a game called Pin Pon Pan.)
ボブという 男です。
bobutoiu
otokodesu.
([This] is a man called Bob.)
という can be used to talk about what something is called. For example, what a dog or
person is called. Keep in mind that this structure has the same feeling as the literal
translation in English:
ジョウという おとこのこ
joutoiu
otokonoko
(A boy called Joe.)
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You don't use this structure very often in English, and you don't use it so often in Japanese
either.
However, at later levels of the JLPT, you will learn to use という a little differently as another
way to make clauses. So just keep in mind that という is not always used to talk about what
something is called.

の particle – Show possession
The の particle has two basic usages at the N5 level, the first one is to show possession.
Form:
Noun + の + Noun
Examples:
わたしの めがねは
どこ？
watashino meganewa doko?
(Where are my glasses?)
これは ボブのですか。
korewa bobunodesuka?
(Is this Bob's?)
The の particle has several uses in Japanese. The first, and probably most common at a
basic level is for possession. You can think of it as the apostrophe s ('s) in Japanese.

の particle – Using Nouns to Describe Nouns
The other way the の particle is used is when nouns are used to describe other nouns.
Form:
Noun + の + Noun

Examples:
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わたしの

ともだちの

ボブの。

watashino tomodachino bobuno.
(My friend Bob's)
みどりの 本
midorino hon
green book
This use of the の particle can be a little difficult to understand at times. At the very basic
level, it is combing two nouns into one bigger noun phrase.
You can talk about where something exists:
えきの みせ
ekino
mise
(a store in the train station)
You can talk about the subject of something in this way:
にほんごの ほん
nihongono
hon
(a Japanese book, a book on Japanese the language)
You can talk about the specific type of something:
でんしゃの きっぷ
denshano
kippu
(lit. a train's ticket, or a train ticket)
You can use to talk about the creator of a work:
アガサ・クリスティの 本
agasa
kurisuteino
hon
(lit. Agatha Christie's book, or a book written by Agatha Christie)
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Obviously there is not one word that the の particle can easily be translated into when used
in this way so it can be a little difficult to grasp for English learners at first. Just try to keep in
mind that when you need to describe one noun with another noun, the の particle is the thing
to use.

How does this look on the JLPT?
This grammar will pop up all over the test in a variety of different ways. In general, the N5
will not push your understanding that much of clauses, you just simply need to know they
exist and the basics of using them at this level.

Multiple の s
Since the の particle can be used in a variety of ways, it is a perfect target for the scrambled
sentences that are in the second section of the grammar part of the exam. The test takers
might test you on your ability to use the の particle with the second use we went over today
– using nouns to describe nouns.
The の particle can also be used as a 'dependent indefinite pronoun'. What in the world does
that mean? Basically, it can mean 'the one' as in the following example:
A:どれが

すきですか。

dorega sukidesuka.
(Which one do you like?)
B: あおいの。
aoino.
(The blue one)
This can cause a lot of headaches because it looks like an i-adjective is being used like a
noun. It all depends on the context in which it is used, and the test takers will always give
you context if you need it. If you are unsure of how the の particle is being used look around
it to see if you can garner any clues.

の particle in a clause (word order)
Take a look at the following example:
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ピザを 食べている わたしの ともだちは
けんじです。
pizawo tabeteiru
watashino tomodachiwa kenjidesu.
(My friend eating pizza is Kenji.)
At first glance, it looks a little strange, you might be wondering what the clause 'ピザを

食

べている' is describing. Is it describing わたし? No, it is describing the noun at the end of
the clause - ともだち. When a person has the の particle after it, it is usually followed by an
object that it possesses, so you have to put わたしの last in the clause right before ともだち,
which it describes.
This is the exact kind of thing that will come up in the second part of the grammar section of
the test where you have to unscramble the sentences.

Example Sentences
とうきょうへ
toukyouhe

行くバスは どこですか。
ikubasuwa dokodesuka.

せんしゅう 会った女の人と レストランに 行きます。
senshuu attaonnanohitoto resutoranni ikimasu.

Where is the bus that goes to Tokyo?
I'm going to a restaurant with the woman a
met last week.

せんせいは にしかわさんという 男でした。
senseiwa nishikawasantoiu otokodeshita.

My teacher was a man named Mr. Nishikawa.

グランドきょうとという

I went to a hotel called the Grand Kyouto.

ホテルに 行きました。
gurandokyoutotoiu hoteruni ikimashita.
ジョウのかさは あおいのです。
jounokasawa

Joe's umbrella is a blue one.

aoinodesu.

わたしの車は
小さくて はやいです。
watashinokurumawa chisakute hayaidesu.

My car is small and fast.

ビルのいりぐちは あそこです。
birunoiriguchiwa asokodesu.

The building's entrance is over there.

うちのむすめは 5 さいです。
uchinomusumewa gosaidesu.

My daughter is 5 years old.
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Grammar Exercises
Sentential Questions I
くるま

1-(

)車

１）

あおさの

2 - その

２）

あおいの

あおいかばんは

１）や
3 – A:

が だいすきです。

２）の

これは

B:

わたし（

３）が

きのう

３）

あおの

４）

あおな

）です。

４）を

わたしが

（

）シャツです。

ああ、そうか。かわいいですね。
か

１）

か

買った

か

２）買う

３）

か

買いました

４）買います

Sentential Questions II
4 – きのう

＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿

＿＿

ほん

１）

おもしろいよ。
か

本

２）

その

３）

買った

４）

は

い

5 – A: ＿＿

＿＿

＿*＿

＿＿ 行ってきます。

い

B: はい、行ってらっしゃい。
１）の

２）

に

３）

じゅぎょう

４）

りょうり

Answers
1) 3 – あお is the noun for blue, whereas あおい is the adjective for blue. Although it is
more common to use the adjective and say 'あおい車'. You can use the noun blue, あ
お, to describe the car as well. あおさ is a noun, but it means something like
'blueness' in Japanese, which doesn't really fit here.
5) 2 – We can drop the noun when we use the の particle to show possession as long as
it can be understood from context. In this sentence, you can think of わたしの as
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'mine'.
6) 1 – We can tell from きのう, yesterday in Japanese, that we are talking about the
past. And for clauses we always need to use the casual tense.
7) 2 (3214) – For this question, you have to decide which comes first – 買った or その?
Well, その has to come in front of noun, so it will go right in front and the clause 買っ
た goes before that. The full unscrambled sentence would be:

きのう

買った

その本は

おもしろいよ。

kinou

katta

sonohonwa omoshiroiyo.

(That book I bought yesterday is really interesting.)
6) 3 (3142) So, you have a の particle, that is used to have one noun describe another
and you have two nouns, chances are one describes the other. じゅぎょうの

りょう

り seems a little strange (class cooking?), so let's go with りょうりの じゅぎょう
(cooking class). Then we just put the に in front of 行く to get the following sentence:
りょうりの じゅぎょうに 行ってきます。
ryourino
jyugyouni
ittekimasu
(I'm going to cooking class [and coming back].)
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JLPT N5 Test
The JLPT N5 is the easiest of the tests. It corresponds to the old level 4 or ４級 test. It is
where you will probably want to start when you are first studying. It only requires about 100
hours of classroom work to pass. This is equivalent to a little under a year of a college class
in Japanese.

JLPT N5 – Basic Info
The N5 tests the ability to understand some basic Japanese. The keyword is 'some'. You
should be able to read and understand typical everyday expressions and sentences written in
hiragana, katakana, and kanji. You should also be able to listen and comprehend daily life
topics as long as someone is speaking slowly.
The main objective of the JLPT N5 is to test your ability to read hiragana, katakana, and few
basic kanji. This is a major hurdle for new learners of Japanese. It may seem a little painful,
but the sooner you learn to read and write hiragana/katakana the better. If you are still using
romaji (romanization of Japanese) you are crippling yourself. Take the time now to lay down a
solid foundation of these writing systems. It will pay off in the long run.
Note that since the JLPT is not a speaking or writing test, the test will only judge your
reading and listening levels. In other words, you can theoretically not speak a word of
Japanese, but be able to pass if you can listen and read the language.

JLPT N5 Grammar
There are no official lists of grammar that will be on the N5 test. You can look over the old
lists of grammar for ４級 to get an idea of the types of grammar that you will be tested over
though. There are a few lists out there on the net as well as decks in Anki that can help you
study them.
In general, this level will test basic particle usage (は、が、や、を etc...), basic formal and
casual conjugations of verbs and adjectives for past and non-past, as well as making
comparisons and a few other simple grammar points.
Here is a short list of the top 5 grammar points to worry about:

5. Counters
Counters themselves seem to be pretty easy in concept. All you have to do is add 本, 冊
etc... behind a number and you are set. Unfortunately, there are several of these
little guys and some can be used for somethings that aren't exactly intuitive. Like 本
or hon can be used for long cyndrical objects and not books, which is what it means
if it is by itself.
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Where these often come up is in the listening section because they have different
pronunciations depending on how many numbers of objects. So make sure you know what
they sound like by doing some listening practice before the test. I know JapanesePod101 has
a few good beginner units that focus on this.

4. Conjugating Verbs
At the N5 level, you will learn how to conjugate verbs into their basic forms. For example,
past tense, negative tense, past negative tense, polite form, etc...
The thing you need to focus on is how each type of verb is conjugated. Verbs ending in ～う
are different than verbs ending in ～ る for instance. The polite form or ~masu form
is pretty easy to be honest, but the casual form is a little trickier. Be sure you know
how to conjugate it, and again what it sounds like, so you can pick it up in the
listening section.

3. Conjugating Adjectives
These are very similar to the verbs, you can conjugate adjectives to talk about the past, nonpast, negative, etc... There is no polite form that you have to conjugate, just have to add
desu or datta, which is pretty easy.
The main thing to look out for here is the little more advanced uses, for example, the く て
form where you are combining several adjectives together. Also, be aware that you
can nominalize the adjective, change it into a noun, by putting の at the end of it.

2. Time / Distance Particles
These things can especially be a pain in the butt. I'm talking about から, まで, に, くらい, and ご
ろ. These are essential to being able to talk about time as well as distance in some
cases, but they can easily get confused.

For example, take a look at the following sentence:
駅 __ どのぐらいかかりますか？

Can you guess what particle goes in the blank? Your first guess might be に because it is a
place we are going to. But, in fact, the answer is まで. Be sure to go over the
differences and practice a few of these types of questions.
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1. Subject/Topic/Object Particles
I always wondering how something so small could be so confusing and difficult to learn. I
specifically remembering sitting through an entire one hour class where my professor
attempted to explain the difference between は(wa) and が(ga). I walked out of that class
only with a brief understanding of the difference.
And even at the N2 level, these difference can be pretty difficult to wrap your head around.
There is a small section of the New Kanzen Master N2 Grammar book that goes over this very
difference. So, I would say it is almost crucial that you get a good understanding of the
difference early on in your studies.
For more in depth look at the particle wa, read about the topic-marking wa and the
contrastive wa.
To a slightly lesser extent, is also important to have a good feel for when to use the object
marker を. They can sometimes pull a fast one on you with this little guy as well.

JLPT N5 Kanji
Again, there is no official list of kanji that will be covered on the N5 test. The old ４級 or level
4 list is a good place to start studying for the exam though. You can pull up a list of these on
Anki or on iKanji on the iPhone. You can also pick up the raw list of these kanji on various
sites around the web.
In general, you need to know the kanji for numbers, time including days of the week, for
family members (father, mother, etc...), directions and for basic verbs (read, write, buy,
etc...). These are all kanji that would naturally come up in simple daily conversations.
The N5 level contains around ~100 kanji that cover most of the basic vocabulary you'll need
when you are first starting out. Unfortunately, at this level you can't make use of kanji
radicals that much because a lot of the kanji are radicals themselves. You are going to have
to learn them from scratch.
I try to think of these kanji in 6 major groups – nature, directions and locations, humans,
numbers and time, adjectives and actions. I kind of cheat with a few of these to match a
particular category, but for the most part you can group them this way.

Nature Elements
This includes everything from 山(yama, mountain) to 川(kawa, river). These are kanji that
represent something that exists in nature. A lot of these kanji look very much like the thing
they represent. 山 looks like a mountain, 川 looks like a river, and 木 looks like a tree. Of
course, 空 doesn't really look like air, but you can imagine a little guy jumping on a spring
into the air. The 工 is the spring and the top part is the little guy.
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山 川 天 日 空 月 木 水 火 魚 生 気 雨 金 電 花

Directions and Locations
These can be a little bit more difficult to be honest. For example, 北 doesn't look much like
north at all. There are definitely some mnemonics that can come in handy here when you
practice. I also put 後 and 前 in this group as well even though they can be used for time. I
also put some common locations into this category as well.
上 下 中 北 外 右 左 西 東 先 前 南 後 間 校 国 店 社 道 駅

Humans
This is a bit of a stretch for some of these kanji, but I think you can group all the family kanji
together with body parts and tools (like 車). All of these kanji basically involve humans in
some way. For example, you can include 女 (onna, woman) and 男 (otoko, man) because
they are only used with humans. There are actually different, much more complicated kanji
used for the sex of plants and animals.
人 女 男 父 母 子 友 名 目 耳 足 語 本 車

Numbers and Time
The first few numbers are pretty easy (一, 二, 三), but then it gets a lot more complicated
after that. Keep in mind that the first 10 numbers are hardly used. You will see them in fancy
Japanese restaurants or other places like some shops that sell omiyage (edible souvenirs
Japanese give to co-workers or family). 千 and 万 tend to show up at ATMs and some stores
more often though.
一 二 三 四 五 六 七 八 九 十 百 千 万 円 午 今 半 年 毎 時 週

Adjectives
No language would be complete without some adjectives to add color to what you are saying.
The N5 kanji doesn't give you too much to work with, but you have the basics, big and small,
long but not short (短), old and new, and mysteriously, only the color white.
大 小 長 高 多 少新 古 白

Actions
The final category is actions, which again cover a lot of the basic actions you do on a daily
basis – entering (a place), leaving (a place), eating, drinking, buying, coming, going, etc... I
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also think 何 (nani, what) belongs to this group as well, because you will probably want to
ask about what someone is reading, eating, etc..
入 出 行 来 休 食 飲 学 書 言 読 話 買 立 見 聞 何

A Good Start
As you can see, N5 kanji don't exactly cover everything, but they can help you get around
and understand a few simple things. One thing to note is that for the JLPT, these are the
kanji that will probably appear on the test, and N5 vocabulary that contains non-N5 kanji will
appear in kana. For example, 警官 (keikan, policeman) will be written as けいかん not in kanji,
even though in native materials it would be written in kanji, 警官.

JLPT N5 Vocabulary
The N5 level covers around 700 of the most common words in Japanese. There is no set list
of vocabulary that you can memorize to cover everything that you might see on the exam,
but my Memrise N5 course is a good guess of the most common words that might come up
on the exam.
If you are studying a newbie to beginner level textbook, it should cover this vocabulary. You
can also find decks in Anki that go over the old level 4 vocabulary which should serve as a
good base.
The important thing to keep track of for vocabulary is the vowel sounds. There are big
differences in one extra vowel sound. For example, おばさん means aunt, but おばあさん
means grandmother. You can remember this difference by remembering that grandmother is
older, so she has been around longer, so we need to use a longer sound. JLPT N5 will test
you over these differences so be on the look out for long vowels and short vowels.
You should try the Memrise JLPT N5 course or if you prefer Anki, check out the Ultimate N5
Deck.
Generally speaking though, the vocabulary you see at this level will be pretty common stuff
that you will see/hear on a daily basis if you are using Japanese. Things like common actions,
family members, numbers, directions and common function words that are used very often.
And actually 700 words seems like a lot, but it is still not as much as you need to have a
comfortable conversation. It is a good start though.
Learning vocabulary at any level involves two things – SRS (Spaced Repetition System) and
exposure. SRS is a system of learning vocabulary (and sometimes grammar) that involves
spacing out the items you are learning so that you review them at regular intervals, read this
for more details. Exposure involves reading, listening, and using language as much as you
can periodically. Vocabulary is something that needs time to grow, quantity is better than the
amount of time of each study session here.
There are a few main groups of N5 words: actions, family, numbers, directions, and functions.
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Let's take a look at a few approaches we can take to knock each of these out.

Daily Actions
There are a lot of words for things you do every day like eat (食べる, taberu), drink (飲む,
nomu), sleep (眠る, nemuru) or shower/bathe (浴びる, abiru). Since you do these every day,
it's pretty easy to practice using these in a daily diary of some kind. Or just practice using the
vocabulary while you are doing it.

Family
Words for different family members can be a real headache at times. First of all, there are
two different sets of words for family, one set is used to talk about your family while another
set is used to talk about another person's family.
The second problem you have to deal with is that these words are used a lot more often in
Japanese. For example, siblings might refer to each other as “younger sister” (妹, imouto)
and “older brother” (兄, ani) instead of by first names. This can make listening a little more
difficult.
A good way to practice this is to make your own family tree and label all your family. Try to
attach a personal image to each word. If you happen to have a rather small family you could
use an imaginary family or a famous family like the Simpsons or another TV family.

Numbers/Counters/Time
In the book “Made to Stick,” the Heath brothers describe the difference between learning
math in America and in much of Asia. Apparently, in Asia more physical examples are used.
The teacher actually counts out books in front of the students so they can see with their eyes
things being added and subtracted. They take abstract ideas and make them concrete which
is something I try to stress a lot to learners.
So instead of staring at some chart full of numbers and counters in a book, try to use
counters to count things in your real life. Of course, you also might want to verify with a
native if you are using the right counters for each object, but whenever you find yourself
counting something, count in Japanese.
The same goes for the 1st 10 days of the month. These are tricky little devils that will
probably come up on the listening section. If not on N5, I'm sure it will crop up somewhere,
so it is best to make them automatic. Also, if you are in Japan, you'll need them to make
appointments.

Directions
Here are another set of words that you can use in your everyday life. Try to write directions
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and locations of things in your neighborhood. When you go for a walk, talk to yourself about
where things are. I know this is a little strange at first, but everybody talks to themselves, so
don't worry about getting embarrassed too much. You might want to talk softly though.

Function Words
These are words like たぶん(tabun, probably) and あまり (amari, not very) that border on
grammar. They tend to have a few rules to how they are used and might actually be listed in
a grammar book for N5, but they will show up in the vocabulary section. Also in this group
are こそあど言葉 (kosoadokotoba, ko-so-a-words), these are things like こちら (kochira, this
way), そこ (soko, there), and これ (kore, this thing).
These are pretty abstract and hard to relate to the real world. Try to use them as much as
possible and make them automatic through use more than just memorizing a definition with a
flashcard or a SRS.

Reading Section
The reading section of the N5 is a little bit of a warm up for what is ahead. It doesn't involve
that many tricks for you to get hung up on which will come up on the later tests. There
aren't a lot of questions that involve inference for example or having to 'read' between the
lines.
You do need to familiarize yourself with what is on the test though. Just knowing the flow of
the questions and what to expect can help you have a cool head and will probably end up
boosting your score. It certainly won't hurt to do a little refresher.
The reading section for the N5 is administered separately from the language knowledge
section, but on your results you will only see one combined score for both sections. This
section is scored out of 120 points and you'll need a 38/120 to pass it. Overall, the N5 has a
lower pass mark of 80/180 total points. But, don't let that fool you. The score is based on
a curve and so you can, in theory, get 50% of the answers right, but still fail the test.
For general preparation for the N5 reading section, it is best to do a lot of vocabulary
practice. That will be the main target of this section. They will try to trip you up with
directional words, words for different family members, and question words. Make sure you
drill your vocabulary so you know it inside and out.
Be sure to also take a JLPT N5 practice test (free, but shorter), the official practice book, or a
mock test (paid, but full-sized) before the exam to give you an idea of what to expect as well.

3 Types of Questions
There are only 3 types of questions at this level – short passage, medium passage, and
information retrieval. Each have their own strategies to focus on.
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Short Passage
These are questions involving a passage of about 80 characters long with one question each.
If you are wondering what about 80 characters looks like about a paragraph long or a little
shorter actually. There is not a lot of detail in these passages actually, they are generally
straightforward.
The main thing they are testing here is your comprehension of the vocabulary. There will be
some minor inference that you might have to do, but overall these are clear cut questions.
Be sure to polish up on your question words (どう、いつ、どれ) and the kind of answers
that are expected with them.
Common tricks in this section include somewhat complicated time references like さらいしゅ
う or おととい. They will use words like this and then ask you for the specific date (this is a
common trick in the listening, too). This also extends to past tense and terms like それから
(and then). Be careful to look for details.

Medium Passage
These are questions involving a passage of about 250 characters long with 2 questions for
one passage. 250 characters comes out to be about a half a page of text. These passages
are generally easy enough to read, but be sure to read the questions first to know what to
look out for. They are generally looking for some key pieces of information.
The main thing they are testing here is comprehension of the grammar. The hardest part will
be keeping track of all the details that they might try to overwhelm you with. Don't be afraid
to take some notes to sort all the details out in your head.
Some tricks they might try to pull is adding in a clause at the end that changes the answer to
the question. Be sure to read through everything. They are looking for details here and not
overall comprehension.

Information Retrieval
These are a new type of question that started appearing on the N-series of tests. They are
generally a little long (around 250 characters) and involve train or class schedules, notices or
advertisements among other things. They are designed to test your ability to retrieve
necessary information from the material.
The main thing they are testing here is your ability scan a given material for necessary
information. You shouldn't actually read the entire passage. Instead, read the question and
scan through it to find the answers. This is, of course, a very useful skill in real life. You
don't want to spend 10 to 20 minutes reading the entire train schedule, you just need the
information that is important to you.
Again, don't be afraid to take notes or draw pictures to make the question clearer to you.
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These kinds of questions can really trip people up that have a hard time doing math in their
head, so it might be best to just visualize it on the paper (in English or Japanese).

Summary
One of the biggest issues people have with the reading section is that only the words that
contain N5 kanji will be written in kanji (with furigana on top). All the other words of the
passage will be in kana. This is something that is unfortunately unavoidable on the test, so
be careful. You might want to practice with the kana-only version of words at least a few
times before the test.
The reading section is one place where you can prioritize your test taking a little bit. Be sure
to attack the easier questions first (information retrieval for most people) and then move on
to more difficult questions, so you have a better idea of how much time you have.

Listening Section
For some, the N5 listening section can almost be embarrassingly easy. And if you have a
pretty good understanding of the language, it can even invoke some laughter with some of
the blatantly incorrect answers they present for the quick response section. It is after all the
easiest level of the test and as such is more of an introduction to the language than a solid
challenge.
However, it is best to at least have a basic understanding of what to look out for before you
go into the test. Simply knowing a few key points to look out for can earn you some extra
points and pull up your score, which can help you out if you are weaker in other areas of the
test. Just for a refresher, you only need 19/60 to pass the listening section and a total of
80/180 for the entire test.
There really aren't any things you can drill to get good at listening. It is a skill, and so you
need to practice the skill just as you would practice different golf courses if you wanted to
become a professional golf player. The more exposure you get the better off you will be.

4 Types of Questions
For the N5 test, there are 4 types of questions – task-based comprehension, comprehension
of key points, verbal expressions, and quick response. Each of these questions test a different
aspect of your listening skills and require different strategies.

Task-Based Comprehension
These questions are actually hold overs from the old ４級 (yonkyuu) test. They are exactly
what they sound like, questions that test your ability to accomplish a task that is given to
you. They will first explain the situation and give you a task (a question). After that, you'll
hear the conversation and the task again at the end.
There will always be two people talking in this section, and it usually involves a situation that
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should fairly familiar to you. Typically you will hear a teacher and a student, family members
talking, or two co-workers.
The big thing to look out for here is twists. Most likely the question will be leading you to one
answer, but at the last moment there will be one line that changes the answer to something
else. It usually comes in a question, or one of the speakers changing their minds.

Comprehension of Key Points
These questions are also hold overs from the old test. The flow is the exact same as the TaskBased questions: first, question and explanation, second, conversation listening and the
question again. These questions are really testing your ability to pick out key points in a
conversation. There will typically be a lot of information and you must chose the one piece of
information that you need.
These questions differ from the Task-Based in that you often times don't actually have to
listen to the entire conversation. You just have to pick out the one sentence that answers the
question. Typical questions include talking about a particular picture or daily activities.
Things to look out for here is listening for just what the question asked and not getting fooled
by the extra info that is presented in the conversation. To take an example from the practice
test, they try to fool you by talking about 妹さんの友達 (younger sister's friend) and 妹うさ
ん (younger sister).

Verbal Expressions and Quick Response
These questions go over appropriate expressions that are used in particular situations. The
verbal expression questions have a picture in the test booklet. You'll hear an explanation of
the situation and then 3 possible expressions. For the quick response section you'll also see a
picture, but this time you have to choose the correct response to what the speaker is saying
on the CD.
In both situations, you have 3 answers to choose from. These are not printed in the test
booklet. So, you must listen carefully to the CD. This is one part of the listening section where
you'll have to listen to pretty much every word, so listening stamina will be pretty important
here.
The key to this section is answering quickly. Don't second guess your answers. Just put
something down and move on. If you linger to long thinking about a different answer, you
might end up missing out on the next question that comes up. Stay focused.

Summary
The N5 listening does not include that many surprises, but you do have to stay focused and
know your easily confusable vocabulary (like names of family members). Also, it is important
to mark your answers and go on, don't get stuck on one question.
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Unfortunately for you, this section keeps pushing your forward until the end, and shortly after
the last question, the proctors will tell you to put your pencils down and close your test
booklets, so you can't go back and change an answer.

So, what is this thing good for anyway?
You might be thinking, if this test is so easy, why take it? What good will passing this test do?
This level is too low for you to get a job using Japanese. It only proves that you are capable
of a very simple conversation (about the equivalent of a kindergartener in Japan). And that is
just barely enough to get around in the country when you come to visit. So, why even
bother?
Well, it will help you understand your strengths and weaknesses for one thing. It's important
to understand these early on. That way you can focus on them more as you move up and
become more fluent in Japanese. For example, knowing now that you are not so hot at
grammar will help you study more efficiently in the future by focusing on that weak point and
not studying so much on, say, kanji, which you are better at.
It can also serve as a mini-goal. It's important that you have a long term goal for studying
Japanese, but it will also help you if you have smaller goals along the way. Being able to
monitor your progress and being able to have that 'Heck yeah! I did it!' moment are both
important to keeping your motivation high.
You can also still put it on your resume because, of course, it will make you look like a total
bad ass. I mean who else on your block has passed the N5? Probably not a lot of people. I'm
just saying.

In Summary
Some people skip over JLPT N5 on their way up the JLPT ladder, but I would recommend
giving it a try even if you feel it might be too easy for you. At least you'll get the experience
of taking the test, and you'll have a pretty little certificate to hang on your wall and brag to
your friends about.
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